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ѐಡࢬދٙणϯ۞ેҖҖજଠ͕̚טĂ౯кีАซ۞೭̈́ଠטన߉Ă
ϡͽ೭םአຆཌٙซҖ۞ЧีҖજĄҖજଠ۞͕̚טన߉Β߁˘࣎ྤੈ
̈́Җજგநրă˘࣎ӀϡߐؠҜԫఙ۞֘ฤםአ̈́Ⴞ၅րĂͽ̈́˘࣎
ტЪ఼ੈրĂΞ֍ેҖ·̶ᑕϡАซࡊԫχᑝలѳĄ
The front cover depicts the Operations Control Room (OCR), which incorporates a
number of sophisticated command and control facilities for use in controlling operations in the field. The OCR is equipped with an on-line information and operations management system, a vehicle fleet co-ordination and monitoring system
with satellite-assisted global positioning technology, and an integrated communications system. The facility exemplifies the Operations Department's commitment
to adopting advanced technology in combating corruption.
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Mission statement :
By enforcing the law vigilantly and
professionally, we are determined to
seek out and eradicate corruption
wherever it exists
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Foreword

ຆ߆ࣶՂ͌ЍĂJETN
BY AMBROSE LEE SIU-KWONG, IDSM, COMMISSIONER, ICAC
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߆̳ཌٺ2:85ѐјϲĂ҃ԧ
ϒߏٺТѐΐˢˢဩְચ̍

үĄаຐ༊ॡĂԧଂۢ39ѐ̝ົޢ
Їຆ߆ࣶĂତೠ̫̏֗͟͵ࠧඥలА
ዡҖЕ۞ຆ߆̳ཌĄІຍຐְ̙۞זଐಶ
д3113ѐ8྆͡൴ϠĄ༊ॡĂࢶപপડҖ߆
ޙءܜරАϠࢋՐԧϤˢဩְચܜᖼ
Їຆ߆ࣶĂ֭Шԧᄲځԧдາ૯Ҝٙ
ᅮࢬ၆۞߄ጼĄϺ೩ᏹԧຆ߆̳ཌ่̙౯
צώപξϔଯૣĂՀஎ઼צछ̈́гડ۞
߆ͅعల፟ၹĂͽҌБᙯͅڦలયᗟ۞
ع߆ܧᖐٙࢦෛĄԧ·̶ᒢྋҖ߆۞ءܜ
ࢋՐĂϺځϨזຆཌ۞ֹࢋߏώ̳̂
ռăࠦᛵ۞ჟৠԯలѳ߿જ˘˘ඥĂ
߇ѩĂԧڟତี˞צЇĄ
ԧܧ૱ၷضਕૉፉѩࢦЇĂЯࠎຆ
ཌд።Їࣶ۞מځࡻᅳጱ˭Ă̏јࠎ
Бͅల፟ၹ۞ቑĄԧۢтѩࢦЇ̙ٽ
ٚፉĂҭԧஎܫĂдᅳጱຆཌᚶᜈͽĶˬგ
ᆅ˭ķඉரχᑝలѳ۞ॡ࣏Ăԧົזຆ
ཌТˠБ˧͚Ąࣇޘຽஎྕ
ܫĂϭԠᚥ֗ඥల࣍ຆ۞ૣֹĄ
дϫ݈གྷᑻੜ۞ᒖဩ˭Ăଂְඥ
ల̍үืপҾ೩ᛋᛇĄӈֹдᓄර͵Ă
లѳϺ֖ͽឭࢴۤົ۞ॲૄĄдགྷᑻ̙ഀă
ᅙॲൺ۞ॡ࣏Ă၆ٺᇇᇾ̙۞ˠĂ
లѳ۞͔ᄵҋົՀ̂ĄдѩᓞᙱॡגĂԧ
ࣇՀืѣड़࿄ͤలѳĂͽҺۤົᄋצच҃
ΐஎࡴڶĄੵ˞ჯޘᛋᛇγĂຆཌົა
ႽٙਕԯలѳЊ̄ᘰ̝ڱٺĂᙋځдࢶപᛈ
Ϛలѳ;ࢋؠՕࢦᆊĄ

T

he ICAC was established in 1974, the very year I
joined the Immigration Department. Naturally, I
had no way of knowing then that, 28 years later, I would be
the Commissioner of what was destined to become one of the
foremost anti-corruption agencies in the world. Yet, in July
2002, that is exactly what happened. When Hong Kong's Chief
Executive, Mr TUNG Chee-hwa, asked me to make the transition from Director of Immigration to Commissioner of the
ICAC, he made very clear to me the challenges I would face in
my new role. He reminded me of the high regard in which the
Commission is held, not only by the Hong Kong community,
but by governments and other anti-corruption agencies, as
well as a broad range of interested non-government
organisations around the globe. In that knowledge, and with
the understanding that the ICAC's goal is to eradicate corruption, without fear or favour, wherever it exists, I agreed to take
on the task.
I am deeply honoured to have been chosen to take up
the baton carried with such distinction over the years by a succession of dedicated Commissioners, under whose guidance
and support the ICAC achieved its exemplary world-wide
reputation. I know the job will not be easy, but I also know
that, in leading the Commission's celebrated three-pronged
attack on corruption into the future, I will have the support of
a body of men and women of the highest professional skills
and integrity who have dedicated their lives to the cause.
The prevailing economic decline dictates the need for
particular vigilance in the field of anti-corruption work.
Corruption is a crime which, even in the best of times, eats
away at the very fabric of society. When times are hard and
money tight, the temptation to resort to corruption is significantly greater to those of already borderline ethical standards.
And it is in times of adversity that the need to keep corruption
firmly under control is paramount, for that is when the community is most vulnerable. Here at the ICAC, we are very conscious of the threat, and as our enforcement successes clearly
demonstrate, corruption in Hong Kong has never been a
higher risk crime.

:

ੵ˞གྷᑻιЯ৵ĂలѳཋҖ۞
ѣপኳ΄ඥల̍үໂ߄ጼّĄలѳߏຳ
г㝯ซҖ۞̺༊ĂᔿѣˠᙋٕۏᙋĂ߇ѩໂ
ᙱઍߤĄҭߏĂຆཌ۞አߤˠࣶώͧ۞
ሤྕຽჟৠĂࢬٺ၆߄ጼĂ൴೭ૻ
Ԡć҃ԧүࠎຆ߆ࣶĂົؠაႽБ˧ග
̟͚Ăቁܲࣇд̍ү˯ᚶᜈפјΑĄ
༊Ăಶඥల̍үֽᄲĂԧࣇ֭ܧ
؝үጼĄᒖᜪБЧгĂன̫၆ຆሒ߆ع
։р̳Φგ۞ڼ෦Րດֽດ̂ć҃Հࢦࢋ
۞ߏĂЧ઼ు႙ځϨזυืكѩЪү̢
ӄĂ̖ਕѣड़χᑝྭဩలѳ߿જĄજᑝ
አߤޙϲϾҡЪүᙯܼĂ̪ߏຆཌࢋ۞
ͅలඉரĄ3114ѐ2͡Ăຆ߆̳ཌᄃ઼ᅫ
ЖᛋᖐдࢶപЪᏱ˘઼࣎ᅫͅలົᛉĂԧ
ࣇ֭Ᏼፄ˞Ķྭાᛸ͘ໝలѳķүࠎѨົ
ᛉ۞ᗟĄдેඊᇤᆷቔԔ֏ॡĂԧࢍ
ણΐѨ઼ᅫົᛉົѣ39Щᓾ۰Ă̶Ҿֽҋ
ώപ̰г92࣎߆ع፟ᙯ̙Т፟ၹ۞242
ЩܑĂͽֽ̈́ҋ࿅61઼࣎छ̈́гડ۞
215࣎߆ع߆ܧܝొعᖐ۞361Щ
ܑĄѨົᛉ೩ֻ˘݈࣎ٙϏѣ۞։፟Ă
ឰБЧгͽඥల࣍ຆࠎВТϫᇾ۞፟ၹ
ˠ̀Ăكѩޙϲᓑඛშඛă࠹̢Ϲ߹གྷរ̈́
ซ˘ՎΐૻᓑᘭĄ
ࢶപႷϒٺਗ਼ဩ̝̚Ă҃ଐڶ
ΞਕՀᔌೋ̼Ą҃ĂᏓᄬѣ̠ĈĶਗ਼ဩҋ

ૻĂૻ۰ດૻĄķߏؠۺԧࣇຆཌˠࣶ۞
ळΠᅛĂֱ֤ྏဦͽలѳ߱͘ຫˠӀ̎۞ˠ
ચืღĄ
ͽ˭ౢ༼ᛚຆ߆̳ཌેҖ࿅
Ν˘ѐ۞̍үໄڶĂԓ୕۰၆̰टຏז
קĄ
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In the fight against corruption some challenges are constant, unaffected by economics or other factors. The secretive
nature of this insidious crime, where there are rarely witnesses
or even evidence that it has taken place, makes it one of the
most difficult to investigate. But the zeal and professionalism
of our investigators is legendary. They thrive on challenge,
and for my part as Commissioner I will do everything in my
power to ensure that they receive the support they need to succeed in the future as they have in the past.
Of course, we do not stand alone in the war on corruption, and there is a growing global demand for clean government and high standards of corporate governance in the private sector. More importantly, there is growing understanding
among nations that co-operation and mutual assistance are
essential to tackling corruption on an international basis.
Proactive investigation and the partnership approach remain
staples in the ICAC's strategy for tackling corruption.
Together with the International Criminal Police Organisation Interpol - which is one of our longest standing partners against
corruption, we have chosen the latter as the theme for our joint
international conference in Hong Kong in January 2003. At the
time of writing this foreword, I expect the
conference to be attended by 28 speakers and 131 delegates
from 81 organisations and government departments in Hong
Kong and the Mainland, and more than 250 from 104 overseas
governments and non-government organisations in over 50
countries. The conference will present an unprecedented
opportunity for networking, experience sharing and
strengthening ties between organisations and individuals from
around the world who share the same ideal - the eradication of
corruption.
So in summary, yes, times are tough... and may yet get
tougher, but as the adage has it, when the going gets tough, the
tough get going. That is certainly our motto in the ICAC, and
those in Hong Kong who would seek to line their pockets at
the expense of their fellow citizens by corrupt means would do
well to remember it.
The following pages provide an overview of the work of
the ICAC's Operations Department during the past year. I
hope that you will find them interesting reading.

ࢬ၆າ߄ጼ

Accepting the Challenge

Ղᅛ፨ĂJETĂ ઘຆ߆ࣶࣘેҖࢵܜ
BY DANIEL LI MING-CHAK, IDS,
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER AND HEAD OF OPERATIONS
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˩˛ٺѐ̚ΐˢຆ߆̳
ཌĂ༊ॡࢶപۤົలѳј

ࢲĂ߆۞ܝొعะဥёలѳ߿જሩĂଐڶ
၁д΄ˠ௧ປᇙೖĄᔵ༊ѐຆཌ̏ז
ۤົˠ͚̀ĂҭᆹҖඥలֹߏ̪ਥഌ႕
Ąຆཌˠࣶࢋдܧ૱ᓞᙱ۞ᒖဩ˭ܜॡม
̍үĂצአߤˠ̀ــ၆ԧࣇ·႕ԩ١ᇲ
ຍĂࠤҌᄱጱˠ၆̟ТଐĂ̂̂ᆧΐ
˞አߤ̍ү۞˧ܡĄ҃ĂጴЧАᜭአߤ
ˠࣶͧ۞ՙ͕ăላ˧ຽჟৠĂะဥё
లѳٺјࠎ።ΫĂ΄ࢶപ߆۞عᓏྕ
ͽܫॖаĄΞߏĂૄٺˠّ۞లٺٽ
జᝋ˧ჺ̼Ăలѳߏ՟۞ੵॲڱĂຆཌЯѩ
̪ื̙ᕝӅ˧Ăͽჯ˘࣎ຆሒ̳π۞ۤ
ົĄ
̫͇Ăࢶപ۞లѳયᗟזצଠטĂБ
ᏥຆཌӅ˧̙ጻχᑝలѳົۤˠ̀က˧͚
ĄેҖ۞ЇચĂߏ࿅᎕ໂၔ۞غЖ
ְአߤĂቁܲలѳߏࢲᐍཋҖĄԧࣇᖣ
ܕѐٙଳϡ۞જᑝአߤඉரĂ೬൴˞̙
͌లѳ९Іćҭ̂ొ̶۞አߤ̍үĂலౣ
ౌҋξϔٙү۞లѳᓝಡĄкѐֽĂల
ѳᓝಡᇴфᜈ˯̿Ăᔌ๕д3113ѐҬͼ
̏ᘦֽ˭ؠĄᔵ߆ܝొعռᒉ፟ၹ͞
ࢬ۞లѳᓝಡᇴф̶ҾѣᅅᆧഴĂҭፋវ
۞ᓝಡᇴф̂ᄃ3112ѐ࠹ࡶĄ
ેҖ۞ፋវϫᇾĂߏ࿅д߆ొع
ܝռᒉ፟ၹࢬ͞χᑝలѳĂቁܲࢶപጾ
ѣ˘࣎ຆሒ۞߆࣎˘عΞซҖ̳πᚮ۞ۋ
ᒉથᒖဩĄநռᒉ፟ၹ۞లѳ९ІॡĂੵ
˞አߤ࿁ͅĮ֨ͤྦྩ୧ּįௐ:୧۞ந
ˠలѳҖࠎγĂــᔘืአߤ९Іٙঘ̈́۞
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became an ICAC officer in the mid-seventies at a
time when corruption was endemic in Hong Kong,
and syndicated corruption in the public sector was a source
of shame and, to many, indignation. Even with the support
of the community in those early days, the fight against corruption proved incredibly challenging. ICAC officers
worked long hours under very difficult conditions, often
meeting with resistance or outright aggression from those
they sought to investigate and their misguided
sympathisers. But determination and professionalism ultimately won the day. Thanks to the endeavours of those
pioneer investigators, syndicated corruption eventually
became a thing of the past, and the reputation and integrity
of the Hong Kong Government Service was restored. But
the greed of men and the nature of power are such that corruption can never be eliminated, and the ICAC continues to
play a vital role in protecting the community against those
who seek to profit from betraying the trust placed in them.
Today, corruption in Hong Kong is at least under control, and what makes that situation possible is the neverending war waged against the corrupt by the ICAC,
together with the support of the community. The
Operations Department's task in that war is to ensure that
corruption remains a high-risk crime, and we do that
through vigorous and thorough criminal investigation.
Whilst the proactive approach to corruption investigation
we have pursued in recent years continues to unearth
pockets of corruption, the vast majority of our work results
from corruption reports from the community. For the first
time in many years, 2002 saw a levelling off of corruption
reports received by the Commission, and whilst there were
marginal increases and decreases in public and private sector reports, respectively, the overall statistics more or less
reflect those of 2001.
Our overall objective is to ensure clean government
and a level playing field for commerce, which we strive to
achieve by targeting corruption in both the public and private sectors. Tackling private sector corruption often
involves investigating complex commercial crime in tandem with associated offences of corruption by agents contrary to Section 9 of the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance.
Roughly fifty percent of the Department's investigative
workforce is deployed in the investigation of these cases,

ኑᗔથຽཋ९ĄેҖ̂ໄ˘Ηአߤˠ͘ߏ
ϡٺአߤᙷྵࠎӧᙱă˧̈́ᅮॡ۞९
ІĂҭԧࣇд͞ࢬ˘Шͽֽౌ࡚פрј
ᒻĂ̙͌९І۞జӘӮజڱलҿͽࢦЖĄ
д߆ࢬ͞ܝొعĂԧࣇ۞አߤ̈́ᑭଠ
̍үТᇹפ։рјڍĄಶ̳ચࣶలѳྦצ
۞֏҃ޘĂ࠹၆ޝٺк઼छٕгડĂࢶപ
߆عಝჍຆሒĄҭԧࣇ̙ਕЯѩ҃ҋ႕Ă
ЯࠎΩᙷᄅၑҖࠎܕѐѣ˯̿ᔌ๕Ĉ˘ֱ̳
ᖚˠࣶ̙ଓᑿϡᖚᝋᐹֱߙޞˠ̀ĂЯ҃ຫ
चˠΒ߁߆عώ֗۞ӀৈĄ
ͽ˭ߏᙷᄅၑҖࠎ۞ּ̄ݭĈ˘
Щ̳ᖚˠࣶ̙̳πгᇆᜩ̈́ፆଠԸᇾ࿅Ă
నڱЪࡗԲගᏐٕ̓˘มጾѣľϏགྷ
ϦಡĿӀৈ۞̳ΦĄтѩҖࠎΞਕϏҌٺᛈ
ϚĮ֨ͤྦྩ୧ּįĂضрԧࣇΞ͔ϡ఼
ڱĶ̳ᖚˠࣶҖࠎε༊ķཋΐͽ၆;ĄેҖ
ѐಡ۞۰ۢؠۺĂ࿅Νˬѐԧࣇഅ
චϡ఼ڱཋЩ೩෦Ăֽѣᅮࢋॡ
Ϻົᚶᜈ͔ϡĄ
ેڱ፟ᙯᓁࢋࢬ၆Ч߄ጼĂ҃ຆཌ
۞৪థߏѣड़гአ੨ྤԼតඉரΝҹڇ
ӧᙱĂ࿅Լࢭࢦߛၹ·̶൴೭አߤड़
ਕĂͽჯχᑝలѳ۞˧ޘĄ˘ۡͽֽĂຆ
ཌᐌࢶപ۞లѳଐ̙ڶᕝႊซĂྭ˞ࢦ
ࢦ҂រĄܕѐĂБّགྷᑻਗ਼ᖼࠎԧࣇֽ
Հ̂۞߄ጼĄࠎ˞ॎᎸࢶപགྷᑻĂ߆عଳפ
˞˘րЕੑ߆ନ߉ĂΒ߁ღᒺ̳Вฟ͚ćೱ
ήྖᄲĂԧࣇυืͽྵ͌۞ྤΝ྿Հ̂
۞ड़ৈĄ

which tend to be difficult, painstaking and time
consuming. As in the past, however, we continue to meet
with considerable success in this field, with many cases
resulting in substantial sentences being handed down by
the courts.
In the public sector also we continue to make our
mark with successful investigations and prosecutions. The
Hong Kong Government today compares favourably with
its international peers in terms of the extent to which what
might be called classic corruption - that is to say, bribery exists within its ranks. But that is certainly no cause for
complacency, because in recent years we have witnessed an
increase in corrupt practices of a less obvious kind, by
which some public officers abuse their power to dishonestly benefit favoured individuals at the expense of others,
including the Government itself.
A typical example of such corrupt conduct is that in
which a public officer contrives at the granting of a contract
to a relative or friend, or to a company in which he has an
(undeclared) interest, by unfairly influencing and thereby
usurping the tender process. Since these insidiously subtle
circumstances do not always amount to a breach of the
Prevention of Bribery Ordinance, we would be powerless
to take action against those responsible were it not for the
common law offence of misuse of public office. Regular
readers of this Review will know that, in the last two or
three years, we have put this provision to good use in the
courts, and we will continue to do so where necessary.
The forces of law and order will always face challenges. The trick is to adapt resources and strategies to
overcome those challenges; to innovate and re-group so as
to optimise effectiveness and maintain pressure on the corrupt. And thus it has been with the ICAC. Evolving with
the changing emphasis and character of corruption in
Hong Kong over the years ensured that the Commission
remained equal to - better than - the many challenges it
encountered. In recent years, the global economic downturn presented us with one of our greatest challenges. As
the Government strove to revitalise the Hong Kong economy by fiscal policies that impinged on public spending, we
were obliged to achieve more with less.
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ͽனॡ۞གྷᑻঈ࣏ĂેҖ۞Їચυ
ᓞĂࠤޘҌߏ݈ٙϏѣĄҭԧ̙
ຏזঈድٕೌ៍ĂЯࠎͽඥల࣍ຆࠎ̎Ї۞
ຆཌˠࣶĂؠਕጴͧ۞؇ᚥᄃຽჟ
ৠĂҹڇЇңਗ਼ဩĄԧᖰѩүٚᏚĂԧࣇ
̙ົѣξϔٙ୕Ăؠυဥඕ˘Ăᚶᜈ೩
ֻᐹኳ۞ڇચĂቁܲలѳኢңॡౌߏ
ࢲᐍཋҖĄࠎѩĂԧ̏͘ࢦొߛܝၹĂ
ซ˘Վჟᖎ͚೯ڇચĂͽ٩አՀкˠ͘ΐૻ
݈ቢአߤ̍үĄ

In the present economic climate, the task of the
ICAC's Operations Department will surely be difficult - perhaps more difficult than ever before. But I am neither discouraged nor pessimistic, because I know that the dedication and professionalism of the men and women who have
chosen the ICAC as their vocation is greater than the adversity they face. My pledge is that, together, we will continue
to provide the Hong Kong community with the same sterling standard of service they have come to expect from the
ICAC, and that our objective of making corruption a high
risk crime will be achieved in the future as it has been in the
past. To that end I have already begun restructuring the
Department, reinforcing the front-line investigative workforce by further streamlining support services.

ֽѐĂԧົБࢬᑭેҖ۞̍ү
ԔăૈޘטඈְآĂϫ۞ߏ೩̿ፋវ̍
үड़தјड़ĂᙱҺົ΄ЧТְ۞̍ү
ณѣٙᆧΐĄ݈ྮᔵ၉Ăԧࣇ̪ѣ၆
͕ܫΞͽኼπᅪᘣĂጼ౼ЇңӧᙱĄ
ԧᖰѩ؇˯3113ѐેҖѐಡĂԓ୕
۰ົ၆̰टຏזקĂ֭ਕଂ̚ଉԧࣇ
д࿅Ν˘ѐ۞̍үໄڶĄ
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In the coming year, I will review all aspects of the
Department's work - procedures, systems, training and the
like - with a view to enhancing performance and effectiveness. Ultimately, all this will mean more work for everyone,
and the road ahead will not be easy but, as ever, we will
prevail.
In the meantime, I offer the 2002 edition of the
Operations Department Review. The following pages contain
what I hope readers will find an interesting and informative
summary of our work during the past year.

ેҖ۞ᖐߛၹ

Our Organisational Structure
ેҖߛၹဦĞ3113ѐ23͡42͟ğĈ
The Operations Department (as at 31 December 2002) :

ઘຆ߆ࣶࣘેҖࢵܜ
Ղᅛ፨ĂJET
Ղᅛ፨АϠ˛˛˝˘ٺѐΐˢຆ߆̳ཌĂ
˟ŒŒ˟ѐ˩͡˩̱͟జ؎ЇࠎેҖࢵܜ

Daniel LI Ming-chak, IDS,
Deputy Commissioner and Head of Operations
Daniel LI joined the Commission in 1977 and was
appointed Head of Operations on 16 October 2002.

ઘຆ߆ࣶࣘેҖࢵܜ
Deputy Commissioner and
Head of Operations

ેҖܜĞ߆ܝొعğ
ౘᇇјĂJET

ેҖܜĞռᒉ፟ၹğ
ՂܷϠĂJET

ౘᇇјАϠ˛˛˝˘ٺѐΐˢેҖĂ
˟ŒŒ˟ѐॢ̿ࠎેҖܜ

ՂܷϠАϠ˛˝˘ٺαѐΐˢેҖĂ
˘˝˝̱ѐॢ̿ࠎેҖܜ

Gilbert CHAN Tak-shing, IDS,

Francis LEE Chun-sang, IDS,

Director of Investigation (Government Sector)

Director of Investigation (Private Sector)

Gilbert CHAN joined the Department in
1977 and was promoted to Director of
Investigation in 2002.

Francis LEE joined the Department in
1974 and was promoted to Director of
Investigation in 1996.

ેҖܜĞ߆ܝొعğ
Director of Investigation (Government Sector)

Ğአߤࡊ˘ğ
Investigation Branch 1

A

B

C

Y

ેҖܜĞռᒉ፟ၹğ
Director of Investigation (Private Sector)

Ğአߤࡊˬğ
Investigation Branch 3

G

H

Ğአߤࡊ˟ğ
Investigation Branch 2

D

X

E

F

Z

Ğአߤࡊαğ
Investigation Branch 4

I

J

K

ԫఙ
͚೯ొ
Technical
Services
Division

L

઼ᅫͅలົᛉ

ICAC - Interpol Conference

ώበࡗטВ ::9ЩĂ ̚949ЩࠎአߤˠࣶĄ
The department operates on an establishment of some
998 officers of which 838 are investigative staff.
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Чአߤࡊ̈́አߤ۞প̍ؠүቑಛ

Charters of Investigation Branches (IB) and Investigation Groups
Ҿ
Group

পؠቑಛ
Charter

አߤࡊ˘ĞBăCăD̈́Zğ
IB 1 [ GROUPS A, B, C and Y ]
A

ᛋฤ

B

ࢶപঔᙯăˢဩְચăᘂିཌăঐ֨̈́ඁચԊ

Police

Customs & Excise; Immigration; Correctional Services; Fire Services; and Inland Revenue Department
C

̳ᒉ፟ၹޙีϫ۞гૄ̍

Y

ܝొع߆

Physical foundation construction in the public sector

Other Government Departments

አߤࡊ˟ĞEăFăG̈́[ğ
IB 2 [ GROUPS D, E, F and Z ]
D

ྻᏮăఱᕢă۩ྻăྻމඈඈ̈́࠹ᙯҖຽă፼फ़̈́ࢋҖຽ

E

ॠྼຽăܲщຽăܲᐍຽăາჷಫ̬̈́Յܑ

F

ޙౄຽ̈́гய Construction and real estate

Z

ᅙҖ̈́ܛᏉຽ Banking and finance

Transport; container; air cargo; passenger etc. and related services; fuel and major retailing
Travel; tourism; security industry; insurance; news media; and village representatives

አߤࡊˬĞHăḮYğ
IB 3 [ GROUPS G, H, and X ]
G

ଐಡຩะ̈́ࡁտăغۻҖજăᓑඛቢˠăᙋˠ᜕ܲ
Intelligence gathering & research; undercover operations; informant handling; and witness protection

H

ྫྷᖸ

X

Ᏼᓝ̳̈́В፟ၹ Elections and public bodies

Surveillance

አߤࡊαĞJăKăL̈́Mğ
IB 4 [ GROUPS I, J, K and L ]
I

ેҖҖ߆გநă߆ඉؠטăგநڇચăࡁޠڱտă็ᛌ̈́ᖙᛌڇચăࢍಡӚ̶́ژă
ᆶߤలѳᓝಡᏙྙ؎ࣶົ৪३
Operations Department administration; policy; management services; legal research;
interpretation and translation services; statistics production and analysis;
Secretariat of Operations Review Committee

J

ᓝಡ̈́љ͕̚ăԣిͅᑕฤă٢ད̈́ૈăᓑඛ̰г̈́ঔγેڱ፟ၹ
Report and Detention Centres; Quick Response Team; recruitment and training;
operational liaison with the Mainland and international liaison

K

ྤੈࡊԫăཝྤफ़ᝥᙋ̈́ੑચአߤ
Information technology; computer forensics; and financial investigation

L

̰ొአߤ̈́Ⴞ၅ Internal investigations and monitoring

পҾᖚચ )઼ᅫͅలົᛉ*+
Special Duty Group [ICAC - Interpol Conference]*
SD

઼ᅫͅలົᛉ۞ᚯ౯ăޢ̈́็ކ๔̍ү۞༼щଵ
Planning, promoting and organising logistic arrangements of the ICAC - Interpol Conference
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ොĈ઼ᅫͅలົᛉ̏ٺؠ3114ѐ 2͡33.35͟ᓝҖ
N.B. : The ICAC - Interpol Conference is scheduled to take place from 22 to 24 January 2003

አߤࡊ˘

INVESTIGATION

BRANCH 1

አߤࡊ˘

ેҖӄநܜĞ˘ğเ͵ĂJET
ԧഅٺ2::7ѐҌ2::9ѐมፉЇአߤࡊ)˘*۞
ӄநܜĂ3113ѐ21͡ĂԧГѨેೠྍᖚĄϤેٺ
ҖࢦፋߛၹĂአߤࡊ)˘*дາࢎ۞̍үቑಛ˭Ă
యአߤঘ̈́ٙѣ߆̳ܝొعВ፟ၹ۞లѳᓝ
ಡĄࠎᑕ;ᕖ̂˞۞አߤᖚચĂአߤࡊ)˘*ᒔአࠁ
Հк݈ቢአߤˠ͘Ăֹᔑ˭α࣎አߤЧѣα࣎አ
ߤ̈ฤĄ
࿅Ν˘ѐĂϤٺঘ̈́߆۞ܝొعలѳᓝಡᇴ
фᄃአߤ࣎९ณᜈЋĂአߤࡊ)˘*۞̍ү˘ۡ
ܧ૱ᓄࢦĄგ͞எۢĂд೩̿̍үயณ̝ዶĂຆཌˠࣶυืჯຽͪπĂ֭ᄃѣᙯ۞
ొܝ፟ၹޙϲ։р۞ϾҡЪүᙯܼĄԧஎܫĂΪࢋ೩ώ֗۞९Іგநਕ˧Ăͽ̈́ΐ
ૻᄃЧϾҡ፟ၹ۞ЪүĂԧࣇؠਕᚶᜈࠎξϔ೩ֻᐹ։۞ڇચĄ
၆አߤࡊ)˘*ֽᄲĂ3113ѐߏΩ˘࣎Ⴧڍᖳќ۞ѐᐝĄԧдѩᖰШአߤࡊ)˘*
БវТְຍĂຏᔁࣇд࿅Ν˘ѐҒ۞ܑனĄ

INVESTIGATION BRANCH 1 (IB/1)
BY RYAN WONG SAI-CHIU, IDS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
OF OPERATIONS 1
I returned to Investigation Branch 1 in October 2002, having been in the
post for two and a half years between 1996 and 1998. As a result of a reorganisation, the Branch was given a new charter, which entails the responsibility for investigation of corruption complaints concerning all Government
Departments as well as those concerning public and scheduled bodies. To
cope with the wider investigative responsibility, additional front-line investigators were deployed in the Branch so that each of the four Investigation
Groups has an establishment of four Sections.
During the year, the Branch has been extremely busy in light of a high
level of corruption complaints and a sustaining high caseload. While productivity has increased, the management recognized the importance of maintaining our officers' professional standard and our partnership with the agencies concerned in our investigations. Through better internal case manage-

2:

ment and enhanced co-operation with our partners, I am confident that we
will continue to provide good service to the community.
2002 has been another successful year for IB/1. I would like to take
this opportunity to thank all those in the Branch for a job well done.
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 ࢵयአߤЇӕፘॼ
Group BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TONY LUI SHU-TUNG
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ȋ

యአߤঘ̈́ࢶപᛋચˠ
ࣶ۞లѳԸ෦Ą3113ѐĂ੫

၆ᛋચˠࣶ۞లѳᓝಡ˯̿21&Ăȋአߤ
ˠࣶ۞̍үЯѩܧ૱ᓄࢦĄ
3113ѐĂȋдˠְᅳጱ˯ѣ˘ֱ
តજĄд7͡ĂࢵयአߤЇᘲ઼مАϠአ
ᗓȋĂͽܮந˘ีࢦࢋ۞አߤ̍үĂ҃
ȋ۞გந̍үϤȑ۞ࢵयአߤЇѦୂ
ઉАϠ˘׀యĄז21͡Ăԧᒔॢ̿ࠎࢵय
አߤЇତგȋĄ
ȋд࿅Ν˘ѐநк؟९Іᅲࣃ˘
ኘĈ

A

Group deals with allegations of corruption
against members of the Hong Kong Police Force.
During the past year, corruption reports against the Police
increased by 10% and A Group officers were kept very busy
throughout.
2002 saw some changes in A Group in terms of personnel and leadership. In June, Mr Jeremy LO, the
Principal Investigator, left the Group to deal with a major
investigation and Mr Ricky CHU was in charge of A Group
in addition to his role of Principal Investigator of G Group.
Upon my promotion to Principal Investigator in October, I
took over from Ricky.
In the past year, we dealt with the following cases of
interest :

ᛋࣶజଠ৶ྦ
˯ѐѐಡ೩̈́˘Щᛋࣶ̈́˘มాᗆظ
۞ˬЩܲщࣶజଠҚᏖઙ৶Ă҃ྍЩᛋࣶՀ
జΐଠ˘ีమ߲ཋЩĄྍЩᛋࣶдࣧڱल
జؠమ߲ཋЩјϲĂజҿˢႯˣѐΗĄҌ
ٺᄃྍాᗆˬظЩܲщࣶజଠઙ৶ྦഠ˘
९Ăٺؠ3114ѐ3͡дડાੰڱซҖᆶੈĄ

дᛋࣶՠ֘Φ፟ळഎ˭൴ன۞߲ݡ

Drugs found at the driver's seat of Police Constable's
car

дΩ˘؟९ІĂ˘ЩଣࣶజШ˘؟
ઙ৶९۞ႷϚ৶ྦפഠĂүࠎĶᕚπķᛋ͞
አߤඕ۞ڍಡ࿌Ąдຆཌщଵ۞ःЄҖજ
̚ĂྍЩଣࣶќ˞פ6-111̮ྦഠޢϲӈజ
ٲॏĂٺҿੰڱಶ˘ีలѳଠཋତצ
ᆶੈĄ
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Police Constables on bribery charges
In last year's Review, we reported a case in which a
Police Constable and three security staff of a chain store
company were charged with offences of corrupt extortion,
whilst the Police Constable was additionally charged with a
drug trafficking offence. The Police Constable was found
guilty of the drug trafficking offence after a trial by jury at
the Court of First Instance. He was sentenced to eight and a
half years' imprisonment. As regards the bribery charges,
he and the three security staff of the chain store company
face trial at the District Court in February 2003.
In another case, a Detective Police Constable was
alleged to have solicited a bribe from a suspect in a blackmail case for favourably influencing the police investigation. An ambush operation was mounted, during which the
Detective Police Constable was arrested after receiving
$5,000 from the offeror. The Detective Police Constable now
faces trial at the Magistrate's Court for a corruption offence.

Bankruptcy tempts officer to corruption
In September 2002, a complaint was received by the
ICAC that a Police Constable and a Customs Officer had
approached a suspect in a wounding case soliciting advantages. They told the suspect that they had connections with
a Government Counsel of the Department of Justice and
that they could render assistance in favourably influencing

Яய҃ᛈϚలѳཋ
3113ѐ:͡ĂຆཌତᒔԸ෦Ă˘Щ
ᛋࣶ̈́˘ЩᙯࣶഅШ˘๋؟ˠ९۞ႷϚ৶פ
ӀৈĄࣇᓏჍᄃ߆ޠΦ˘Щ߆ޠعरѣᓑ
ᘭĂΞםӄĶᕚπķྍЩႷϚ۞ଠཋĂᆊ
ߏ71༱̮Ąຆཌአߤޢቁؠଠᛳ၁Ă֭ٺ
3113ѐ22͡ٲॏ˯ЩలѳႷϚĄྍЩ
ᙯࣶ̏ކοயĂ࠹ߏܫЯࠎ˧ᔘๅ҃
дయநྍ๋؟ˠ९۞ᛋࣶםӄ˭ĂШႷ
Ϛ৶ྦפഠĄଂώ९Ξ֍Ăณˢࠎ̈́ԁච

a decision on the question of prosecution against the suspect in return for $600,000. Subsequent enquiries confirmed the allegation and the two officers were arrested for
suspected corruption in November 2002. Investigation
revealed that the Customs Officer had been declared bankrupt and it is believed that his insolvency might be the reason for the alleged corrupt solicitation with the assistance
of the Police Constable who was handling the wounding
case. The case highlights the importance of public officers
being able to live within their means and to manage their
finances properly.

நੑĂ၆̳ᖚˠࣶҌࠎࢦࢋĄ

'Scapegoat' jailed
ĶΒˠķజҿˢႯ

In March 2002, information was received by the
ICAC that unidentified police officers might have accepted
3113ѐ4͡ĂຆཌତᒔଐಡĂ˘Щ
bribes from a local pop singer, who crashed his sports car
ώг߹Җႇ͘ٺॡЊд̚ᒖᇠ໑
early in the morning in Central, as a reward for their assis֘Ă҃ߙֱᛋચˠࣶᘃႷഅќྍצЩႇ͘۞
tance in his avoiding prosecution. During the course of
ྦഠĂүࠎםӄᔖҺಶྍ؟Ϲ఼ຍγజ
investigation, it was revealed that the singer's company
෦۞ಡ࿌Ąአߤ൴னĂྍЩႇ͘۞̳ΦΦ፟
driver had been allowed by a traffic police officer to substiᒔ˘ЩϹ఼ᛋࣶ̯ధĂആႇ͘ᄮүྍ؟
tute himself for the pop singer as the driver involved in the
Ϲ఼ຍγ۞ჹְΦ፟ĄྍЩϹ఼ᛋࣶăĶ
traffic accident. This culminated in the arrest of the traffic
ΒķΦ፟̈́߹Җႇ͘ޢజٲॏĄĶΒķ
police officer, the scapegoat and the pop singer. The scapeΦ፟ٚᄮ˘ีӸᘣΦ̳ڱϒཋĂజҿˢႯα
goat subsequently pleaded guilty to a charge of perverting
࣎͡ĄޢĂࠎଠ͞ᙋ˯Ϲ఼ᛋࣶ̈́
the course of public justice and was sentenced to four
߹Җႇ͘ҚᏖӸᘣΦ̳ڱ
months' imprisonment. Following his
ϒĄڱल˟ؠˠཋЩј
conviction, the scapegoat testified for
ϲĂྍЩϹ఼ᛋࣶజҿႾ
the prosecution against the traffic police
̱࣎͡Ă҃߹Җႇ͘జ
officer and the pop singer for conspiring
to pervert the course of public justice.
ҿᆹҖ351̈ॡۤົڇચĄ
Upon their conviction, the traffic police
ྍ९дአߤ̈́ᑭଠഇมజ
officer was sentenced to six months'
็ಫᇃھಡĂ֭дྍЩ
imprisonment and the pop singer to 240
ႇ͘үࠎ͌ܦѐሀቑͽ̈́
hours of community service. This case
Φڱᆊࣃ۞ࢬ͞યᗟ
attracted extensive media coverage over
˯Ă͔̙͌ኢĄ
the period of the investigation and
prosecution. It has also raised public
debate over the pop singer as a role
ࡓജྮϹ఼ຍγனಞ
model for young people and the core
Cotton Tree Drive where the traffic accident
values of the administration of justice.
took place
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݈ᖀ

The Way Forward
ࠎ˞೩ޘځĂຆཌಶአߤ࣎९ଳ

פҖજޢĂགྷ૱ົ൴ٸາჷቇĄ҃Ăѐ̰
ѣ˘ֱಡౢಡĂຆཌᛋ͞д൴ٸາჷ
ቇ۞યᗟ˯ѣ̙Т۞ຍ֍Ą࿅ዋ༊۞ם
થĂયᗟ̏ᒔԁචྋՙĂᗕ֭͞Тຍдكѩ
ᙯ۞ڦયᗟ˯ΐૻᓑඛЪүĄ
ຆሒ߆˜عຆཌᛋ͞۞ВТϫᇾĂ
҃ᗕ͞னҖ۞ᓑඛЪүറΒ߁Ĉ

In an effort to enhance its transparency, the ICAC has
adopted a policy to issue press releases in appropriate cases
following ICAC operations. There were however some
press reports during the year which suggested there was
disagreement between the ICAC and the Police over the
issue of press releases on some A Group operations.
Through appropriate consultation, the matter was resolved
amicably, with both sides agreeing to step up operational
liaison and co-operation over matters of mutual concern
and interest.

• ᛋຆҖજᓑඛ̈ .!ᗕ͞ᆸˠࣶ
࿅ؠഇົᛉĂಶВТᙯ۞ڦયᗟ
ซҖሿથĄ

With a common goal of clean government, we work
in partnership with the police and there exist the following
channels of liaison and co-operation :
• Police/ICAC Operational Liaison
Group - high level liaison on operational issues of common interest
between the two agencies.
• Force Anti-Corruption Strategy
Steering Committee - adopts a holistic
approach in formulating strategies to
eradicate corruption within the Police
Force.

ᛋຆҖજᓑඛ̈ົᛉ

Police / ICAC Operational Liaison Group Meeting

• ᛋฤͅలඉர༛ጱ؎ࣶົ .! ؠטБ
ࢬّඉரĂ˧ॲੵᛋฤ̰۞ల
ѳĄ
• ຆཌࠎᛋฤЧᓁડ0ડ೭ءщଵᖎ
ಡ ົ .! ᓾ  ડ ̰ ۞ ల ѳ ̈́ ࠹ ᙯ ય
ᗟĄ
• ᄃᛋ͞Ը෦̰̈́ొአߤࡊܲᓑඛ
.!д̍үᆸࢬ˯ซҖ͟૱ᓑඛĄ
• ຆཌˠࣶдᛋฤЧ৺೭ኝ̚
ᓾळ .! ኘኢგ͞дઍߤ̈́֨ͤల
ѳ˯Ξਕ࿃۞זયᗟĄ
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• ICAC
briefings
to
Police
Regional/District Commanders - on
perceived corruption and related
problems affecting the police region/district.
• Liaison with Police Complaints & Internal Investigations
Branch - day-to-day liaison on operational matters at a
working level.
• ICAC input in three levels of Police Command Courses on perceived problems encountered by management in
the detection and prevention of corruption.
Given the prevailing economic situation in Hong
Kong and the increase in corruption reports in recent years,
the task ahead of us is definitely a challenging one. To meet
this new challenge, we will seek to enhance our investigative capabilities, maintain our high standard of

ᝥࢶٺപ۞གྷᑻ̪িऴĂ҃ܕѐ
లѳᓝಡᇴф˯̿ĂԧࣇϏֽ۞̍үυᓞ
λĄࠎᑕ;າ߄ጼĂԧࣇົ˧೩አߤਕ
˧ĂჯޘຽͪπĂ֭ᄃᛋ͞ΐૻᓑ

professionalism and strengthen our operational liaison
with the Police. The partnership approach with the Police
will continue to be an effective strategy to keep the Police
Force free from corruption.

ᘭĄᛋຆ۞ϾҡЪүĂ̪ߏঐੵᛋ၅లѳ
ѣड़۞ඉரĄ
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 ࢵयአߤЇᛂࠏฯ
Group BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, DANIEL SO PING-HUNG
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ঘ

̈́ࡔొޠฤˠࣶ۞లѳᓝಡĂ
ੵࢶപᛋચγĂӮϤC

యአߤĄֱࡔొޠฤΒ߁ᘂିཌăࢶപঔ
ᙯăঐ֨ăˢဩְચࢳع߆Җڇચ
ฤĄѩγĂC˵యநঘ̈́ࢶപপડ߆
̍ܧֱ˘عొ۞ܝᓝಡĂҭྤࢋϡٺ
አߤঘ̈́ᘂିཌăঔᙯăঐ֨ˢဩ۞
९ІĄ

ঘ̈́ࡔొޠฤˠࣶ۞లѳଠ
˘ਠֽᄲĂ੫၆ᘂିཌˠࣶ۞Ը෦Ă
Β߁ќצӀৈүࠎᐹޞϒдڇЖ۞βϚٕజ
ឬ۰ăࠎࣇ็ᅍܫिٕᛸ࿁༰ݡග
ࣇ۞ಡ࿌ĄѩγĂᘂିཌˠࣶ˵૱૱జШ
ᛖβٕβϚ۞Ꮠ̓ࣄĄ3113ѐĂЩξϔ
జଠШ˘Щᔘ٪Ϛˠ۞ᏐᛳгܑϯĂ
ࣇΞֹ˘ЩᘂିཌˠࣶࠎྍϚˠᇤᆷ։р
۞ಡӘĂˠ
ֽޢజؠཋ
ЩјϲĄΩγ
؟९І̶Ҿ
ঘ̈́Щᘂି
ཌˠࣶĂ̚
˘ˠజଠШ˘
ЩᛖβࣄĂ
Ω˘ˠజଠ
࿁༰ݡซ
ႾႯĂˠ
ӮజؠཋĄ

࿁༰ݡซႾႯ

ੵ˞̳ிˠ̀

Unauthorised articles found in prisons

ٙү۞లѳᓝಡĂЧᘂିٙႾႯ۞ܲщ
ˠࣶĂϺགྷ૱ԯд̍ү˯ٙ࿃۞זᘃႷలѳ
ְІĂᖼ̬ගຆཌซҖአߤĄ

ᓑඛറ
ࢶപགྷᑻᜈೋ̼Ă၆ӄ̶ొٺ

T

he charter of B Group covers corruption complaints against all disciplined services other than
Hong Kong Police Force. They are the Correctional
Services, Customs & Excise, Fire Services, Immigration
Department and Government Flying Service. The Group
also deals with complaints concerning some non-works
departments of the Hong Kong SAR Government. The
majority of the Group's resources were deployed in investigating complaints against the first four disciplined services
mentioned above.

Suspected corruption concerning the disciplined services
Generally speaking, allegations against Correctional
Services Department (CSD) personnel concern officers
accepting advantages in return for giving preferential treatment to, conveying messages for, or bringing unauthorized
articles to serving prisoners or inmates. Allegations against
officers asking for loans
from ex-prisoners, friends or
relatives of prisoners are not
uncommon. In 2002, there
was a case in which two
civilians were convicted of
making a false representation to relatives of a remand
prisoner purporting that
they could cause a CSD officer to report favourably on
the prisoner. In two other
cases, two officers were
respectively convicted of
obtaining a loan from an ex-prisoner and introducing an
unauthorised article into prison. In addition to corruption
reports made by members of the public, the security staff of
various correctional institutions and prisons also regularly
refer to the Commission their suspicion of corruption
encountered during the course of their duties.

̳ચࣶྋՙྤயٕԸྤεӀયᗟĂ
҃ߙֱࡔొޠฤˠࣶனๅέ۞ଐڶĂ
̪΄ˠᙯڦĄ3113ѐކҶய۞ࡔొޠฤ
ˠࣶߏ።ֽк۞Ă̙҃͌ˠࣶކҶயޢ
జϏགྷధΞତצഠĄ
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Operational liaison
The continuous downward trend of the local economy does nothing to help civil servants resolve their financial problems, some of which occurred as a result of negative equity arising from property speculation or other

ຆཌ೩࣍ޙϲЪүϾҡᙯܼĂᓑ͘χ
ᑝలѳĂזЧࡔొޠฤ۞ᆸგநˠࣶБ
˧͚Ą࣎Ҿࡔొޠฤ۞ࢵܜ৺̈́৺ˠ
ࣶĂՏ̱࣎͡ᄃຆཌેҖᆸˠࣶᓝҖҖ
જᓑඛ̈ົᛉĂથѣӄΐૻكѩЪү۞
ЧีયᗟĄѩγĂд̍үᆸࢬ˯Ăຆཌᄃొ
̶ࡔొޠฤϺՏ̱࣎͡߹Ᏹࡁົٕ
̍үӪĂᖣѩΐஎكѩ۞˞ྋă೩̍үड़
த֭ΐૻكѩ۞ЪүᙯܼĄีщଵϤᘂି
ཌฟؕĂ̏ܕଯणҌঐ֨̈́ˢဩְચ
Ą

ঘ̈́ܝొع߆ˠࣶ۞లѳ
ଠ
ѐ̰ѣк؟ঘ̈́ܝొع߆ˠࣶ۞
ᑭଠĂౌפјΑĄ
д3113ѐ3͡Ă˘Щ߆ચЇགྷᆶੈ
ޢజีؠ৶פӀৈཋЩјϲĄ९൴ॡĂ
ྍЩ߆ચЇЇᖚ̍થԊӄநԊܜĄЯ̍ү
ᙯܼĂΞפዦϒᒔ༊Ԋ҂ᇋ؎ͽ̳ᖚ۞ˠ
̀۞࣎ˠᆹ።ă˘ώЩࠎĶ߆ચᖚրЩᐂķ
۞ࢨዦΏۏĂྍΏྶۏѣٙѣ߆ચЇ۞ྎ
࣎ˠྤफ़ĄྍЩ߆ચЇᑿϡᖚᝋĂдѣ
ᙯˠ̙̀ۢଐ˭Ăࣇ۞࣎ˠྤफ़೩ֻ̟
ЩੑચᜪયĂ࣐ࡶࣇјࠎྍЩੑ
ચᜪય۞͗މĂົܮќפЇңԸྤϹ۞ٽ
˘ΗҮܛүࠎಡ࿌ĄྍЩ߆ચЇЯٙϚ۞
ཋజҿႾ23࣎͡Ą
ࢶപٙѣරˠᇁцĂӮϤϔ߆ְચԊ
ᔑ˭۞ܛૄܫăᇁц̈́ᆨಞგநĂ֭Ϥ
රˠᇁц؎ࣶົซҖႾ༛Ą
д3113ѐ6͡Ăܛૄܫăᇁц̈́ᆨ
ಞ۞ેҖ৪३Ăٚᄮ˘ี֗ࠎநˠќצ
Ӏৈ۞ଠཋĄරˠᇁц؎ࣶົ˘Щ؎ࣶ˘
ЩؠഇЪࡗٚᏱથĂд3111ѐҌ3113ѐഇ
มĂഅкѨШྍેҖ৪३೩ֻྦഠĄྍٚᏱ

unsuccessful investments. Indebtedness continues to be a
matter of concern for officers in the disciplined services.
The number of officers declaring bankruptcy in 2002 was at
a record high. A number of those who declared bankruptcy subsequently became subject of allegations of obtaining
unauthorised loans.
The senior management of all disciplined services
gave their support to the idea of a partnership approach in
fighting corruption as advocated by the Commission. The
directorate and senior staff of each of these departments
hold six monthly meetings with ICAC Operations
Department personnel. Working together in Operational
Liaison Groups, they discuss issues conducive to better cooperation between the agencies. At a working level, the
ICAC and our partners in some of the disciplined services
alternately host seminars or workshops, also on a sixmonthly basis, to enhance mutual understanding, operational efficiency and working relationships. This practice
started with the CSD and has recently been extended to the
Fire Services and Immigration Departments.

Suspected corruption concerning other
Government Departments
In 2002, there were several successful prosecutions
concerning other Government Departments.
In February 2002, an Administrative Officer was convicted, after trial, of two counts of soliciting an advantage.
The officer was, at the time, an Assistant Secretary with the
Trade and Industry Bureau. His official duty enabled him
to have access to the curricula vitae of private individuals
being considered for various public service appointments,
and a restricted publication called, "Who's Who in the
Administrative Service" that contains detailed biographical
data of all Administrative Officers. In abusing his official
position, he offered to refer clients and, unbeknown to
them, supply their personal details to two financial
advisers in return for an advantage which was 50% of the
commission gained from any successful transactions. He
was sentenced to 12 months' imprisonment.

થࠎкมරˠᇁц۞ჯֻ࣒̍ᑕٙᅮ͢
ՄĂ҃ྍЩරˠᇁц؎ࣶົ؎ࣶд݈۰۞
ຽચ˯ֳѣߊӀৈĄϤٺќྦ˞פഠĂྍ
ેҖ৪३ϏѣШܛૄܫăᇁц̈́ᆨಞಡ

In Hong Kong, Chinese temples are managed by the
Trust Funds, Temples and Cemeteries Section (TFTC) of the
Home Affairs Bureau, under the supervision of the Chinese
Temples Committee (CTC).
3:

Әྍ؎ࣶώ֗хд۞ӀৈࡎĂͽ̈́ྍٚᏱ
થ۞ჯ࣒̍ϏᇾĄຆཌଳפҖજॡĂ
дྍેҖ৪३۞Ᏹ̳̰ވຩᒔ71༱̮னܛĄ
జҿႾ39࣎͡Ă҃ঘ९۞:6༱̮ྦഠБᇴ
జ՟ќĄ੫၆Җྦ۰۞አߤ̍ү̪дซҖĄ

̳ᖚˠࣶҖࠎε༊
ຆ߆ࣶ۞ؠڱᖚయĂ̙֭ࢨٺአߤ
ঘ̈́ྦྩ۞̙ڱҖࠎĄт̳ᖚˠࣶ۞ᄅၑҖ
ࠎ̙ঘྦྩјЊĂ߆ޠΦܕѐ႙к͔ϡ఼
۞ڱĶ̳ᖚˠࣶҖࠎε༊ķཋ೩ᑭଠĄд
3113ѐĂࢶപέ˘Щᓁ༼ϫЇజڱल
̳ีؠᖚˠࣶҖࠎε༊ཋЩјϲĂజҿႾ
α࣎͡ĂቤЖѐĄྍЩᓁ༼ϫЇᄊຍᑿ
ϡᖚᝋĂ՟ѣᏲొؠߊܝԔԲࣞЩ˭

In May 2002, the Executive Secretary of TFTC pleaded
guilty to an offence of accepting an advantage as an agent.
The bribes were offered jointly on various occasions
between the years 2000 and 2002, by a member of the CTC
and a term contractor. The CTC member had a vested interest in the business of the contractor who supplied the timber required for maintenance work at a number of Chinese
temples. In return for bribes, the Executive Secretary omitted to report to the TFTC that there was a conflict of interest
on the part of the CTC member or on the substandard work
of the term contractor. When overt action was taken,
$600,000 in cash was found in the office of the Executive
Secretary. He was sentenced to 28 months' imprisonment
and his corrupt proceeds amounting to $950,000 were forfeited. Further investigation into the alleged corrupt offeror
is continuing.

ᛳΐᓟĂֹ֭˭ᛳͽౘ྿ΐᓟ۞
ϫ۞Ą
Ϥ̍ٺүቑಛк̮̼ĂCአߤˠࣶ
ѣ፟ົந̙Тᙷ۞ݭ९ІĂߊΞᆧซຽ
ۢᙊă᎕ᚗෳགྷរĂՀΞᕖᔮෛĄ၆C
ˠֽࣶᄲĂ3113ѐߏѓ༨۞˘ѐĂ˵ߏќ
ᘥࠤᖳ۞˘ѐĄԧдѩᖰШCТˠຍĂ
ຏᔁࣇд࿅Ν˘ѐ۞Ӆ˧։рܑனĄ

Misconduct in public office
The Commissioner of the ICAC has a statutory duty
to investigate corrupt practices not necessarily restricted to
quid pro quo bribery. In dealing with corrupt conduct of a
public officer where no bribery is involved, the common
law offence of Misconduct in Public Office has been
increasingly used in prosecutions in recent years. During
the year, a Principal Programme Officer of Radio Television
Hong Kong was convicted of two counts of Misconduct in
Public Office and was sentenced to four months' imprisonment suspended for two years. In this case, he wilfully
abused his office by approving a salary increase for two of
his subordinates without complying with departmental
procedures. He also instructed his subordinates to arrange
for such an increase to be made with the use of false representation.
The Group's diverse Charter enables our investigators
to deal with a variety of cases and broaden their
professional knowledge, experience and exposure. 2002 has
been a busy and rewarding year for B Group officers. I
would like to take this opportunity to thank them for their
good work.
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ᐌ

ેҖٺ3113ѐ21͡ࢦغ
ߛၹޢĂDੵ۷ࣧѣᖚ

యĂአߤᄃ߆̍عચ̍ѣᙯ۞లѳଠ
γĂᔘయአߤঘ̈́ٙѣ̳В፟ၹ۞లѳԸ
෦Ą

A

s a result of the re-organisation of the
Department in late October 2002, C Group has
included in its charter complaints of corruption concerning
all public bodies, in addition to its on-going responsibility
for investigating alleged corruption concerning public
works.

Ϥ˯ٺቑᘞ۞లѳົ၆ۤົၹј
ࢦ̂ᇆᜩĂአߤ̍үୂࠎྵــຏĂϺटٽ
͔̳ி۞ᙯڦĄࠎՐѣड़гχᑝຽࠧ۞ల
ѳĂDଳפજᑝአߤඉரĂ֭˧ޙ
ϲЪүϾҡᙯܼĄԧࣇזЧ፟ၹგநᆸ۞
·̶ЪүĂְ၁˯Ă˭͛ኘ̈́۞јΑ९ּĂ
̂ొ̶ౌҋֱ፟ၹᖼ̬࿅ֽ۞ྤफ़Ą

̙Ъఢॾᇼߗ

As corruption in these areas has a significant impact
on the community, this type of investigation is frequently
sensitive and tends to attract public attention. To effectively combat corruption in these areas, C Group adopts a
proactive strategy and partnership approach. These
measures have been very successful in fostering the
co-operation of the management of our 'client' organisations. In fact, the majority of our successful cases under
review originated from referrals of information by these
organisations.

Substandard piling

યᗟᇼߗ
Faulty Piles

ፂٗޏཌგநᆸү۞ᓝಡĂҜٺາ
ࠧՒϣ۞ߙĶا۰ѣޏķ൴णีϫĂᘃႷ
ѣలѳ̈́ᇼߗ̙Ъఢॾ۞ଐڶĄགྷ࿅ᓄኑԫ
ఙّછീᇴፂ̶ޢژĂአߤˠࣶ൴ன47͚
̂ۡश២͋ᇼ̚ĂΪѣα͚Ъ̍Ъࡗఢ

The management of the Housing
Department reported their suspicion of corruption and substandard piling work at a Home
Ownership Scheme Development Project in
Shatin, New Territories. The investigation
involved complicated technical surveys and
analysis of data, which subsequently revealed
that only four of the 36 large diameter bored piles
were found to be compliant with the contract
specifications. 21 were shortened by between
two to 15 meters, while the remaining 11 rested
on soft mud instead of bedrock as required. The substandard piles caused serious uneven settlement, endangering
the structure of the two newly built multi-storey public
housing blocks. As a result, the faulty structures had to be
demolished and over $540 million of public revenue was
lost.

ॾĄ̚ѣ32͚ᇼߗͧٙᅮޘܜൺ˟Ҍ36Ѽ
̙ඈĂዶ22͚ٚћٺహܧ҃ڪఢ۞ؠ
ૄᆸ̚جĄ̙Ъఢॾᇼߗጱᚑࢦ۞̙πӮ
ՕࢫĂ၆ᆼາޙј۞кᆸ̳ޏሁц۞ඕၹ
ౄјПᐍĄඕڍĂПᐍޙࢋืۏБొٵ
עĂͽ̳ص࿅̣ᆆα˼༱̮Ą
ᔵྍ९۞లѳଠĂϏѣ·̶ᙋፂ
͚ĂҭయႾ༛۞ٗཌˠࣶ̏ٚᄮႾ̍ॡ
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ณޘൺᇼϡ۞Ķৠ΅͎ķ
Rigged measuring tape used for measuring
shortened piles

Although there
was insufficient evidence
to substantiate the allegation of corruption, the
supervisors from the
Housing Department
admitted having exercised very loose supervision. The unscrupulous

࿅ٺᗫጻĄ҃యχᇼ۞։ٚޙથĂౣٺ
ᇼߗତצീྏ݈Ăд២܈˿פᐂ˯ͽใ
ৌĂՀณ͎ޘᖇԼĂͽၹീณᐂĄ
ঘ९۞χᇼ̳ΦЩְ̈́˘Щг
ሹᓁგĂజଠҚᏖᙾࢶപ߆عĄд3113
ѐ8͡ĂЩְдࣧڱलజؠཋЩј
ϲĂӮҿˢႯ23ѐĄ҃гሹᓁგٚᄮଠ
ཋĂ֭ᙋТ९జӘĂޢజҿႾˬѐ
ˬ࣎͡Ąᆶநྍ९۞ءڱҿࢦЖͽ⪠ड़
͍ॡĂүͽ˭ෞᄬĈ
ĶЧజӘ۞ٙүٙࠎĂ΄ޙ

piling contractor had chosen to conceal the substandard
piles by replacing cored logs before testing and tampering
with measurement tapes to fabricate records.
Two directors and a site agent of a piling company
were charged with conspiracy to defraud the Hong Kong
Government. In July 2002, the directors were convicted at
the Court of First Instance and were sentenced to 12 years'
imprisonment. The site agent, who pleaded guilty and testified against his co-accused, was given a jail term of three
years and three months. In passing a deterrent sentence,
the trial judge commented that:
" Their conduct strikes at the very heart of the con-

ౄຽזצՕࢦ۞χᑝĄࣇౄј۞

struction industry. The damage they did is enormous and

चĂҌࠎ̂Ąۤົ˯ౣѣˠΪ

it is also absolutely unthinkable that anyone would commit

ࠎలဦ̈ӀĂ̙҃ଓϚ˭ཋ

such a crime, creating such hazard to life and property, for

ҖĂᚑࢦПचˠ۞ّੑயĂᖎ

a comparatively small gain. I would not be performing my

ۡߏᙱͽຐညĄтҿ۞ЖჳĂ

duty if the sentence I give does not adequately reflect pub-

̙֖ͽͅߍۤົˠ̀၆̙య

lic disapproval and abhorrence for such kind of irresponsi-

Ї۞ᙾҖࠎĂຏזஎೋ൭Ă

ble and fraudulent conduct."

ԧϏҺѣεᖚ̝Ąķ

Inflated claims
ྒ̂Ϧ৶ᗝ
ޙౄຽ̰˘ᄃలѳѣᙯ۞૱֍ᙾ
ҖࠎĂಶߏͽҖྦ߱͘Ăֹྒ̂ᇴᗝ۞̚ഇ
৶ഠϦኛᒔԲࣞĄ؟˘̚Тᙷ९ІĂঘ
̈́యപफҘડ̈́˝ݑᐷ߆̂عሁჯ࣒̍
۞˘ЩҿᐝĄЯҖྦޙཌˠࣶĂͽՐ၆
͞ٸᗫႾ༛̍үĂజؠཋЩјϲĂҿˢႯ
˩࣎͡Ą҃ᛳ˭ˬЩဌࣶĂЯҚᏖᅍϹк
Њྒ̂ᇴᗝ۞ჯ࣒̍;ഠϦኛĂՏЊঘ̈́
ᇴ˩༱̮ഠีĂͽᙾࢶപ߆عĂϺТᇹཋ
ЩјϲĂజҿႾ̱Ҍ26̙࣎͡ඈĄТ९ˬЩ
ޙཌˠࣶĂజؠќצӀৈཋЩјϲĂҿ
ჳഠ̈́ᆹҖۤົڇચ΄Ą

ྦצԲЪࡗ

A common corruption related fraud in the construction industry is the corrupt approval of inflated claims for
interim payments. One such case involved a subcontractor
responsible for maintenance of government buildings in
Western Hong Kong and South Kowloon. He was
convicted of bribing officers of the Architectural Services
Department for lax supervision and was sentenced to ten
months' imprisonment. Three of his employees were convicted of conspiring to defraud the Hong Kong
Government by submitting inflated claims of several hundred thousand dollars for maintenance work. They were
sentenced to terms of imprisonment ranging from six to 15
months.
In the same case, three officers of the
Architectural Services Department were fined and ordered
to perform community service after their conviction for
accepting advantages.

˯ѐѐಡഅ೩̈́۞؟९ІĂঘ̈́ٗ
ޏཌ˘Щᓁޏц྅౯̍रĂజଠ˘
ีĶ̳ᖚˠࣶҖࠎε༊ķཋЩĂ̈́27ีତצ
ӀৈཋЩĄ९̚ࠎᇴВ441༱̮۞ྦഠĂঘ
Ϥٚҿથֻٕᑕથ೩ֻĂͽᒔפкЊޏц

Corrupt award of contract
The case, last reported in the 2001 Operations
Department Review, involving a Chief Building Services
Engineer of the Housing Department has resulted in his
being charged with one count of misconduct in public
44

྅౯̍Ъࡗ̈́ᐹޞ࿃Ąྍ९ٺ3114ѐ
:͡дࣧڱलฟᆶĄঘҖྦྍЩᓁޏц
྅౯̍र۞ˬЩٗཌٚҿથֻٕᑕથϺዎ
ᑭଠĂٺ3114ѐܐдડાצੰڱᆶĄ୧
ĶѣݓӀΞဦķ۞లѳྮܝĂۡҌአߤѩ९
̖జ೬൴Ą

̳ᖚˠࣶҖࠎε༊
˯ѐѐಡഅಡ˘ЩᓁயຽགྷநĂЯ
αีĶ̳ᖚˠࣶҖࠎε༊ķཋЩ҃జҿˢႯ

office and 16 counts of accepting an advantage. The
alleged bribes totalled $3.3 million and, it was alleged, came
from contractors/suppliers over the award of building
services contracts and preferential treatment. His trial will
commence at the Court of First Instance in September 2003.
In addition, three contractors/suppliers of the Housing
Department, who had allegedly offered bribes to the Chief
Building Services Engineer, have also been charged and will
appear in the District Court in early 2003 for trial. The
investigation unearthed a lucrative area for corruption
which had not previously been exposed.

˝࣎͡Ą˯෦ڱलᅺа˯෦ϦኛĂ҃߆ޠ
ΦΦܜϦኛᖬ८ҿЖۡݒĂЖഇజᆧҌ
ѐΗĄజӘ྾Шᆶੰڱ೩˯෦ĂĮ
఼ڱį۞Ķ̳ᖚˠࣶҖࠎε༊ķཋЩ࿅ٺӣ
ቘăѣͣځቁ̙̈́ࠧؠĂᄃĮૄώڱį
ܲᅪ۞ᝋӀѣٙٯᛈĄ
ᆶ˘ੰڱؠ˯෦ᅺаĂᄮࠎ
ѣᙯཋЩ֭ܧѣͣځቁăӣቘٕͻந
ፂĂ߇ٯᛈĮૄώڱįĄѩγĂҿෟՀ
ྍཋҖ۞ၹјࢋ৵Ăు˘Еځćࢬ၆̙˘
ؠၹјྦྩཋҖ۞̳ᖚˠࣶᕮᖚᄅၑҖࠎ͟
ৈᆧк۞ଐڶĂҿෟ֖ͽࠎϏֽ۞አߤ

Misconduct in public office
As reported last year, a former Chief Property
Manager was convicted of four charges of misconduct in
public office and sentenced to nine months' imprisonment.
His appeal to the Court of Appeal was dismissed but his
sentence was increased to 30 months as a result of a successful application for review of sentence by the Secretary for
Justice. The convicted person has since appealed to the
Court of Final Appeal, challenging the common law offence
of misconduct in public office as inconsistent with rights
guaranteed by the Basic Law, by being too vague, uncertain
and ill defined.

ᑭଠ̍үĂ೩ֻᚗෳ۞͔Ą
ຆཌ̫ົ̪ޢӅ˧̙ጻĂχᑝдޙౄ
ຽ̳В፟ၹ۞ࢬ͞లѳ߿જĄԧࣇᚶ
ᜈᄃ߆ܝొعăޙౄຽ̳В፟ၹჯϾҡ
ЪүĂͽેڱă֨ăିֈĶˬგᆅ˭ķ۞
ѣड़ඉரĂ๐ੵЇңΞਕӄܜలѳ۞ᄅၑҖ
ࠎĄԧࣇഇ୕࿅јΑ۞ે̍ڱүĂ΄९І
۞ϚజҿࢦЖĂТॡಓЪүϾҡ۞᎕ໂ
ᜩᑕĂଂ҃ќז೩̿ຽࠧຽ৵ኳᄃᇇͪ
π۞நຐјड़Ą
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In unanimously dismissing the appeal, the Court of
Final Appeal found that the offence is not imprecise, vague
or arbitrary as to offend the Basic Law. The judgment also
set out clearly the elements of the offence, providing useful
guidance for future investigations/ prosecutions, given an
emerging trend of public officers being involved in corrupt
practices not necessarily amounting to bribery.
In conclusion, the ICAC will remain vigilant in combating corruption within the construction sector and public
bodies. We will continue to work with our partners within
the Government, the industry and public bodies to eliminate malpractice conducive to corruption, through the wellestablished three-pronged strategy of enforcement, prevention and education. It is also hoped that successful enforcement action resulting in heavy sentences of the main
culprits and positive responses from our partners will bring
about the desired impact on the industry to improve professional quality and ethical standards.

Z

 ࢵयአߤЇࡆ઼Ӏ
Group BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, PETER GREGORY
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3

113ѐ̰ĂZ۞প̍ؠүቑಛ

ѣ̙͌ԼតĂϺͅߍ˞አߤࡊ

)˘*າ۞ፋវඉரĄѐغॡĂZయአ
ߤᄃ39࣎߆ࣶ̍۞ܝొعѣᙯ۞లѳԸ෦Ă
ֱొ̶ܝҾᔴᛳٺϔ߆ְચԊăٗ̈́ޏఢ
ထг߆ԊăϠӀ̈́ࢴۏԊĂͽ̈́ᒖဩྻ
Ꮾ̈́̍ચԊĄԧࣇٙయ۞९Іቑಛᇃھ
ໂಱ߄ጼّĄ

T

he charter of Y Group has continued to evolve
during the year to more adequately reflect the
overall strategy within the Branch. By year-end the Group
had responsibility for dealing with complaints involving
twenty-eight Government Departments from within the
Bureaux of Home Affairs; Housing, Planning & Lands;
Health, Welfare & Food; and Environment, Transport &
Works. This presents a varied and challenging portfolio of
responsibility.

҃ĂԧυืĂ༊̚ޝкొ۞ܝ
ࣶ̍ࠤ͌ዎˠԸ෦Ă̂ొ̶Ը෦࠰ঘ̈́Բ
߆عЪࡗٕయે̍ڱү۞ొܝĄ
߆عˠࣶநᄃٚҿથ۞ᙯܼॡυื
ຽّĂЯࠎξϔ၆ࣇ۞ྕࢋܫՐޝ
Ąᗕ͞۞ᙯܼ˘ό࿅ٺ̷ĂܮΞਕ݇ऴ
ѣᙯˠࣶ۞ྕܫĂᚶ҃ᄵ൴లѳҖࠎĄ
ன෪ѐѐ࠰֍Ą
ሄְ̼͛ચཌ˘ЩሄְચЇࣧ
Аజќֻݡۏצᑕથٙ೩ֻ۞ڱܧӀৈĂ
ޢЯҚᏖᙾ͛ཌ۞ཋЩజؠཋĂҿ
ˢႯˣ࣎͡Ą९ଐϏѣఢؠĂᔛኛ
кม̙Т۞ϲ̳ΦણᄃԸᇾĂ҃ΪщଵϤ
Έԙٙፆଠ۞̣ม̳ΦĂ೩ϹొܝٙࢋՐ
۞ᇾ३ᇴณĂᖣͽቁܲΈԙਕјΑפѣ
ᙯЪࡗĄ
дΩ˘؟Հᚑࢦ۞९І㝯Ăٚҿથώ
ᑕయעٵՀೱߙҖ֘ᐋ̰2-511к
၆ֹϡ۰ઉၹјރ۞ϮജڕĂҭٚҿ
થϏѣೱ˯າ۞ϮജڕĂ҃Ϊߏԯᖞ۞
ڕ⼰ְ˞ڵĂ֭ͷд˘Щྮ߆ཌႾ̍۞ם
ӄ˭ĂᓏჍ̏ԆјՀೱ̍҃ќפϡĄྍ
Ⴞ̍̈́ٚҿથజଠҚᏖᙾྮ߆ཌĂனϒඈ
࣏ᆶੈĄ
ٗޏཌ۞ࣶ̍ҬͼజˠԸ෦кĂ
ࢋЯࠎՏ༊ޙ̈́ჯ࣒̍Ϗ྿ᇾॡĂ̳
ிˠ̀ົܮᛇٚҿથᄃٗޏཌႾ༛ˠࣶ̝
มυؠѣߙԛё۞లѳ̺༊ĂͽனႾ
გ̙˧۞ଐڶĄགྷአߤޢĂԧࣇــ൴னѣ
ᙯˠࣶΪᛳழنᖚч҃ϏҌٺѣలѳҖࠎĄ
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It should be made clear that for many of those departments there have been few, if any, complaints received. It
continues to be those departments involved with the
awarding of Government contracts or enforcement duties
that are the subject of most complaints.
The relationship between Government officials and
the contractors is expected to be a professional one, with the
public demanding a high level of integrity. It is very easy
for that relationship to be abused if that integrity is
weakened by unacceptable familiarity between the parties
concerned, which then leads to corrupt conduct. Examples
of this phenomenon are seen every year.
An Amenities Officer of the Leisure and Cultural
Services Department, originally alleged to have accepted
corrupt advantages from suppliers of goods to his
Department, was found guilty of and sentenced to eight
months' imprisonment for conspiracy to defraud his department. Instead of inviting tenders from various companies
independent of each other, the officer arranged for his
brother, who controlled five companies, to submit an appropriate number of tenders required to satisfy his department's policy. This ensured his brother was awarded those
contracts.
In another more serious case, the contractor tasked
with carrying out the removal and replacement of over
1,400 asbestos panels in a road tunnel, which were
becoming hazardous to health, with asbestos-free ones,
decided to simply repaint them. Payment claims for the
replacement work purported to have been done were made
with the assistance of a Highways Department Works
Supervisor; he and the contractor concerned, having been
charged with conspiracy to defraud the Highways
Department, are now awaiting trial.

д؟˘̚९ІĂ˘ЩٚҿથЯϏѣЪ
ࡗఢؠซҖჯ࣒̍ĂజؠҚᏖᙾٗޏ
ཌཋЩјϲĂҿˢႯĂҭᒔቤЖĄ

߆عဌࣶᄃ˘ਠξϔТᇹົѣགྷᑻӧ
ᙱ۞ॡ࣏Ăҭ΄ˠᙯߏ۞ڦĂ̪ѣ̙͌߆ع
ဌࣶ࿁ͅĶତצӀৈ̳Әķ۞ఢؠШТဈٕ
ࣄ̓ڈĂ͔జˠԸ෦ᛈϚĮ֨ͤྦྩ୧
ּįௐ4୧Ą΄ˠ̙щ۞ߏĂԧࣇགྷአߤ
ޢ൴னࣄഠˠຍٕॲώਕ˧ᐺᔘๅีĂ
ѣֱࠤҌ॒ౄ߇ְֽഡᙾТဈĂͽՐࣄפ
ഠĄၚּĂд߆ޠפΦ۞ޠڱຍ֍
ޢĂֱ९І̂ొ̶ົᖼ̬ѣᙯ߆ܝొعĂ
ͽܮ҂ᇋଳޠࡔפ̶ҖજĄ
ԧࣇົ˧ቁܲຆཌᄃѣᙯ߆ܝొع
̝มѣ։р۞ᓑඛറĂЯࠎඥల̍үυื
ඕЪᗕ͞۞Ӆ˧͞ਕݶड़Ąჯຆሒ۞̳ચ
ࣶฤЁĂ၆ٙѣˠౌѣрĂপҾߏξϔ̂
ிĄ

One department that always seems to attract a large
number of complaints is the Housing Department. These
have mainly been the result of a public perception that
where workmanship in both construction and maintenance
contracts appears to be below standard there must be some
form of corrupt conduct between the contractors concerned
and the Housing Department supervisory staff who have
failed to deal with the problems. Investigation of these
complaints sometimes determines that the staff have been
negligent, rather than corrupt. One case resulted in the
contractor receiving a suspended prison sentence for conspiracy to defraud the
Housing Department by
failing to perform maintenance work in accordance
with the contract.
Government servants are no more immune
from financial hardship
than other members of
society. However, it is of
ྮ߆ཌืעٵٚҿથϏѣՀೱ۞Ϯജڕ
concern that many continHighways Department takes remedial action
ue to obtain loans from colto remove asbestos panels which a contractor
failed to replace
leagues and friends under
circumstances which fall
outside the "Acceptance of Advantages" guidelines, thereby
leaving the individuals open to complaints of having
offended against Section 3 of the Prevention of Bribery
Ordinance. It is disturbing to find after investigation that
borrowers had no intention or reasonable prospect of ever
repaying loans, some having gone as far as deceiving their
colleagues with false stories in order to obtain financial
assistance. In line with established practice and after legal
advice, most of these cases are referred to the departments
concerned for disciplinary action to be considered.
We continue to work hard at ensuring that effective
and efficient liaison channels are kept in place, as the fight
against corruption is a partnership between the ICAC and
the departments concerned. Cohesive involvement
between us benefits all concerned, particularly the public,
in our efforts to maintain the integrity of the Civil Service.
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አߤࡊ˟

INVESTIGATION

BRANCH 2

አߤࡊ˟

ેҖӄநܜĞ˟ğഺ̥ĂJNT
ԧٺ3113ѐ21͡ତആเ͵АϠĂJETĂ
Їአߤࡊ)˟*ӄநܜĂᅳጱռᒉ፟ၹలѳ९І۞
አߤ̍үĄአߤࡊ)˟*۷ቁܲࢶപጾѣ̳πᚮۋ
ᒉથᒖဩ۞ࢦֹ̂Ăአߤˠࣶᔵ̍үᓄࢦĂҭ
ӮБ˧ͽĂܑனҒĄ
ᔵԧдາ૯Ҝ۞ॡ͟إĂҭአЇአߤࡊ
)˟*ݒѣ˘Ķаҁछķ۞ຏᛇĂЯࠎԧഅٺ2:97
Ҍ2::5ѐมдGЇᖚᓁአߤЇĄ
ࢬ၆གྷᑻᜈ̙ഀֽٙ۞߄ጼĂԧࣇົ˧೩̍үड़தຽͪπĂӅ˧
̙ጻχᑝలѳĄ
ԧ˯Їޢഅᄃٙѣ݈ቢˠࣶϹኘĂۢࣇ၆̍ү͕Ԡ႕ᘃሤྕć၆ٺ
ЧࢵयአߤЇᓁአߤЇٺٚፉయЇ۞ჟৠמ۞ᅳጱ̖ਕĂ΄ԧ˭எגО
෪Ą
үࠎአߤࡊ)˟*̂छल۞˘̶̄Ăԧഇ୕ᄃЧТְღЪүĂֽѐГޘВ౹
ָᒻĄ

INVESTIGATION BRANCH 2 (IB/2)
BY KENNY TSO WAI-YAN, IMS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
OF OPERATIONS 2
I took over Investigation Branch 2 (IB/2) in October 2002, overseeing
corruption investigation in the private sector. I have inherited from my
predecessor Mr. Ryan WONG Sai-chiu, IDS, a busy, productive and dedicated
Branch, the primary mission of which is to ensure a level playing field for the
business sector in Hong Kong.
Although I am new to the post, my posting to the Branch had a kind
of homecoming feel about it because I served as a Chief Investigator in F
Group between 1986 and 1994.
Facing the challenges ahead in the light of the continuing economic
troubles, we are determined to maintain our vigilance against the corrupt by
enhancing our efficiency and professionalism.

4:

On assuming my present post I spoke to all front-line colleagues in
the Branch, and am very impressed by their dedication and enthusiasm,
and by the commitment and able leadership of my Chief and Principal
Investigators.
I look forward to working closely with all my colleagues in the
Branch as part of an extended family, and to yet another productive year
ahead.
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 ࢵयአߤЇధछϔĂJNT
Group BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, RICKY HUI KAR-MAN, IMS
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E

д3113ѐአߤ˞437؟९

ІĂ̚Ϊѣ67؟ঘ̈́үࠎ

ࢋయቑᘞ̝˘۞ώгྻᏮຽĄд͞ࢬ۞
లѳᓝಡᇴф࠹၆ྵҲĂٕధͅߍࢶപ̂ొ
̶۞ྻᏮڇચ̳Φᐋ̳Φౌߏგநѣ
Ąֱ̳ΦϤ߆عྤགྷᒉĂੵ˞ع߆צ
̷Ⴞ၅γĂᔘགྷ૱̳זצிᄃ็ಫ۞Ⴞ
၅Ą
Ϥ̰ٺгଯҖགྷᑻฟ߆ٸඉĂࢶപ۞
߹ۏຽ൴ण֝ిĄώപ۞ఱᕢቅᐝĂϺᛳ͵
ࠧᓄѓ۞ఱᕢቅᐝ̝˘Ą߆عՀࢍώപ
ఱᕢቅᐝ۞ӌФณдϏֽˣѐѣ81&۞ᆧ
ܜĄಶ۩ྻఱֽۏᄲĂࢶപ֔㠙֎઼ᅫ፟ಞ
ҋ2::7ѐͽֽ˘ۡߏ͵ࠧᓄѓ۞፟ಞĂ
3113ѐఱۏநณ྿341༱̳ጟĂྵ˯˘
ѐᆧܜ31&Ąдѩଐ˭ڶĂξಞ၆۩ྻఱۏ
ਝྻఱᕢ۞ᎺҜӮᅮՐই̷Ăͽఱྻ
ந̳Φᚮۋ፬ধĂ҃ߙֱຽ̰ˠ̀Հ̙ଓӀ
ϡҖྦ߱͘ͽՐפᎺҜĄͽ˭࣎ߏܮ
ᇹ۞ּ̄ ;

ਝ۩̳Φఱྻᖚࣶྦצ९
มώг۩ྻந̳Φ۞ڌĂࠎ˞
Шߙ઼ᅫਝ۩̳ΦؠפᎺҜĂߏٺШྍ
ਝ۩̳Φ˘Щయ̶੨۩ྻᎺҜ۞৺ᖚ
ࣶĂ೩ֻλᗝྦഠĄྍЩᖚࣶඕڍజଠలѳ
ཋĂдડાצੰڱᆶĄٚᄮଠཋĂజҿˢ
Ⴏѐˣ࣎͡Ą

O

f the 326 investigations conducted by D Group
during 2002, only 56 concerned the domestic
transportation industry, nominally the Group's principal
focus and responsibility. That corruption reports in this
field were relatively low is probably a reflection of the fact
that most of Hong Kong's transportation providers and tunnel companies are generally well managed. They are also
funded and closely monitored by the Government, as well
as being subject to continuous scrutiny by the public and
the media.
As a result of the Mainland's open economic policy,
Hong Kong's logistics sector has expanded substantially.
Our container terminals are among the busiest in the world,
and according to Government predictions, can expect a
growth rate of 70% in the next eight years. In terms of air
cargo, Hong Kong's international airport at Chek Lap Kok
has been the busiest in the world since 1996, and handled
2.3 million tonnes of cargo in 2002 - a 20% increase over the
previous year. As a result of this situation, both air cargo
and shipping container space is at a premium, creating
fierce competition among cargo forwarders and tempting
some to resort to corruption to secure space. The following
two cases are examples:

Corruption of airline freight staff
In order to ensure a regular cargo space allotment in
an international airline, proprietors of two local air cargo
forwarding companies offered substantial bribes to a senior
freight officer of the airline who was responsible for the
allocation of air cargo space to clients. The freight officer
was charged with corruption offences and tried at the
District Court. He pleaded guilty to the charges and was
sentenced to two years and eight months' imprisonment.

Bribery to facilitate theft of refrigerated
containers

઼̚˾֝ిᆧྻ۩΄ܜᎺҜᅮՐই̷

The rapid expansion of China's export business has
resulted in a growing demand for air cargo space
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Containers, in particular those with refrigeration
facilities, are expensive, the latter exceeding $250,000. The
majority of shipping lines operating in Hong Kong maintain and manage their own depots, in which their empty
containers are stored. With the rapid development in container transportation business in the Mainland, the demand
for refrigerated containers grows ever more pressing. A

corruption case investigated by D Group during the year
underscores the fact that container depot staff in Hong
ఱᕢ۞ᆊᅲࠎڀෳĂপҾߏҽᖟ
Kong are susceptible to corrupt approaches by both local
న౯۞ఱᕢĂՏ࣎ᆊࣃ࿅36༱̮Ąࢶപ̂
and Mainland criminals, whose goal is to steal empty conొ̶௺̳Φౌҋనࣗऱͽх۩ٸᕢĂ҃ࣗऱ
tainers and sell them to Mainland users. The investigation
ӮϤ̳ΦᖚࣶయგநĄ̰гఱᕢྻᏮຽ൴
led to the prosecution of a container depot employee and a
ण֝ిĂ΄ҽᖟఱᕢ۞ᅮՐ፬ᆧĄEߏѐ
tractor driver for conspiracy to steal containers from the
አߤ۞؟˘̚లѳ९Ăពϯࢶ
depot, the latter being
പఱᕢࣗऱ۞ᖚࣶໂזצٽώപ
responsible for trans̰̈́г̙۞̶̄ڱలѳ͔ᄵĂЯ
porting the stolen con҃םӄࣇ൸۩פᕢĂ̟̰г
tainers
to
the
Mainland. The conϡछĄ९̚˘ЩఱᕢࣗऱᖚࣶҚ
tainer depot employee
Т˘Щఱᕢ֘Φ፟ଂࣗऱએפఱ
was
additionally
ᕢĂ֭ϤྍЩΦ፟యԯ൸۞פ
charged with corrupఱᕢྻ̰ـгĄགྷຆཌአߤޢĂ
tion offences. At the
ˠజଠҚᏖ൸ងĂࣗऱᖚࣶՀ
time of writing, the
జΐଠкีలѳཋĄˠٺડ
two await trial at the
ҽᖟఱᕢ۞โξᆊࣃ̙හ
ાצੰڱᆶĄ
Refrigerated containers - at a premium on the "black market"
District Court.

ͽҖྦ߱͘൸ងҽᖟఱᕢ

Eߏѐഅయአߤ
̙Тّኳ۞९ІĂּтĈ

లѳཋϚ༊ಞజॏ

Caught in the act

లѳཋҖࠤ͌ѣϫᑝᙋˠĂజેڱˠ
ࣶϫᑝՀΐ͌ѣĂҭEݒѣ࿅˘؟ᇹ۞
࣎९Ą˘ЩО̳הΦဌࣶќ˘˞פЩྻᏮ̳
ΦְЪВ237-111̮۞ྦഠĂүࠎםӄ၆
͞פϠຍЪࡗ۞ಡ࿌Ąຆཌˠࣶдତᒔଐ
ಡޢଳפҖજĂϫᑝ
ЩႷϚдྍְ۞ռछ
̰֘ซҖలѳϹٽĄ༊
Җྦ۰7-111̮ดை
ϹගྦצˠޢĂຆཌˠ
ࣶ༊ಞԯࣇٲॏĄ
ˠٺડાצੰڱᆶĄ

The following are examples of other cases investigated by D Group during the year :

It is rare that acts of corruption are witnessed,
particularly by law enforcement officers. An exception
occurred in a D Group case in which an employee of a
printing company had received bribes totalling $126,000
from the director of a transportation company in return for
facilitating the award of business contracts. Acting on
intelligence, ICAC officers
witnessed a corrupt transaction between the two suspects in the director's car.
Both men were arrested after
$6,000 in banknotes changed
hands.
At the time of
writing, the pair await trial at
the District Court.

ຆཌˠࣶԯҖྦˠᄃྦצ۰༊ಞٲॏ

ICAC officers arrested suspects after witnessing the payment of a bribe
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ࣶ̍ᗼྕ΄ܫဌᄋצຫε
˘ม઼࡚јҗϠய̳ΦĂ؎ྍ̳Φ
˘Щ̃གྷநШώപགྷࡔᔉ෴јҗ˾੨ᗝĄ
Ϥ઼̳࡚ٺΦგநᆸ̙ሢଉώപ੨ᗝξಞ۞
ྻүĂྍЩ̃གྷந྾Ӏϡგநᆸ࣎ऴᕇĂ
ͽ൴ை੨ᗝᆊྒ̂Ăдѐ̰ᓁВᙾ
̳˞פΦ41༱പ̮ĄྍЩ̃གྷநୀᗼྕܫĂ
ඕ̙ڍҭεΝ̍үĂՀజҿˢႯˬѐĄ

ঽᙋځ३
˯ѐѐಡഅ೩̈́˘ֱᗁϠ۞̙։ፆ

Breach of trust causes loss to the principal
A locally-employed manageress of a USA-based garment production company was entrusted to purchase
export quotas from local brokers. Taking the advantage of
her overseas management's ignorance of the local quota
market, she used false invoices to inflate quota prices and
defrauded her employer of $300,000 over a two year period.
This gross breach of trust led not only to the loss of her
career, but to a three year prison sentence also.

Sick leave certificates for sale

Reference was made in last year's Review to instances
of corrupt practice on the part of unscrupulous medical
˘ЩᗁϠĂഅШ˘ЩĶঽˠķ72ૺྒ
practitioners. A case investigated by D Group during 2002
̂ܛᗝ۞ќፂĂֹྍĶঽˠķͽ࿅̳Φ
concerned a medical practitioner who sold 61 fraudulently
ᗁᒚܲಏĂШܲᐍ̳Φ৶ᐺĄአߤ֭൴னĂ
inflated receipts to a "patient" to enable him to claim reimྍЩᗁϠഅд2::8
bursement from an insurance comѐҌ3112ѐഇมĂ
pany under a corporate medical
insurance policy. Enquiries revealed
86ૺঽᙋځ
that, between 1997 and 2001, the
३̟Т˘ĶঽˠķĂ
same medical practitioner also sold
ޙᛉפٸᓁВ:4͇
75 sick leave certificates recom֭ᅮࢋ۞ঽĄ
mending a total of 93 days unwarˠޢజଠҚᏖ
ranted sick leave. The two were
ᙾཋĂࣇӮٚ
charged with conspiracy to defraud.
ᄮଠཋĂజҿᆹҖ
They pleaded guilty to the charge
ۤົڇચ΄Ą
˘̚มΞĶᔉ෴ķঽᙋځ३۞෧ٙ
and were sentenced to community
A clinic where sick leave certificates could be "bought"
service.
чĄEд3113ѐአߤ۞؟˘̚९Іঘ̈́
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 ࢵयአߤЇߦᖰܫ
Group BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, NEIL PARKINSON
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ଂ

ְ˞кѐҖજ͚೯გந̍ү
ޢĂԧٺ3113ѐ2͡ГޘЇ

FგĄԧޝᎸ֍˘זཏ̀ঈ·ڀ
႕ຽჟৠ۞ࣶĂ༊̂̚ొ̶ߏາࢬ͋Ă
ҭϺѣ˘ֱԧሢଉ۞ТְĄFপ۞ؠአߤ
ቑಛΒ߁ॠྼຽă੧ظຽăܲщຽăܲᐍ
ຽă็ᇫಫ̬ăᇃӘຽăОהຽՅܑĄ
ѩγĂԧࣇϺົநপؠቑಛͽγ̙Тᙷ
۞ռᒉ፟ၹలѳ९ІĂତ̙צТ۞߄ጼĂ
᎕Հᇃ۞ھགྷរĄ
ᔵώд3113ѐତᏱ۞າ࣎९ᓁᇴ
ͧ˯˘ѐர͌ĂҭϤٺᅮࢋᚶᜈአߤ̙͌९
ІĂ࣎Ҿˠࣶ۞̍үณ̪ᓄࢦĄдপؠአ
ߤቑಛ̰Ăঘ̈́ܲᐍຽ۞లѳ९Іٙҫ۞ͧ
தĂͅߍܲᐍξಞᚮۋ፬ধĂౄј̙͌
లѳ፟ົĄдޝкܲᐍ࣎९̚Ăܲᐍགྷࡔঘ
లѳםӄซҖЧᙷ৶ᐺĂ̚ѣֱߏ
זలѳ۞ྦצᗁ᜕ˠࣶםӄĂಶၹ۞ຍ
γְ๋ٕצІ৶ܲפᐍኪᐺĄ
ѐ̰ĂώͽјΑᑭଠ̙͌९ІĂ
९І۞̙ТᙷΞଂͽ˭ּ̄֍זĈ

൸פγ઼ಡౢ۞లѳ९

I

returned to take command of E Group in January
2002, having been involved in operational support
services for a few years. I was pleased to find a host of
highly motivated and professionally committed officers,
amongst mostly new, but some familiar faces. The Group
investigation charter includes tourism, hotels, security,
insurance, media, advertising, printing and village representatives. In addition, there is a wide variety of non-charter corruption cases, the diversity of which provides both
different challenges and a breadth of experience in a wide
spectrum of private sector investigative work.
Although the total number of new cases allocated to
the Group in 2002 was slightly less than the high volume of
the previous year, the continuation of ongoing investigations kept individual workloads very high. In the charter
areas of investigation, the proportion of corruption cases
within the insurance industry were the highest, reflecting
mostly a very competitive market and abundant opportunities for greed. Many of the insurance cases involved allegations against insurance agents corruptly facilitating false
claims of various types, some made possible with the corrupt assistance of persons in the medical field to facilitate
bogus injury/accident claims.
A number of investigations were successfully concluded during the year and the following are just a few
examples of the variety of cases:

Corrupt sales of foreign newspapers

ࢶപ֔ᘷ֎፟ಞ˘ഀ

A typical scene at Hong Kong's Chek Lap Kok Airport

˘छਝ۩̳Φ۞̣Щࢴొࣶ̍Ă
ٚᄮќ˘צЩዸ፟ಞથˠ۞ྦഠĂࠎ൸פ
ଂለ߷ă઼࡚̈́፫߷ٯപ۞ਝ˯۞γ઼ಡ
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Upon pleading guilty, five catering staff members of
an airline were sentenced to imprisonment ranging from
four to eight months for accepting bribes from an airport
based trader. The case involved the payment of bribes for
the systematic theft of foreign daily newspapers from
arriving flights from Europe, USA and Australia. The
newspapers were intended for passengers on departure
flights to those return destinations. The scheme involved
organised disposal via newspaper retailers in Hong Kong's
Central District, where they proved popular among
expatriate and local members of the business community,
and retailed for up to $80 per copy.

ౢĂజҿˢႯαҌˣ̙࣎͡ඈĄࠎ݈ـаਝ
гᕇ۞ࢷ҃މన۞γ઼ಡౢĂஎצγᚱ̈́ώ
гથࠧˠ̀ᝌܓĂдࢶപ̚ડ۞ᆊՏЊ
Ξ྿91̮Ą

ܲщგഡᙾဌ
˘Щдགྷᑻਗ਼ᖼ˭னྤயଐ۞ڶ
ܲщგĂӀϡ͛ІഡᙾဌĂѐ
кͽֽĂ˘ۡͽ˘ЩຽᏐଜ۞ЩཌྷϦᅳ̍
ྤĂ̚ռᝃ྿61༱̮Ąˠдડાੰڱٚ
ᄮଠཋĂҿႾ༰ĂᒔࣞቤЖĄ

Security supervisor corruptly deceived his
principal
The economic downturn and negative equity in the
property market drove a security supervisor to use false
documents to corruptly deceive his principal by claiming
wages in the name of an unemployed relative for over two
years. As a result, the supervisor was corruptly enriched
by half a million dollars and both were given suspended
sentences of imprisonment after pleading guilty at the
District Court.

Corrupt general manager

ࣗચࣶϺЯ൸ងཋజҿЖĄ

A general manager of an electronics trading
company was sentenced at the District Court to 26 months'
imprisonment for offences of corruption, false accounting
and theft. He accepted $12,000 from a Mainland purchaser
for reducing sales prices of electronic goods and had also
offered a $100,000 bribe to his storekeeper for assistance in
the theft of electronic parts, valued at $470,000, concealed
by falsified invoices. The storekeeper received a custodial
sentence for theft.

̍रЯྦצཋజҿˢႯ

Engineer jailed for bribery

ᓁགྷநలѳᄅၑ
˘Щ̳̄ٽΦᓁགྷநЯలѳăౄ
൸ងཋĂдડાੰڱజҿႾ37࣎͡Ą
ྍЩᓁགྷநഅќ˘צЩ̰г෴छ23-111̮Ă
үࠎࢫҲ̄யݡᆊ۞ಡ࿌ć˫ͽ21༱
̮ҖྦࣗચࣶĂםӄ൸פᆊࣃ58༱̮۞
̄ІĂ֭Ӏϡ൴ఱಏΐͽପĄྍЩ

3113ѐ23͡Ă˘มۏຽგந̳Φ۞

In December 2002, a maintenance engineer of a real
ჯ࣒̍रЯలѳཋజҿႾѐĂ֭ءڱ
estate company responsible for the management of a
luxury residential estate was imprisoned for two years for
΄ШဌϹᔘѣᙯྦഠĄྍ̳Φయგந
corruption offences and ordered to return the bribe money
˘ᆼᄹш̂ງĂ҃ྍЩ̍रдᔛኛٚᏱથ
to his employer. He had accepted
ಶჯ࣒ܲዳ̍೩
at least $93,000 from contractors
ֻಡᆊॡĂќ˞צ
for inviting them to submit quotaࣇ͌:4-111
tions for maintenance and repairs
̮Ă֭26-111̮
of the apartments and had offered
ග̟˘ЩТְĂ
$15,000 to a colleague, to keep him
ܲч৪Ąડા
quiet. In sentencing, District Judge
ءڱੰڱᐷᖃҿЖ
Longley said, ".....bribery, being a
ॡᄲĈĶ/////ྦྩಶ
cancer which ate into the fabric of
тܬᄞۤົॲૄ۞
society, warranted an immediate cusᒛࡪ-! ߇၆ѣ
todial jail term.....". With these
நϤҿӈॡႾ
words in mind, we are even more
дപफݑડ˘ᆼᄹш̂ງĂგந̳Φ۞ჯ࣒̍रЯќצٚᏱથ
༰///// ķĄ۞ءڱᄲ
determined
to continue our work
ྦഠ҃జҿႾ
ྖĂ΄ԧࣇՀિՙ
A maintenance engineer was jailed for receiving bribes from mainwith vigour.
гଂְඥల̍үĄ

tenance contractors of a luxury residential block situated on the
south coast of Hong Kong Island
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જᓑඛຽࠧ
ѐ̰ĂFˠࣶഅࠎপؠቑಛ̰к࣎
̙Т፟ၹᓝᏱᓾळĂಶͅలયᗟϹೱຍ֍Ă
ଂ҃ΐஎكѩ۞˞ྋćԧࣇᄃથࠧЧҖЧຽ
۞ᓑᘭϺͽᆧૻĄϏֽ˘ѐĂԧࣇົᚶᜈ
ΐૻᄃѣᙯ፟ၹ۞ᓑඛĂԓ୕ᖣՀ̷۞
ϾҡЪүĂਕૉࠎξϔ೩ֻՀᐹኳ۞ڇચĄ
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Proactive liaison
In 2002, E Group officers gave presentations to a
number of organisations within the charter, during which
invaluable ideas on aspects of anti-corruption work were
exchanged and mutual understanding reached. In addition,
the networking value and the number of new contacts in
the various business sectors were enhanced. In the coming
year we will continue to step up liaison with relevant
organisations and hope that by strengthening our partnership approach in the fight against corruption we will better
serve the community.

G
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యአߤঘ̈́Ըྤڇચăг

யăޙౄ̈́ຽ۞లѳ̈́࠹ᙯ

ཋҖĄԧࣇд3113ѐᑭଠ˞кЩგநลᆸˠ
̀Ąд3114ѐĂԧࣇົপҾᙯ˯ڦξ̳Φ
ޙౄຽĂ࠰Яд༊݈۞གྷᑻᒖဩ˭Ă۰Ӯ
ྵٽனలѳଐڶĄ

̳Φგ۞ڼયᗟ

T

ackling corruption and related crime in the
fields of investment services, real estate, construction and the retailing industry is F Group's mandate.
In 2002, our endeavours in these areas led to the prosecution of a number of individuals at managerial level. In
2003 we will be focusing particular attention on publicly
listed companies and the construction industry, which are
especially vulnerable areas in the present economic climate.

ԧࣇд3113ѐซҖ۞አߤពϯĂ৺
ᖚࣶঘ९۞ଐڶດֽດ࿆Ă҃९Іঘ̈́۞

Corporate governance

ഠᗝ˫ܧــ૱ᘀ̂Ă΄ˠ၆ߙֱռᒉ፟ၹ

The prevalence of senior staff implicated, and the
sums involved in our investigations during 2002 gave
cause for concern over corporate governance in some
areas of the private sector. In separate trials at the Court
of First Instance, three company directors were convicted
of corruption-related commercial fraud, and received
immediate custodial sentences ranging from five to ten
years. The offences involved the use of false documents
to obtain credit facilities in excess of US$36 million from
local banks.

۞̳ΦგڼયᗟຏזᙯڦĄдࣧڱल۞̙
Тᆶੈ̚ĂˬЩ̳ΦְЯᄃలѳѣᙯ۞થ
ຽᙾ҃జؠཋĂజҿӈॡˢႯ̣Ҍ˩ѐ̙
ඈĄ ѣᙯᙾঘֹ̈́ϡ͛ІĂଂώг
ᅙҖᙾפ࿅4-711༱࡚̮۞ܫĄ
ຆཌአߤ൴னĂ˘Щ̳Φְഅ˝ٺ
˩ѐ೩ֻ˞ࡗВ2-111༱̮ྦഠ̟˘Щੑ
ચ̳ΦဌࣶĂᖣͽ˘ࡗפᆆ̮۞ഠĄྍ
ඈഠͽ˘ֱՅޏүٯ٪ĂҭֱՅॲޏώ
̙֭хдĂٕߏᆊࣃజ಼̂ҤĄ ࠎ˞ซ
ҖᙾࢍထĂྍְϺග̟˘Щг߆༛၅
ᇴ˩༱̮۞ྦഠĂͽೱޢפ۰೩ֻ˘ֱ࠻Ҭ
ߏϤг߆ᓁཌ൴۞ંౄ͛ІĄྍְдડ
ાੰڱٚᄮଠཋĂனϒඈ࣏ҿЖĄ

A corrupt company director paid the price for his
crimes when investigation revealed that, throughout the
1990's, he had offered approximately $10 million to an
employee of a finance company in return for loans of
about $100 million. The loans had been "secured" against
village houses which were either non-existent or grossly
overvalued. In furtherance of the crime, the
director also paid hundreds of thousands of
dollars in bribes to a Lands Inspector in
return for the provision of forged documents purporting to have been issued by
the Lands Department. Having pleaded
guilty at the District Court, the director
awaits sentence.

On a more encouraging note on the
topic of corporate governance, the chairman
A three-storey village house and a piece of vacant land used by the syndicate to
of a listed company made a report against
pledge as security for obtaining loans, supported by forged Lands Department
his project manager who had accepted $2.26
documents
million in bribes for recommending two
ᙯ̳ٺΦგ۞ڼયᗟĂ˵ѣ΄ˠခᄅ
property agents to handle properties for re-development
۞˘ࢬĄߙ˯ξ̳Φ۞यШຆཌᓝಡĂ
by the company. The project manager was sentenced to
ᛳ˭۞ۏຽགྷநഅќצ337༱̮۞ྦഠĂү
18 months' imprisonment, and the agents to three years
and seven months.
ᙾะဥͽ˘ᆼˬᆸ۞Յ˘̈́ޏ۩гүࠎٯ٪Ă֭೩Ϲંౄ۞г߆ᓁཌ͛
ІĂᖣͽᙾפഠ
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ࠎଯᖧЩгயགྷࡔநྍ̳Φࢦາ൴ण۞
ۏຽ۞ಡ࿌ĄྍЩۏຽགྷநజҿႾ29࣎͡Ă
҃ЩгயགྷࡔజҿႾˬѐ˛࣎͡Ą
̍થЋຽ۞Ϡхਕ˧Ăܧ૱ࣅᏥయ
͟૱ᒉྻ۞გநˠࣶ۞ࣇຽᜪય۞ྕ
ܫĄ࣐ࡶࣇࠎ˞Ր̙ཌྷ̝ੑۭ҃ᜪྕ
ܫĂԸྤ۰۵۞ڌӀৈυצຫĂ҃ેڱ
۰υืଳڍפᕝନ߉ͽ⪠ड़͍Ąአߤ̍үٙ
۞פјڍĂ֖ᙋԧࣇӅ˧̙ጻχᑝᙷ̙
ڱҖࠎĄGϒдந۞؟˘̚९ІĂঘ
̈́ࢶപม˯ξ̳Φ۞23Щ৺ᖚࣶĂ༊̚

The viability of commercial enterprise depends to a
great extent on the integrity of those responsible for the day
to day running of companies, and their professional
advisers. When that integrity is compromised by the pursuit of unearned wealth, investors and shareholders are put
at risk - a situation which calls for decisive remedial
measures on the part of law enforcement. In this respect
we remain ever vigilant, as the results of our investigations
demonstrate. Among our ongoing cases, 12 senior
employees, including a former chairman, of two Hong
Kong listed companies face trial for corruption-related
fraud involving $420 million.

Β߁˘Щ݈ЇयĂࣇЯᄃలѳѣᙯ۞
ᙾཋ҃ࢋତצᆶੈĂ९Іঘ̈́۞ഠีк྿α

Corruption in the construction industry
The sluggish property market has inevitably led to
tougher competition in the construction industry, and as a
result, to greater temptation to dishonesty and corruption.

ᆆ˟Ζ༱̮Ą

ޙౄຽ۞లѳଐڶ
ӑ႖۞ۏຽξಞΞᔖҺгጱޙౄ
ຽனՀ፬ধ۞ᚮۋĂ҃ͽ̙ྕ၁ٕలѳ͘
߱྿ϫ۞̝ᄵೊܮՀ̂Ą
дડા؟˘ੰڱᆶੈ̚Ă˘มֻᑕܝ
ᗆ۞̳Φ۞˘ЩְĂٚᄮͽ388-511̮ྦ
ྩٗ˘ົࣶ؎ޏЩ̶ΒથĂͽפᆊࣃ࿅
711༱̮۞ЪࡗĄྍЩְజҿႾ˝࣎͡Ă

In a District Court trial, a director of a company
which supplied door locks was sentenced to nine months'
imprisonment after he admitted bribing a subcontractor of
the Housing Authority in the sum of $277,400. The purpose of the bribes was to secure contracts worth over $6
million. The sub-contractor was convicted and sentenced
to eight months' imprisonment after the director gave
evidence against him.

҃дᙋ˭Ă̶ΒથྦצཋЩјϲĂజҿ
Ⴞˣ࣎͡Ą

A maintenance technician solicited and accepted
rebates from two contractors as a reward for granting a
contract to replace transformers in a
residential estate. After demanding
$100,000 from the contractors, he
issued them false company receipts.
In the event, it was discovered that
the project in respect of which he
had solicited the money did not
exist. At the District Court the technician was sentenced to 32 months'
imprisonment for corruption and
ܝᗆֻᑕથШٗ˘ົࣶ؎ޏЩ̶Βથ೩ֻа
ҮĂᖣͽפщ྅ޏ㞢ಏҜܝᗆ۞Ъࡗ
deception offences.
A door lock supplier offered bribes to a subcontractor of the Housing Authority to secure
installation contracts of a residential estate

An employee of an engineering
laboratory accepted bribes of over
$40,000 to expedite the issue of 28
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˘Щჯ࣒ԫ̍ШЩٚҿથ৶̈́פќ
צаҮĂүࠎԲ˘ЊՀೱޏ㞢តᑅጡ۞Ъ
ࡗ۞ಡ࿌ĄШྍЩٚҿથࢋՐග̟˩༱
̮ޢĂ൴ගࣇંౄ۞̳ΦќፂĄҭᖣͽ
৶ܛפ۞̍၁̙֭хдĄྍЩԫ̍Я
లѳഡᙾཋдડાੰڱజҿႾ43࣎͡Ą

˘Щჯ࣒ԫ̍ШЩٚҿથ৶̈́פќצаҮĂүࠎԲ˘Њ
Հೱޏ㞢តᑅጡЪࡗ۞ಡ࿌

A maintenance technician solicited and accepted rebates
from two contractors for granting a contract to replace
transformers in a residential estate

˘Щ̍၁រވဌࣶତצ࿅α༱̮
۞ྦഠĂͽΐԣᘪ൴39ૺங̍ᄮΞᙋځ३Ă
ϡͽᙋߙځ፵ங̶ҿથ౯дޙгሹซҖ
ᇼߗ፵ங̍۞ྤॾĄᔵϏᒔᝋĂྍဌ
ࣶᇹᘪ൴ᄮΞᙋځ३Ăгពϯ̏ซҖ
˞ٙᅮ۞፵ஙീྏĄజؠలѳંౄ͛
ІཋЩјϲĂҿႾˣ࣎͡ĂҭᒔࣞቤЖĄ
ѐॡĂ˘छࢋгய൴णથ۞˘Щ
৺ᖚࣶజຆཌٲॏĂঘᄃˠ̀Қ
ᏖĂШࡶ̒ٚޙથ৶̈́פќצᇴѺ༱̮۞ྦ
ഠĂүࠎםӄࣇ̍פЪࡗ̈́;ഠ۞ಡ
࿌ĄྍЩᖚࣶᄃူҡ̈́˘Щٚޙથజଠల

welder approval test certificates, which were required to
certify that a welding sub-contractor was qualified to carry
out pile welding work on construction sites. Although not
authorised to do so, the employee signed and issued the
certificates, which falsely purported to indicate that the
required welding test had been carried out. He was
convicted of offences of corruption and forgery and
received an eight-month
suspended sentence.
The close of the year
was marked by the arrest of
a senior officer of a major
land developer in Hong
Kong. The officer was
suspected to have conspired
with others to solicit and
accept millions of dollars in
bribe payments from various
contractors for assisting
them to obtain construction contracts and contract
payments. The officer and his associate, as well as one
contractor, have been charged with corruption offences and
are awaiting trial. The investigation is continuing.

Corruption in retailing
A store manager of a well known supermarket chain,
together with his fresh meat department manager,
attempted to increase the sale of chicken after a bird-flu
epidemic by falsely representing the origin of Mainland
chicken as Brazil. They were sentenced to two years and
three months, and four months' imprisonment,
respectively.

ѳཋĂனϒඈ࣏ᆶੈĄ९І۞አߤ̍ү̪д
ซҖĄ

ຽ۞ᄅၑҖࠎ
д༲߹ຏ൴ϠޢĂ˘छۢЩాᗆ৺
ξಞ۞˘Щ̶ظགྷநᄃᔿ҇ొგĂࠎՐ
ܳዚ̰гᗗߨ҃పჍயгࠎ͐ҘĂ̶Ҿజҿ
Ⴞѐˬ࣎͡α࣎͡Ą

৺ξಞࠎՐܳዚ҃ᄱጱঐ۰Ăயҋ઼̚۞ДᔿᗗߨԼ
ј͐Ҙயݡ

Refrigerated chicken fillet originating from China was offered
for sale as Brazilian chicken, thus misleading customers
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యአߤᅙҖ̈́ܛᏉࠧ۞ల

ѳ̈́࠹ᙯཋҖĄ3113ѐĂలѳ

ᙾ९ពᆧкĂ҃ঘ̈́۞ܛᗝ̶˩ــᘀ
̂ĂΞਕߏזצགྷᑻᒺͽ̈́ܛᏉࠧќღ
ܫٙᇆᜩĄߏѐ۞ᑭଠᇴф˵࠹༊Ą

ϾҡЪү

Z

group is responsible for investigating corruption
and related crime in the banking and financial
sector. In 2002, there was a noticeable surge in corruptionrelated fraud cases, which invariably involved large
amounts of money. It is likely that this arose largely as a
result of the currently flagging economy and the tightening
of credit control measures within the financial sector. The
number of prosecutions was also particularly
high in 2002.

A partnership approach
To maintain a successful partnership with
banks and business enterprises in our battle
against corruption, we conduct seminars with
executives from time to time in collaboration
with our colleagues in the Community
Relations Department. In April 2002, we spoke
ຆཌˠࣶШ઼̚Ћຽ۞ܑ൴֏
to over 100 officers from local banks, and in
ICAC officers speaking to representatives of Mainland enterprises
August we shared our experience in anti-corruption work with representatives of various Mainland
ࠎ˞ᄃᅙҖ̈́થຽ፟ၹдͅల̍ү˯
enterprises in Hong Kong.
ჯ։р۞ϾҡᙯܼĂԧࣇགྷ૱ᄃۤડᙯܼ
۞Тְ˘ࠎ˯ࠧҾ۞Җ߆ˠࣶᓝᏱࡁ
ົĄ3113ѐ5͡Ăԧࣇഅᄃ࿅211Щώ
гᅙҖ۞ᖚࣶົࢬĂ҃9͡มഅᄃ઼̚Ћ
ຽዸࢶപ۞̶ֳܑͅల̍ү۞གྷរ͕
Ą

ᄃܫϡᲗѣᙯ۞లѳ
ܕѐֽĂϤٺຆཌଳ˞פѣड़۞֨
ନ߉̈́᎕ໂ۞አߤҖજĂᄃలѳ࠹ᙯ۞ܫ
ϡᲗཋ९дࢶപ಼̏̂ഴ͌Ă҃ڱलٙҿ
۞ࢦЖĂϺ၆Თะဥ˞ܡ۞̂ޝᑂү
ϡĄ
ߏѐĂछఢሀ۞൴Თ፟ၹ ...

Corruption associated with counterfeit credit
cards
Preventive and investigative action by the ICAC has
resulted in a significant reduction in corruption-related
counterfeit credit card crime in Hong Kong in recent years.
Moreover, heavy sentences handed down by the courts
have resulted in a powerful deterrent effect in this area of
criminal enterprise.
In 2002, Visa International and the management committee of the Card Authorisation System in the Mainland,
both leading organisations in the credit card industry, presented the ICAC with corporate commendations in recognition of the Commission's achievements in this field.

઼̀ރᅫᖐ̈́ࢶപ)઼̚*ܫϡᲗᝋ͕̚
؎ࣶົĂ̶Ҿ൴လረ̟ېຆཌĂܑຆཌ
ˠࣶдχᑝᲗ߿જ͞ࢬ۞јಶĄ

ࢦ̂९І
3113ѐĂ[አߤˠࣶдк̂ࢦ؟९
ІӮѣҒ۞ܑனĂͽ˭ߏ̚ೀּ࣎̄ ;
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Significant cases
Z group investigators produced impressive results in
a number of significant cases during the year.
The following are some examples:

؟Ꮠିֈૄົܛ९
ߙ؟Ꮠିֈૄ۞ົܛΦऱঘྦྩྍ
ົ۞यĂͽܮ൸פ346༱̮ૄܛഠีĄགྷ
ຆཌአߤޢĂЩϚ̱̈́Щ؎ࣶజར९
෦Ăజؠ൸ង̈́0ٕӸᘣΦ̳ڱϒཋ
ЩјϲĂ̶ҾజҿˢႯٕቤЖĄ

۵ைགྷࡔથܑ൸ង९
˘Щ۵ைགྷࡔથܑٚᄮкี൸ង̈́
ഡᙾཋĂజࣧڱलҿˢႯ̱ѐĄٺ
2::5ѐҌ3111ѐഇมĂྍЩ۵ைགྷࡔથ
ܑഅкѨଂ˾͗۞͗މ൸פ۵ை̈́ഠีĂᓁ
ࣃ2-311༱̮ĄࠎҺְˠ൴ன൸ងҖ
ࠎĂсંౄ۵ைϹٽᐂ̈́͗˾ඕზ३ΐͽ
ପĄ

లѳ۞ᅙҖགྷந
˘ЩᅙҖགྷநШ͗މ৶̈́פќצ61༱
̮ഠĂүࠎᆧΐྍܫ۞͗މᗝ۞ಡ࿌Ă
జડાੰڱҿႾ˝࣎͡Ąಶؠཋ̈́ҿЖٙ
೩۞˯෦ĂӮజᅺаĄ

̚ྤ̳ΦੑચᓁႾ
ຆཌಶ˘Щ̚ྤ̳ΦੑચᓁႾజల
ѳणฟአߤĂඕڍĂྍЩੑચᓁႾజଠҚᏖ
ͽৌ၁Ϲܫ۞ٽϡפᙾېαมώгᅙҖ
࿅8-111༱̮ഠĂдࣧڱलజؠཋЩ
јϲĂҿˬѐႾ༰ĄᆶءڱдҿЖॡĂ
៙ధຆཌˠࣶд౯̈́೩ᙋፂॡӅ˧̙ጻ
ܑனຽͪπĄྍ̳ΦЩְ̈́ˬ̚
Щူҡజଠ࠹ࡶ۞ཋЩĂҭࣇдᆶੈ݈གྷ
̏ሕĂϫ݈ϒజ఼Ą

లѳᄃഡഠ
˘ЩથˠజଠҚᏖ೩ֻ41༱̮ྦഠ̟
˘ЩᅙҖགྷநĂүࠎആ̳ΦщଵᅙҖܫ
۞ಡ࿌ĂдડાੰڱజؠཋЩјϲĄྍથ

The Clansmen's Association Education Fund
The treasurer of a clansmen's association education
fund was alleged to have bribed the chairman for facilitating his theft of $2.35 million in funds. Following ICAC
investigation, the two principal culprits and six committee
members were charged and convicted of theft and/or perverting the course of public justice. They were variously
either imprisoned or given suspended sentences.

Theft by stockbroker's representative
The Court of First Instance sentenced a stockbroker's
representative to six years' imprisonment after she pleaded
guilty to multiple offences of theft and deception. On
numerous occasions between 1994 and 2000, she stole
shares and money amounting to $12 million from clients'
accounts. In order to conceal the thefts from her principal,
she falsified share trading records and account statements.

A corrupt bank manager
A bank manager was jailed for nine months at the
District Court for soliciting and accepting a $500,000 loan
from a client of the bank in return for increasing the client's
credit facility limit. His appeals against conviction and sentence were dismissed.

Financial controller of a Mainland funded
company
Following investigation into an allegation of corruption, the financial controller of a Mainland-funded
company was convicted at the Court of First Instance of
offences of conspiracy to defraud four Hong Kong banks of
a total of over $70 million through bogus Letter of Credit
(L/C) transactions. In sentencing the financial controller to
three years' imprisonment, the trial Judge commended the
ICAC investigators on their diligence and professionalism
in the preparation and presentation of the evidence. Two
directors of the company and three of their associates, who
had been charged with similar offences, absconded before
the trial and are presently wanted on warrant.

ˠϺٚᄮ˘ีֹϡ͛ІפЪВ:6༱̮
ഠ۞ଠཋĂᓁВజҿႾˬѐĄ

˝ᆆ̮ܫϡېᙾ९
˘มώгᅙҖ۞ᖚࣶঘྦצĂആމ
͗щଵͻܲᅪ۞ܫڇચĄགྷຆཌአߤ

Corruption and fraudulent loans
A businessman was convicted at the District Court of
conspiracy to offer a $300,000 bribe to a bank manager for
arranging banking facilities for his company. He also
pleaded guilty to a charge of using false documents to
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ޢĂˬЩથˠజଠҚᏖͽৌ၁Ϲܫ۞ٽϡ
פᙾېѣᙯᅙҖ˝ᆆ̮ഠĂдࣧڱल
ؠཋЩјϲĄϚజҿˢႯ˝ѐĂ҃Щ
ူҡЧజҿႾαѐĄ

ঘ˯ξ̳Φְ۞ܫϡېᙾ९
˘Щ˯ξ̳Φְঘྦྩ˘มώг
ᅙҖ۞ᖚࣶĂឰӀϡܫϡפᙾېᅙҖ
ഠĄགྷຆཌአߤޢĂྍ˯ξ̳Φ۞ְ̈́˘
ЩགྷநజଠҚᏖӀϡܫϡېᙾ̱มώг
ᅙҖĂˠдડાੰڱజؠཋЩјϲĂྍ
ЩְజҿˢႯαѐĂ҃ྍЩགྷநజҿႾ
ѐˬ࣎͡Ąˠഅฟనαม۩ഥ̳ΦĂ
ކჍߏܫϡצ۞ېৈˠĂٺ2::7ѐҌ2::9
ѐഇมĂ࿅ֱ̳ΦᓁВᙾ˞פ4-511༱
̮ഠĄ

ѣഡј̶۞ۏຽٯ٪
˘Щ̃̄ঘҖྦ˘ЩᅙҖགྷநĂֹ
ԲࣞӀϡ͛Іү۞ܫϡ͚ϦኛĄຆ
ཌགྷአߤٲޢॏྍЩ̃̄̈́ԙԙĂˠజ
ଠֹϡ͛३̈́ͽഡᙾ߱ܳ͘ѣᆊயᝋ
३۞ᘪϲĄࠎՐܫפĂˠШᅙҖ೩Ϲ
˘ֱંౄ͛ІĂંჍߙෳᆊۏຽ۞ຽТຍ
ͽۏຽүࠎྍีഠ۞ٯ٪Ą؟ѣഡ
ј̶۞ϹٽĂ΄ѣᙯᅙҖຫε˞:-411༱
̮ĄྍЩ̃̄̈́ԙԙޢдࣧڱलజؠ
ཋĂ̶ҾҿႾ22ѐ̈́˛ѐΗĄ

జӘ̝Ϛཋ͘ڱ

Modus Operandi
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obtain loans amounting to $950,000, and was imprisoned
for a total of three years.

$900 million L/C Fraud
Following investigation into an allegation that staff of
a local bank might have been bribed for arranging unwarranted credit facilities for clients, three businessmen faced
trial at the Court of First Instance. All three were convicted
of offences of conspiracy to defraud the bank of $900 million by means of bogus L/C transactions. The principal
offender was sentenced to nine years' imprisonment, and
his two associates to four years each.

L/C fraud involving a director of a listed company
Investigation into an allegation that a director of a
listed company might have bribed staff of a local bank for
conniving at his use of bogus L/Cs to defraud the bank led
to prison sentences for both the director and a manager of
the listed company. Both were convicted at the District
Court of offences of conspiracy to defraud six local banks
by means of bogus L/Cs, the director receiving four years'
imprisonment and the manager two years and three
months. The two had set up four shell companies
purporting to be L/C beneficiaries, through which they
obtained a total of $34 million between 1996 and 1998.

Fraudulent pledge of property
An allegation that a woman might have bribed a bank
manager for approving credit facilities supported by false
documents led to the arrest of the woman and her
brother for offences of using a false instrument and
procuring the execution of a valuable security by
deception. Investigation revealed that in order to
obtain credit facilities, the two had supported their
application with forged documents falsely
purporting to evidence that the owner of a valuable
property had consented to pledging it as security
against the loan. As a result of this fraudulent
transaction, the bank lost $93 million. The woman
and her brother were eventually sentenced to 11
years, and seven years and six months' imprisonment at the Court of First Instance.

ᛋຆᓑ͘አߤঘ̈́లѳ۞߾โ߿
જ
˘࣎Ӏϡలѳ߱͘ซҖ߿જ۞߾โ
ะဥĂᘃႷഅདϡˠĂд̣ѐ̰ԯ࿅
611ᆆ̮னܛଂ̰гซࢶപĄᛋ͞ᄃຆཌ
јϲᓑЪ९̈णฟአߤĂඕٲڍॏ˞ˬ
˩кˠĂొ̶ˠ̀ࣧٺڱलତצᆶੈĄ

ICAC/Police joint investigation into money
laundering and corruption
An ICAC/Police joint task force conducted an investigation into the activities of a corruption-facilitated money
laundering syndicate which, it was suspected, had
employed couriers to transport over $50 billion in cash
from the Mainland to Hong Kong over a five-year period.
The investigation led to the arrest of over thirty
individuals, some of whom are to face trial at the Court of
First Instance.
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አߤࡊˬ

INVESTIGATION

BRANCH 3

አߤࡊˬ

ેҖӄநܜĞˬğཀྵዂ
ԧٺ3113ѐ21͡አЇአߤࡊ
)ˬ*Ă༊ॡેҖ̏ՙࢦؠአߤࡊ)ˬ*
۞ߛၹĄࠎ˞Հѣड़гྻϡྤ̈́೩̍
үड़தĂHăSొЊIЪ׀јາ
۞HĂٙѣᄃଐಡѣᙯ۞̍үĂะ̚
д˘̝̰ĄYࢦາ̶ࠎα࣎̈Ă
యநк̪؟дአߤ۞ࢦ९Ăͽ̈́አߤ
ᄃࢶപЧีᏴᓝ߿જѣᙯ۞ᄅၑ̈́ڱܧҖ
ࠎĄೱ֏̝Ăአߤࡊ)ˬ*னѣˬ࣎యҾĈHయଐಡજᑝአߤҖજĂI
యྫྷᖸႾෛĂ҃Yߏ૱ఢአߤĂయአߤᄃᏴᓝ߿જѣᙯ۞Ը෦ֱ˘পҾ९
ІĄ
አߤࡊ)ˬ*ົ˧ԼࢭĂચՐՀ˧߿Հಱ᎕ໂซפჟৠĂͽᑕ;Ϗֽ۞າ߄
ጼĄ

INVESTIGATION BRANCH 3 (IB/3)
BY TONY GODFREY, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF
OPERATIONS 3
I assumed command of Investigation Branch 3 (IB/3) in October 2002
after it had been decided that there should be a revamp of the Branch. In
order to achieve a better utilization of resources and to enhance efficiency,
the merging of G, R and part of H took place to form the new G Group in
order that all intelligence work was contained under one roof. X Group was
restored to a four-Section Group in order to deal with a number of major
ongoing enquiries as well as its original charter of dealing with corrupt and
illegal practices taking place in the various elections in Hong Kong. IB/3 has
now become a three-Group establishment with G dealing with intelligence
and proactive investigations, H dealing with surveillance, and X as the operational arm handling election related complaints and other special investigations.
The Branch is aiming at transforming itself into a more dynamic and
proactive unit. It represents a new and welcome opportunity for all of us in
IB/3 and we look forward to taking on the challenge in the years ahead.

6:

H

 ࢵयአߤЇՂᚗᜋ
Group BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, REBECCA LI BO-LAN
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3

113ѐĂHซҖ˞ࢦ̂۞Լ

ࢭĂͽഇՀѣड़гྻϡྤĂჟ

ᖎ̍үԔ೩ड़தĄHٚፉ˞݈S
۞̂ొ̶̍үĂ˫ତგ˞I۞Ķԫఙ͚೯
̈ķćᄃѩТॡĂᄃ̰гঔγ፟ၹᓑඛ
۞̍үĂϹϤΩ˘ҾయĄHϫ݈۞
ᖚయΒ߁Ĉଐಡ۞ຩะă̶ژፋநćྻϡ
ቢˠćႾ༛غۻҖજć᜕ܲᙋˠćႀୠቚ
ͽ̈́ࠎ݈ቢአߤˠࣶ೩ֻԫఙ͚೯Ą

ଐಡຩะă̶ژፋந
̚δࡁտ̏БࢬྻүĂଐಡྤफ़
ऱրĂะ̚ፋநેҖٙຩะ۞ଐಡĂࠎ
አߤˠࣶ೩ֻѣड़۞ଐಡ͚೯ĄྍϺՏ؞
˘ۍЊѣᙯలѳᔌ๕۞̶ژಡӘĂֻຆཌ
۞ᆸგநˠࣶણዦĄ

ྻϡቢˠ
Ϥٺજᑝඉரஎјड़ĂH၆
ቢˠ۞٢ឦྻϡซҖஎˢᑭĂϫ۞ߏЯ
ᑕᒖဩតዏ၁ᅫᅮࢋ೩̿ቢˠ۞ኳ৵ड़
ਕĂͽ੨Ъ̚δࡁտٙඉထ۞ҖજĄ

W

ith a view to optimizing resources, streamlining procedures and enhancing efficiency, G
Group has undergone significant changes in 2002. It has
absorbed a major part of the former R Group charter and
taken over the Technical Aids Section from H Group while
allowing Mainland and international liaison duties to be
dealt with elsewhere within the Department. The current
responsibilities of G Group include the gathering of
research material and the development of intelligence, the
handling of informants, the supervision of undercover
operations, witness protection and firearms training, as
well as the provision of technical support to front-line
investigators.

Intelligence gathering, research &
development
The Central Research Unit (CRU) is now in full-scale
operation. This dedicated intelligence system contains a
comprehensive database, which centralizes all intelligence
gathered by the Operations Department in order to provide
tactical and strategic intelligence support to investigators.
The CRU also publishes quarterly reports on the analysis of
corruption trends for use by the senior management of the
Commission.

Hᚶᜈయॲፂቢˠଐಡणฟ۞ୂ
ຏአߤᅮࢋ̂ณଐಡ͚೯አߤ̍ү۞९
ІĄཱིĶࢳ؋ķ۞አߤҖજĂ̏ጱ̣؟
९ІдࣧڱलซҖᆶੈĂ̱ЩజӘٚᄮӸ
ᘣΦ̳ڱϒమ߲ཋЩĂజҿႾαҌ˩ѐ̙
ඈĄ

غۻҖજ
അତצБࢬຽቚ۞Ķ̈غۻķ
јࣶĂయેҖٙѣغۻҖજĄд3113ѐĂ
Hࠎາ٢ད۞አߤˠࣶᓝᏱ˞ˬ࣎غۻ
ቚኝĂ҃Ķ̈غۻķ۞јࣶഅ݈ࡻـ
઼ă፫߷າΐĂତ࠹צᙯ۞ૈĄ
ѐ̰ĂĶ̈غۻķࠎЧአߤࡊ೩ֻ
םӄĂጱкЩజӘགྷᆶੈޢజؠཋЩј
ϲĄ
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Informant handling
As the proactive approach continues to be one of the
most effective tools in anti-corruption investigations, G
Group strives to improve the quality and productivity of its
informants by critically reviewing their recruitment and
handling procedures. The objective is to create a more upto-date and task-oriented pool of informants, whose
deployment combines with the CRU initiatives.
In parallel with the intelligence capability, G Group
has continued to handle sensitive informant-generated
investigations, or cases that require substantial intelligence
input. One of these investigations, codenamed "Fastrun",
resulted in five trials at the Court of First Instance. Six
defendants in the trials pleaded guilty to charges of
conspiracy to pervert the course of justice and trafficking in
dangerous drugs. They were sentenced to terms of
imprisonment ranging from four to ten years.

ᙋˠ᜕ܲ̈́ႀୠቚ

Undercover operations
All undercover operations are carried out by
officers of the ICAC Undercover Unit, whose
operatives have undergone comprehensive and professional training. In 2002, G Group conducted three
in-house undercover training courses for newly
recruited investigators. Officers of the Undercover
Unit have also attended relevant training courses in
the UK, Australia and Singapore.

кѐֽĂ
ߙֱགྷ࿅পҾ
ቚ۞አߤˠࣶĂ
дѣᅮࢋॡົᒔ
ࠁેҖĶᙋˠܲ

The Undercover Unit had provided
assistance in the last year to other Branches
leading to various subsequent convictions
after trial.

Witness protection and firearms
training

Throughout the years, a pool of specially trained officers whose normal duties
Įᙋˠ᜕ܲ୧ּį
are investigative, were assigned to take up
۞ ఢ  ؠĂ Տ ี
ຆཌ੨ႀˠࣶତצቚ
Witness Protection Programme (WPP) comĶ ᙋ ˠ ܲ ᜕ ࢍ ထ ķ Arms Issued Officers undergoing training
mitments as and when necessary. Under the
ӮืϤĶᙋˠщБ
provisions of the Witness Protection Ordinance, every WPP
؎ࣶົķซҖෞҤ̈́ᝋેҖĄેҖܜ
has to be assessed and authorised by the Witness Security
)߆۞ົࣶ؎ྍߏ*ܝొعयĂ˵ߏĶᙋˠ
Panel (WSP) chaired by the Director of Investigation
᜕ܲࢍထķ۞ؠڱԲ८۰ĂయႾგࢍထ۞
(Government Sector) who is the statutory authority for the
ྻүĄ
establishment and maintenance of all WPPs.
᜕ ࢍ ထ ķĄ ॲ ፂ

ࠎ݈ቢአߤˠࣶ೩ֻԫఙ͚೯
Ķԫఙ͚೯̈ķᇥᕩHѣ࣎
рĄࢵАĂ݈ቢአߤˠࣶΞזБࢬ۞Җ
જ͚೯ڇચĂΒ߁ѣӄአߤ۞ଐಡྤफ़γ
๔Җજٙᅮ۞ጡՄćѨĂົܮӀĶԫఙ͚
೯̈ķ)ڇચ೩ֻ۰*ᄃአߤˠࣶ)ڇચֹϡ
۰*̝ม۞ᓑඛ఼ĂֹЇңԫఙયᗟ
ͽ֝ిྋՙĄ
дາ۞̍үቑᘞ˭ĂHົ˧ࠎ

Technical support to front-line investigators
The benefits of having the Technical Aids Section
(TAS) in G Group are twofold. Firstly it allows the frontline investigators to enjoy a full range of comprehensive
operational support services, from the provision of intelligence for investigations to technical equipment for field
operations. Secondly it facilitates liaison and communication between the TAS (as service provider) and the investigators (as users) so that any technical problems can be dealt
with promptly.

ᆸგநˠࣶ݈̈́ቢአߤˠࣶ೩ֻᐹኳ۞͚೯
ڇચĂࢬٺ၆Ϗֽ۞߄ጼĄ

With the new charters in place, G Group is now an
effective unit which aims at providing a quality support
service to both the senior management and the front-line
investigators of the Commission. All in G Group are
determined to succeed in meeting these challenges in the
future.
74
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 ࢵयአߤЇࡧ྿າ
Group BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, ALAN WU TAT-SUN
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ࠎેҖЧአߤࡊ೩ֻྫྷᖸ

Ⴞෛ͚೯ڇચĂΒ߁ඉထે

ҖྫྷᖸҖજăдႾෛҖજ̚೩ֻԫఙ͚೯Ă
ͽ̈́Шజ߄Ᏼ۞አߤˠࣶ೩ֻྫྷᖸႾෛ۞ૈ
Ą

ࢦࢋҖજ
Iˠࣶᄃ݈ቢአߤˠࣶ̝ม۞Ͼҡ
ЪүĂᚶᜈ࡚פ႕јڍĄͽ˭ˬ؟९І۞
ႷϚజᘰ̝ڱٺĂᙯᔣӮдٺјΑ۞ྫྷᖸႾ
ෛҖજĄ
˘؟ᘃႷలѳ९Іঘ̈́˘؟Ϲ఼ຍ
γĄຆཌ၆ྍ९۞ࢋϫᇾ̈́ռˠӄ͘ซ
Җ̷ႾෛĂޢ۰ޢՀјࠎ९І۞ࢋᙋ
ˠĂጱࢋϫᇾ̈́˘Щᛋચˠࣶజҿ
ҚᏖӸᘣΦ̳ڱϒཋЩјϲĄϤٺࢋϫᇾ
ߏۢЩ̳۞ޘிˠۏĂགྷ૱జ็ಫణĂ
ྫྷᖸˠࣶืΐࢺ͕̈ĂͽҺҖજࠈᜨĄ
дΩ˘؟९ІĂIయႾෛ˘ᄃ
ڱܧએྻˠఏ߿જѣᙯ۞ϫᇾˠۏĂࣇҬ

The movement of suspects was logged and their
criminal activities were video recorded, leading to
their arrest at various locations in the airport and
even further afield, in Tsuen Wan.

፟ಞొЊቑಛ۞ਨဦ

Sketch map of part of the Airport
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Group provides surveillance support to the
Investigation Branches of the Department in the
form of planning and execution of physical surveillance,
furnishing technical support during surveillance operations
and undertaking surveillance training for selected investigating officers.

Significant operations
The partnership approach between H Group and
front-line investigators continues to yield positive results,
which are evidenced by the following cases where successful surveillance operations played a pivotal role in bringing
the suspects to justice.
In one case corruption was suspected in relation to a
traffic accident. The diligent efforts of surveillance officers
were essential in tracking down the main target, who was a
high profile figure, and his personal assistant, who later
became a key witness in the case, resulting in the conviction
of a Police officer and the main target on charges of
conspiracy to pervert the course of public justice. During
the surveillance operation officers were required to work
under stressful circumstances as the main target was always
under media scrutiny.
In another case the mission of surveillance
was to monitor a group of targets that was
involved in illegal human smuggling activities,
apparently corruptly protected by unidentified law
enforcement officers. Acting upon reliable
information, surveillance operatives were able to
secure the main targets at various locations inside
Chek Lap Kok Airport and obtain first-hand
evidence of their illegal activities at which time
they were arrested. All were eventually convicted
of conspiracy to defraud and forged passport
related offences. Surveillance officers subsequently
identified other culprits involved in the same case
when they met in a restaurant on a subsequent
occasion to discuss payments relating to passports.
The Investigating Section was able to take swift
arrest action against the culprits who were later
convicted of similar charges. A total of ten
defendants in this case were all given immediate
custodial sentences.

ͼڱેֱߙזˠࣶΒԕĄྫྷᖸˠࣶॲፂΞ
ያ۞ଐಡĂд֔㠙֎፟ಞ̰к࣎гᕇᗆؠ
ࢋϫᇾˠۏĂ֭߿ڱܧפજ۞ۡତᙋ
ፂĂޢϤአߤˠࣶ༊ಞࣇٲॏĄ˘̒
ˠඈజଠͽҚᏖᙾ̈́ᄃ᜕ѣᙯ۞ཋ
ЩĂޢБొజҿཋЩјϲĄޢĂྫྷᖸˠ
ࣶ൴னТ९ႷϚд੧ሁົࢬĂથѣᙯ
᜕۞;ഠְآĄአߤˠࣶ֝ిଳפҖજĂ
ႷϚٲॏĂࣇޢϺЯТᇹཋЩజؠ
ཋĄѩ९۞˩ЩజӘБొజҿӈॡˢႯĄ
дௐˬ؟९ІĂ˘Щᛋࣶঘ̺ඕߙ
ռˠ̳Φ۞ᇴЩܲщˠࣶĂШྍ̳Φ˘Щϒ
ତొ̰צአߤ۞གྷநઙ৶ܛĄྫྷᖸˠࣶд
ࣇົࢬॡຳ̚ซҖႾෛĂ༊ྍЩགྷந;ഠ
̟˯ᛋࣶ̈́ܲщˠࣶүࠎ̰ͤొአߤ۞
ಡ࿌ॡĂአߤˠࣶܮБొϫᇾˠ˘ۏშј
ፈĂ֭ͷдྍЩᛋࣶ۞̰֘ຩ͌ณ߲ݡĄ
ྫྷᖸˠࣶдྍЩᛋࣶ۞ᆶੈ̚लүֻĂ
జؠᖟ߲ཋЩјϲĂޢϺٚᄮѣᙯ۞ల
ѳଠཋĄ

઼ᅫЪү
ܕѐĂIᄃঔγેڱ፟ၹฟणؠഇ
ᓑඛ߿જĂԓ୕࿅Ϲೱଐಡă࠹̢Ъү̈́
གྷរϹ߹Ă೩̿كѩ۞ຽͪπĄֱ፟ၹ
Β߁፫߷ᓑ֣ᛋฤăֽҘֲͅలԊăզ
ͅలԊ̈́າΐᛋฤĄ

ण୕Ϗֽ

In the third case a Police Constable was suspected to
have corruptly colluded with several security officers of a
private company to extort money from a manager of the
same company who was under internal investigation.
Surveillance officers were able to secure all targets during a
meeting with the manager when the manager made
payment to the police constable and the security officers, as
a reward for not pursuing the internal investigation. The
Investigating Section was thus able to arrest all the targets.
A quantity of drugs was also found in the police constable's
car. The surveillance officers later testified in the trial of
the Police Constable. He was convicted of the drugs
charge and then pleaded guilty to the corruption charges.

International cooperation
In recent years H Group has commenced regular
liaison with overseas law enforcement agencies in areas of
intelligence exchange, operational cooperation and
experience sharing, with a view to enhancing mutual
operational expertise. To this end we have had interaction
with the Australian Federal Police, the Anti-Corruption
Agency of Malaysia, the Anti-Corruption Bureau of Brunei
and the Singapore Police.

The way forward
H Group is conscious of future financial constraints
in the forthcoming years and strives at developing a
pragmatic strategy for better deployment of resources
made available to us. We eye the future with confidence
and are determined to continue our best efforts to uphold
the quality service that we have provided in the past and
are currently providing to the Department.

ᝥٺϏֽᇴѐੑ߆࠹༊ღĂIົ
˧൴ण˘इચ၁ඉரĂͽՐਕՀѣड़гྻ
ϡྤĄԧࣇ၆Ϗֽ۞̍ү̪·႕͕ܫĂ
֭ՙຍᚶᜈࠎેҖ೩ֻ˘ర۞ᐹኳڇચĄ
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 ࢵयአߤЇᘲ઼م
Group BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, JEREMY LO KWOK-CHUNG
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˘Шయአߤᄃ̳В፟ၹ̈́

̳ฟᏴᓝѣᙯ۞లѳᓝಡĄҋ

3113ѐ21͡͞ࢦፋЧ۞̍үቑಛޢĂY
ੵ˞நᄃ̳ฟᏴᓝѣᙯ۞Ը෦γĂᔘ
యአߤк؟።ॡ˳ܜঘ̈́߆̳ܝొعВ፟
ၹ۞లѳ९ІĄ

̳ฟᏴᓝ
າ۞ĮᏴᓝĞᄅၑ̈́ڱܧҖࠎğ୧ּį
གྷѣᙯ߆ඉԊăᏴᓝგந؎ࣶົ̈́ຆ߆̳ཌ
БࢬᆶᛉޢĂ̏ٺ3111ѐ4͡၁߉Ąࠎቁܲ
Ᏼᓝ̳πă̳ฟຆሒĂຆཌ˘ۡᄃᏴᓝგ
ந؎ࣶົܲღᓑᘭĄ

T

raditionally X Group was responsible for the
investigation of complaints of corruption
involving all public bodies and public elections. Following
the re-shuffling of Group charters in October 2002, X Group
is now responsible for public election complaints, in addition to which it has also taken up a number of selected protracted investigations of corruption in both the
Government and Public Sectors.

Public elections
The new Elections (Corrupt and Illegal Conduct)
Ordinance (ECICO) came into operation in March 2000
following a comprehensive review by the relevant policy
bureaux, the Electoral Affairs Commission and the ICAC.
Close liaison has been maintained with the Electoral Affairs
Commission to ensure fair and open elections, free from
corrupt influence.

Legislative Council elections

ĮᏴᓝ)ᄅၑ̈́ڱܧҖࠎ*୧ּį̈́ࢬދĮՅܑᏴᓝ୧ּį

ECICO front cover and Village Representative Election
Ordinance

ϲົڱᏴᓝ
3111ѐࡌ؞ᓝҖ۞ϲົڱᏴᓝĂߏ
ĮᏴᓝĞᄅၑ̈́ڱܧҖࠎğ୧ּį၁߉۞ޢ
ࢵѨᏴᓝĄຆཌҌ̫Вତᒔ459؟Ⴭᄅၑ
̈́ڱܧҖࠎ۞ᓝಡĂҭБొӮڱᙋ၁Ă҃
̂ొ̶Ը෦Ğ3:3؟ğΪঘّ̈́ኳᅅ۞࿁
ఢҖࠎĄҌ̫Вѣ67ˠЯᛈϚᅅ۞Ᏼᓝཋ
Җ҃జ˾ᐝᛋӘĄ

ડᛉົᏴᓝ
Ҍٺд2:::ѐ22͡ᓝҖ۞ડᛉົᏴ
ᓝĂຆཌВତᒔ694؟Ⴭᄅၑ̈́ڱܧҖࠎ
۞ᓝಡĂ̶ొ̂̚Ğ4:8؟ğّኳᅅĄ
ຆཌགྷአߤ̏ޢಶˬ؟ை९೩ᑭଠĂΩ
ѣ86ˠЯᛈϚᅅ۞ᏴᓝཋҖ҃జ˾ᐝᛋ
ӘĄ
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The ECICO was first adopted in the Legislative
Council Election held in the autumn of 2000. 348 reports of
corrupt and illegal conduct have since been received but
none substantiated. The majority (292 cases) of these complaints related to minor breaches of election rules. So far,
56 persons have been verbally warned for minor election
related offences.

District Council elections
The District Council Elections were held in
November 1999. A total of 583 reports of corrupt and
illegal conduct were received, most of which (397 cases)
were trivial in nature. Investigation so far has resulted in
three vote planting cases being brought before the court
and 75 persons verbally warned for minor election related
offences.
In one case, four persons were charged with vote
planting offences in relation to the 1999 Southern District
Council Election. Trial will commence in March 2003. In
another case, a Southern District Council member was sentenced to three months' imprisonment after her conviction
on vote planting charges. Two key witnesses in her trial
were her assistants who had earlier pleaded guilty and
been sentenced to two months' imprisonment. Their

؟˘̚ᑭଠᄃ2:::ѐݑડડᛉົ
ᏴᓝѣᙯĂВѣαˠజଠͽைཋЩĂ९І
ٺ3114ѐ4͡ฟᆶĄঘ̈́Ω˘؟९І۞˘
ЩݑડડᛉࣶைཋЩјϲĂజҿˢႯˬ࣎
͡Ą९̚Щࢋᙋˠࠎྍડᛉࣶ۞ӄநĂ

appeal against sentence was heard by Mr. Justice Wong
who, while agreeing to reduce their terms of imprisonment
by half, maintained that custodial sentences were
warranted as he was of the view that candidates, voters
and election helpers must ensure that elections were fair.

˟ˠྵѝ݈̏ᄮཋĂజҿˢႯ࣎͡Ą˯෦
ڱलࡌ֍ͳءڱᆶந˟ˠಶҿЖ೩۞˯෦
ॡĂᔵТຍЖഇഴΗĂҭݒᄮࠎႾ༰Жჳ
၆ޫ༊ĂЯࠎኢ࣏ᏴˠăᏴϔ̈́Ᏼᓝӄ

Significant cases concluded in 2002
Election enquiries aside, X Group has completed the
following major investigations in 2002:

நĂӮѣయЇቁܲᏴᓝ̳πĄ

Corruption in works contract
3113ѐԆඕ۞ࢦ̂९І
ੵ˞ᄃᏴᓝѣᙯ۞९ІγĂд3113
ѐԆඕ۞ࢦ̂९Іт˭Ĉ

̍Ъࡗలѳ९
д3113ѐĂ˘Щ̚ර˧ѣࢨ̳Φ
Ğ̚ğ৺ԫఙࣶజଠќצ84༱̮Ăүࠎ
д̚˘ีщ྅̰ొܲщրᆊࣃ࿈511༱
̮۞Ъࡗ˯ᐹ˘ޞЩٚҿથ۞ಡ࿌ĄдТ˘
ᆶੈ̚Ăྍٚҿથ̈́གྷநϺజଠྦྩăҚ
Ꮦᙾ̈́ંౄ͛ІཋЩĄᔵଠ͞അಶঘ९
ഠี೩ᅙҖࡔᐂүࠎᙋځĂҭϤٺᙋፂ
ᙋ؟ྍځᅙҖϹٽᄃలѳѣᙯĂڱलˬؠ
ЩజӘ۞లѳଠཋ̙јϲĄϤѩΞ֍Ăд
Ķॆ࠹צķ۞ଐ˭ڶĂࢋдڱल˯ᙋځల
ѳཋҖ၁ְٽܧĄ҃Ăྍٚҿથ̈́གྷநజ
ંؠౄ͛ІཋЩјϲĂ̶ҾజҿˢႯ̈́
ቤЖĄ

གྷͿᑭߤޢ൴னᏻజ̒ᕘ

Meter tampering revealed on close examination

In 2002 a Senior Technician of China Light & Power
(CLP) was charged with accepting $730,000 for showing
favour to a contractor involved in the installation of internal security systems for CLP at a contract value of over $4
million. At the same trial the contractor and his manager
were also charged with bribery, conspiracy to defraud and
forgery offences. Despite bank records being adduced to
prove the payment, the court acquitted all three defendants
of the bribery charge for want of evidence to prove that the
alleged transaction was corruption related. This again
demonstrates that corruption offences are difficult to prove
at court when both the offeror and the acceptor involved
are 'satisfied parties'. The contractor and the manager
were however found guilty of forgery and were respectively given a term of imprisonment and a suspended prison
sentence.

Electricity meter tampering
In November 2002, a total of 21 persons were charged
with conspiring to defraud two electricity companies by
tampering with electricity meters. The original corruption
complaint alleged that
staff members of the
power
companies
might have been
involved in meter
tampering activities.
Subsequent investigation failed to reveal
any corrupt involvement of any power
company staff. It is
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̒ᕘᏻ९
3113ѐ22͡ĂВ32ˠజଠᖣ̒ᕘ
ᏻĂҚᏖᙾม˧̳ΦĄࣧА۞లѳᓝ
ಡม˧̳Φ۞ᖚࣶĂΞਕѣЊણᄃ̒
ᕘᏻ۞߿જĂҭአߤޢϏѣ൴ன˧̳Φ

estimated that the two power companies have suffered a
total loss of $800,000 as a result of illegal tampering activities. At the time of writing, 16 defendants have been convicted and sentenced to suspended terms of imprisonment,
fines and community service orders. The remaining five
defendants are to be tried from February 2003 onwards.

ᖚࣶঘ̚ĄҤࢍม˧̳ΦЯᏻዎ
̒ڱܧᕘЪВຫε91༱̮Ąώ͛ᇤᆷഇมĂ
̚27ˠజؠཋЩјϲĂ̶ҾజҿቤЖă
ჳഠ̈́ۤົڇચ΄Ąዶ̣ЩజӘϤ3114
ѐ3͡ฟؕତצᆶੈĄ

າ߄ጼ
ĮՅܑᏴᓝ୧ּਨ९įࢍົд
3114ѐܐᒔϲ఼ົڱ࿅ĄϤ͔ٺˢᗕՅܜ
טĂฏՅᏴᓝົᔙซາࡔ̮ĂՅܑ۞ᇴ
ϫົࢺᆧҌ̂ࡗ2-591ЩĂ҃ᄃՅܑᏴᓝ
ѣᙯ۞లѳᓝಡΞਕࠎᇴ̙͌Ąຆཌд3114
ѐ̍ࢋࢵี˘̚үĂಶߏࢋቁܲՅܑᏴ
ᓝຆሒ̳πĄ
ॲፂࢦາࢎ̍۞ؠүቑಛĂY̪ᖞ
యአߤᏴᓝԸ෦Ă҃͞ࢬ۞̍үд3114
ѐ࠹ົܫᅲࠎᓄࢦĄΩ˘͞ࢬĂYϺົ̙
ॡᒔࠁந˘ֱᚑࢦ҃አߤᅮॡ۞లѳ९
ІĄࢬ၆າ߄ጼĂYБវˠࣶؠ༊აႽٙ
ਕĂ˧Րдາ۞˘ѐָפᒻĄ
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New challenges
It is anticipated that the Village Representative (VR)
Election Bill will be passed in early 2003. This will bring
the rural elections to a new era by introducing the dual representative system. As the number of VR elections will be
doubled to about 1,480 under the new arrangement, a possible influx of corruption complaints is likely. One of our
corporate priorities for the year 2003 is to maintain the
integrity of these elections.
The new charter of X Group allows its staff to focus
on election complaints, which is foreseen to be a mammoth
task in the forthcoming year. It also provides flexibility in
that X Group will, from time to time, be assigned to investigate serious corruption cases which warrant protracted
investigation. All of us view this as a welcome challenge
and we will try our best to strive for success in the new
year.

አߤࡊα

INVESTIGATION

BRANCH 4

አߤࡊα

ેҖӄநܜĞαğ֓чፓĂ
JET
ેҖд3113ѐт૱гགྷ።˞̙͌ᖼតĄ
ಏͽአߤࡊ)α*ֽᄲĂ˘Шܑனמ۞݈Lࢵय
አߤЇૺර֣ĂJNTĂдຆཌაྕڇચ˞39ѐ
ޢЍၷੜЃĄͽ၆Жְአߤ̈́ྤੈࡊԫ۞ᖳಱ
གྷរĂԧஎࢶܫപ۞ᕷᐝ̳Φޝԣົܮχ۞
ຍĄүࠎૺӖ۞ତˠঅ̙टٽĂ҃࣎ࢦЇ
ົརдனЇCࢵयአߤЇᛂࠏฯ֗˯ĄᛂӖځ
ѐ࣒ܐல˘࣎৺߆عˠࣶგநኝޢĂົତ
ЇLࢵयአߤЇĂഅЇKგ۞д߹አ
ߤࡊ̍ү˞˘߱ൺॡมГѨజአаአߤࡊ)α*Ąϒ
тૺර֣˘ᇹĂᛂࠏฯϺЯࠎϤЖְአߤ̍үᖼࠎგྤੈࡊԫ͚೯ڇચ҃ืүዋ
ᑕćҭͽԧ၆۞ᄮᙊĂؠਕ౼ЇԣĄ
ଂ̫ഇѐಡΞ֍Ăߦᖰ̏ܫଂJአа߹አߤࡊĂ҃เሄှଂ֨ͤలѳࣄ
አેҖĂЇJࢵयአߤЇĄ
ഺ̥ॢ̿ેҖӄநޢܜĂϤ૽̀دତЇKࢵयአߤЇ˘ᖚĄدӖϺื
Ϥአߤ̍үᖼࠎგ͚೯ڇચĂҭᖳಱአߤགྷរؠۺ၆າ૯Ҝ۞ᖚચ̂ѣᑒӄĄүࠎ
KგĂТॡయຆཌᄃ̰гঔγેڱ፟ၹ۞ᓑඛآְߤםĂֱͽـᛳٺH
۞̍үĂனдϤK5̈యநĄᓑඛ۞ߤםᚯ̍үĂ၆ຆཌдгડซҖአ
ߤਕӎјΑໂࠎࢦࢋćТᇹгĂ၆ঔγેڱ፟ၹืдࢶപซҖ۞አߤĂK5Ϻົщଵග̟
ٙᅮ۞םӄĄ
༊Ăѣְֱߏۏϖᅈ̙ត۞Ăּтଐ۞̍үᑅ˧ĄЯѩĂԧ୬ᖣѩ፟ົĂГ
ѨШአߤࡊ)α*БវТˠͽਾ͕ᔁຍĂຏᔁࣇБѐӅ˧̙ጻг̍үĂͽᑕ;߹አ
ߤˠࣶ၆͚೯ڇચ۞ࢨᅮՐĄ

INVESTIGATION BRANCH 4 (IB/4)
BY MIKE BISHOP, IDS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF
OPERATIONS 4
Not unusually, the passing of another year in the Operations
Department has been marked by change, as may be discerned from the pages
of this edition of the Review. Changes affecting IB/4 include the departure
from the Commission of my former Principal Investigator, K Group, Louis
CHEUNG Wah-pong, IMS. After 28 years of dedicated and distinguished
service with the ICAC, Louis has finally made the transition to well earned
retirement - though I shall be very surprised if the “availability” of his vast
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experience in criminal investigation and IT escapes the attention of local
head hunters for long. For our part, he will be a very hard act to follow.
That challenging task will fall to Daniel SO Ping-hung, presently Principal
Investigator, B Group, when he returns from a senior government leadership course in the new year. Formerly Principal Investigator, J Group,
Daniel returns to IB/4 after only a brief stint back in the operational arena.
Following Louis’s example, in transferring to K Group Daniel will have to
adapt to a critical career move from criminal investigation to the IT field.
Knowing him as I do, I’m sure he is more than equal to the task.
Neil Parkinson - as is apparent from his contribution to this year’s
publication - has returned to operations, his former post of Principal
Investigator, I Group, having been taken over by Dominic WONG Lok-ning,
on secondment from the Corruption Prevention Department.
Replacing Kenny TSO Wai-yan, IMS, as head of J Group on Kenny’s
promotion to Assistant Director, Gerry Osborn is another very experienced
investigator who has had to adjust to a support role. As Principal
Investigator, J Group, his wealth of operational experience will be of
inestimable value to the Department. In inheriting his present post, Gerry
has also assumed responsibility for liaison and mutual assistance between
the ICAC and Mainland and overseas law enforcement organisations,
formerly part of G Group’s charter. Now designated J4 Section, this unit
plays one of the Department’s most important roles, and is vital to the
success of our investigative endeavours beyond Hong Kong’s jurisdiction.
Similarly, the Section facilitates assistance to our overseas counterparts in
those of their investigations that have Hong Kong connections or
ramifications.
Some things, of course, never change - the relentless pressure of work,
for instance. Without belabouring that issue, I will simply take this
opportunity, once again, to express my thanks to the staff of IB/4 for their
untiring efforts in striving to meet the seemingly insatiable demands of their
operational colleagues throughout the year.
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 ࢵयአߤЇเሄှ
Group BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, DOMINIC WONG LOK-NING
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యࠎેҖ೩ֻҖ߆̈́გந

͚೯ڇચĂᖚࣶˠᇴࡗ:1ˠĄJ

۞̍үቑಛΒ߁೩ֻࢍᇴፂăᖙᛌă็ᛌ
̈́ᔂᆷڇચă˘ਠҖ߆͚೯ăؠטඉரăგ
நְચ̈́ࡁޠڱտĄ

೩ֻࢍᇴፂ .!J2
ࢍ̈)J2*ᐼхѣᙯలѳᓝಡአ
ߤඕ۞ڍࢋࢍྤफ़ĂࠎેҖͽҌፋ࣎
ຆཌ೩ֻ࠹ᙯăΞያዋॡ۞ࢍᇴፂĂͽ
ܮซҖଐಡ̶ژඉထҖજĂ֭Яᑕᅮࢋѣ
ड़гአ੨ྤĄJ2ؠഇ೩ϹࢍಡӘ៍މ
̶ژү̙ТϡĂΒ߁Ϥᆸˠࣶ۞ᖎ
ಡົᓑඛົᛉĄѩγĂϺՏѐᄦ౯˘Њ
Ķ̳ચࣶలѳᄅၑಡӘ३ķ
Ăֻ̳ચְࣶચԊ
̈́Ч߆ܜࢵܝొعણ҂ĄಡӘ३ўд੨Ъ߆
۞عĶ̳ચࣶຆሒчϒࢍထķĂໄ߆ొع
ܝхд۞లѳ̈́ᄅၑҖࠎĂ֭टٽன
లѳᄅၑ۞ቑᘞĂͽ೩ࣶء၆ѣᙯયᗟ۞
ᛋᛇّĄ
3113ѐޘᄃેҖ̍үѣᙯ۞ࢍ
ྤफ़Ăྶٺѐಡௐ214ࢱ۞Ķ๗ಡࢍᇴфķ
ొ̶Ą

ᖙᛌă็ᛌ̈́ᔂᆷڇચ .!J3
͛̚ЇࠎેҖ۞አߤ̈́ᑭଠ̍ү
೩ֻࢦࢋ͚೯Ąੵ఼ፍ͛̚)Β߁ᇃ̈́ྖڌ
఼ྖ*̈́ࡻᄬγĂ̚ᇴˠՀਕፆ̚

W

ith about 90 officers, I Group provides
administrative and management support
services to the Operations Department. Its charter
embraces responsibilities for provision of statistical data;
translation, interpretation and transcription services;
general administrative support; strategic planning; management services and legal research.

Provision of statistical data - I1 Section
The Statistics Section (I1) maintains key statistical
information on corruption reports and results of investigations, and serves not just the Operations Department but
the entire Commission. It provides relevant, reliable and
timely statistics to facilitate intelligence research and planning, and deployment of resources. Periodic statistics
reports, together with objective analyses, are produced for a
variety of purposes including briefing and liaison meetings
conducted by senior officers. The Section also publishes an
annual report on corruption and malpractice in the Civil
Service for the information of the Civil Service Bureau and
heads of Government Departments. The report, published
in conjunction with the Civil Service Integrity Programme,
serves to provide an overview of the problems of corruption
and other malpractice in Government Departments, to
highlight the areas which are susceptible to corruption and
malpractice, and to promote a greater awareness of the
problems.
Statistics relevant to the Operations Department's
work during 2002 can be found on page 103 under the
heading : Report from the Abacus.

઼͞֏Ą

Translation, interpretation and transcription
services - I2 Section
Chinese Language Officers (CLOs) provide essential
support to the Department's investigations and prosecutions. Apart from possessing linguistic skills in Chinese
(Cantonese and Putonghua) and English, several CLOs
have specialist proficiencies in various Chinese dialects.
˘Щ͛̚ЇϒБৠరڦгᖙᛌ˘Њֻෟ

A Chinese Language Officer concentrates on translating
a statement
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̚δᔂᆷВѣ7ЩࣶĂయםӄ
Чአߤ̈ᔂᆷᄃႷϚซҖ۞ᐂᇆົኘĄ̚
δᔂᆷҋ2::6ѐјϲͽֽĂ˘ۡࠎአߤ
ˠࣶ೩ֻ̙Ξٕ۞͚೯ڇચĄ

˘ਠҖ߆͚೯ڇચ .!J4
Җ߆̈)J4*యੑચგநăˠ˧ྤ
გநăྤۏଳᔉăᏱ̳۞ވᕖ·̈́ჯ࣒Ă
ͽ̈́˘ਠ͚೯ڇચĄ
ϤٺЧአߤ̈ᅮࢋх͛۞ٸЇ́
ᙋۏດֽດкĂ̚δᙋ̈ۏѐ̰ᆧΐ
Լච˞ᐼхన߉ĂΒ߁ϡͽхٸෳࢦᙋ۞ۏ
ܲᐍऱ̈́ௐˬ࣎ᙋࣗۏĄ

ຆ߆̳ཌેҖᐂᇆऱ

The Operations Department Videotape Library

ᆸგநˠࣶ̍ࢋࢵี˘̚үߏࠎ
ٙѣેҖˠࣶ೩ֻщБ̈́ઉ۞̍үᒖ
ဩĄѐ̰Ăੵ˞ΐૻֹϡᖚຽщБన౯γĂ
ొܝϺԆј˘ีѣᙯᏱ̳۩̰ވވঈኳ৵۞
БࢬෞҤĂͽቁܲЪᒖ͔ܲ۞ࢋՐĂ֭
྿Ҍѣᙯ۞ᇾĄ
3113ѐ2͡ĂેҖГޘᓝᏱຆཌฟ
͟ٸĂΐஎξϔ၆ຆཌ̍ү۞˞ྋĂଂ҃ᆧ
ΐຆཌ۞̈́ޘځΐૻξϔ၆ຆཌ۞͕ܫĄ
˘тͽـĂຆཌฟ͟ٸӛ͔˞̂Բξϔણ

The Central Transcription Unit, with six transcribers,
assists Investigating Sections by transcribing videotaped
interviews of suspects. The unit has proved a most valuable support resource since its establishment in 1995.

General administration support services - I3
Section
The Administration Section (I3) is responsible for
financial management, human resources administration,
supplies procurement, acquisition and maintenance of
accommodation, and general support services.
To cope with increasing demand from Investigating
Sections for storage accommodation for documents and
other exhibits required for investigation and prosecution
purposes, the Central Property Unit acquired enlarged and
enhanced storage facilities during the year. A strongroom
for high value case property and a third central property
store have now been established.
One of the senior management's priorities is
providing a safe and healthy working environment for all
Operations Department officers. During the year, apart
from enhancing occupational and safety equipment within
the Department, a comprehensive indoor air quality evaluation exercise of office accommodation was completed to
ensure that all environmental protection guidelines were
complied with and standards met.
In January 2002, the Operations Department once
again opened its doors to the public in a series of open days
designed to increase the community's understanding of the
work of the ICAC, improve our transparency and reinforce
public confidence. As always, the event attracted
considerable public interest, with over 4,000 visitors taking
advantage of the opportunity to see first hand what makes
the Department tick, compared with 3,000 visitors in 2000
and 1,000 in 1999.

៍Ăᓁᇴѣ5-111кˠĂྵ3111ѐ۞4-111
ˠ̈́2:::ѐ۞2-111ˠ಼̂ᆧΐĄ

გநְચ̈́ࡁޠڱտ žJ5
ࡁտ̈)J5*̰۞გநְચĂయ
ᑭ̍үԔ̈́გந͞ڱĂ೩Լචڇચኳ
৵۞ޙᛉĂͽ̈́̍ؠטү͔Ăͽ·̶൴೭

Management services and legal research I4 Section
The Management Services Unit (MSU) of the
Research Section is responsible for reviewing operational
procedures and management practices, making recommendations for service quality improvement, and formulating
88

ొ۞ܝፋវड़தјड़ĄგநְચϺయ
ࠎĶᆶߤలѳᓝಡᏙྙ؎ࣶົķ೩ֻ৪३ڇ
ચĂྍ؎ࣶົ۞јࣶϤҖ߆؎ءܜЇĂయ
Ⴞ၅ેҖ۞̍үĄ

guidelines to optimise effectiveness and efficiency throughout the Department. The MSU is also responsible for providing secretarial support to the Operations Review
Committee, a committee appointed by the Chief Executive
to monitor the work of the Operations Department.

ѩγĂგநְચՀߏგநᆸࣶ̍
̝ม۞˘఼ሇĂ̙ಏࠎк࣎ᖚࣶםથ
؎ࣶົ೩ֻ৪३ڇચĂ֭ͷົБ˧ྫྷซࣶ̍
ޙᛉĂቁܲొܝਕၰึѣड़гྻүĄ
J5۞ࡁޠڱտ̙ॡॲፂ࣒۞˯ּڱ
Լ̈́ڱलҿՙĂᑭአߤ͞ڱᄃԔĂቁܲ
̷Ъॡ̈́آᄃॡ֭ซĄྍົԯѣّܑ
۞ҿՙ̈́ࢦࢋޠڱຍ֍ᇪࢋĂޢགྷેҖ
Ԋાშ็ਖ਼ගٙѣˠࣶĄࡁޠڱտᄃ߆ޠ
Φ̈́ЧՙඉԊܲღᓑᘭĂಶΞਕᇆᜩે
Җ̍ү۞ޠڱયᗟϹ߹ຍ֍Ą
д઼ᅫ͞ࢬĂࡁޠڱտಶкีѣᙯ
లѳ̈́࠹ᙯཋҖăˠᝋ̈́࠹ᙯયᗟ֭
ٺ൴णล߱۞઼ᅫ̳ࡗĂࠎࢶപপҾҖ߆ડ
߆ع೩ֻྤफ़ĄϤٺຆ߆̳ཌߏ઼ᅫЖᛋͅ
లछ̈۞јࣶĂࡁޠڱտϺؠഇࠎྍ
̈ᇤᆷͅల͛ቇĄ
ᆶٺੰڱ3113ѐ8͡ؠ఼ڱ
Ķ̳ᖚˠࣶҖࠎε༊ķཋ՟ѣٯᛈૄώڱ
ޢĂࡁޠڱտࢦາᑭԯྍ఼ڱཋҖ୧
̼͛۞ޙᛉĂ֭ᄃ߆عᓁొҖ߆ཌă̳ચࣶ
ְચԊ̈́߆ޠΦ۞ТְܲღᓑᘭĂࡁտ
Ϗֽ۞ྮШĄ

ࡁޠڱտ৺አߤЇ֓ޠАϠந͟૱̍ү

Mike Burley, Senior Investigator of the Legal Research
Unit at work
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The MSU also serves as a bridge between management and staff by providing secretarial support to a variety
of staff consultative committees, and by following through
staff suggestions to ensure the smooth and effective operation of the Department.
The Legal Research Unit (LRU) within I4 Section
reviews investigation practices and procedures in the light
of changing legislation and court judgements to ensure that
they remain up-to-date and appropriate. Relevant judgements and important legal advice are summarised and disseminated to staff via the Department's local area network
(OPSLAN). The LRU works in close liaison with the
Department of Justice and various policy bureaux on legal
issues that affect the work of the Operations Department.
Internationally, the LRU contributes to the HKSAR
Government's input on various developing international
conventions on corruption and related crime, human rights
and other relevant issues. The LRU also makes regular contributions to the work of the Interpol Group of Experts on
Corruption, of which the ICAC is a member.
As a result of a Court of Final Appeal decision in July
2002, which ruled on the constitutionality of the common
law offence of misconduct in public office, the LRU has
reviewed the ICAC's proposal to codify this common law
offence, and is working closely with the Government's
Administration Wing, the Civil Service Bureau and the
Department of Justice to consider the way forward.

K

 ࢵयአߤЇ૽̀د
Group BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, GERRY OSBORN
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3

113ѐ21͡ĂώˠአЇKგĂ

дຆཌڇચͽֽĂࢵޘయ͚೯

ّኳྵࢦ۞̍үĄ
K̶ࠎα࣎̈ĂᖚࣶˠᇴЪВ
࿅211ˠĄͽ˭ࠎ̂छᖎಏ̬Տ࣎̈ٙ
య۞ࢋ̍үĄ

ᓝಡ͕̈́̚љ͕̚ .!K2̈
ᓝಡ͕̚Бѐ35̈ॡྻүĂ఼૱ߏξ
ϔᄃຆཌௐ˘࣎ତᛈᕇĄξϔΞೈͽ˭श
ᓝಡలѳĈᏐ֗זᓝಡ͕ٕ̚Ҝٺപ˝າࠧ
̙Тгડ۞ˣ̶࣎ડᏱְćຆཌᓝಡ
ሤቢćԸࢶבപฎ߆ᓁԊฎቐ2111ཱིĂٕ൴
ฎҌຆཌ۞შӬĄ̈́ܝొع߆፟ၹĂ
ϺົԯᘃႷలѳ࣎९ᖼ̬ຆཌአߤĄ
ٙѣజຆཌٲॏ̈́љ۞ˠ̀ĂӮజ
щཉдљ͕̚ĄॲፂּڱఢؠĂֹຆཌ
Ϗਕд59̈ॡ̰෦జљ۰֭ڱ˯
लĂ̟ܲࣞืܮᛖٕ୧ІᛖٸĄຆཌ۞ٲ
ॏ̈́љᝋ˧ĂдĮຆ߆̳ཌ୧ּį̚ѣᚑ
ॾఢؠĄљ͕̚۞ᖚࣶੵ˞య࠻გజљ
۰γĂᔘืܲᅪࣇ۞ᝋӀ̈́ᜪࣇ۞
ӀĄࠎቁܲᖚࣶԁචᆹҖᖚయĂᒔপҾ؎
Ї۞͉π̀ົགྷ૱ࡎᑝ֟ෛљ͕̚Ą
ࣇΞᐌຍᄃజљ۰ତᛈϹኘĂ֭ົಶ֟
ෛٙ֍ٙჷĂШ߆عᓁొ೩ϹಡӘĄ
љ͕̚ϺయЕฤᄮˠԔĄຆ߆
̳ཌߏࢶപࢵ࣎ӀϡಏࢬͅЍᙡన౯᜕ֽܲ
ᙋˠ۞ેڱ፟ၹĄҌٺႷϚώ֗۞ᝋৈĂϺ
ТᇹܲזצᅪĂЯࠎдಏࢬͅЍᙡޢซҖ۞
ᄮˠԔົᐂᇆ˭ֽĂ֭ႽΞਕѣ͉π̀
дಞ֍ᙋĄ

ቚጯ७.!K3̈
ቚጯ७య٢ད̈́ૈેҖˠ
ࣶĄາˢᖚ۞ӄநአߤЇࢵАણΐࠎഇ
28ߐഇ۞ௐ˘ล߱ˢᖚૈኝĂତצѣᙯ
ޠڱăᙋፂ̈́Жְአߤ۞ຽቚĂ֭ซҖ
၁௫ĄጯࣶᐌົޢአࠁેזҖ࣎˘̚አ
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I

n October 2002 I was transferred to J Group where,
for the first time in my career, I found myself in a
more supportive role, rather than in an operational post.
J Group comprises four Sections with over 100 staff.
The following paragraphs provide a brief insight into some
of the vital work conducted by officers from each of those
Sections.

Report and Detention Centres - J1 Section
The Report Centre, manned 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year, is the first point of contact with the ICAC for most
members of the public. Individuals who wish to report corruption may do so in a variety of ways - in person to the
Report Centre or to one of the eight Regional Offices in
Hong Kong; via the telephone hotline; by letter to Post
Office Box 1000; or by e-mail to the ICAC's website. Reports
are also referred to the Commission by other Government
Departments and agencies.
Persons arrested and kept in custody are housed in
the Detention Centre for up to 48 hours, when they must, by
law, be charged and taken before court or released, either on
bail or unconditionally. ICAC powers of arrest and detention are strictly governed by the Independent Commission
Against Corruption Ordinance. Detention Centre personnel
not only have the significant duty of holding detainees in
custody, but also of protecting their rights and providing for
their welfare. In order to ensure that these responsibilities
are properly discharged, specially appointed Justices of the
Peace make regular unannounced visits to the Detention
Centre. They have unrestricted access to detainees and can
speak freely with them. The Justices report the results of
their visits to the Government Secretariat.
The Detention Centre is also responsible for conducting identification parades held in the Operations
Department. The ICAC was the first law enforcement
agency in Hong Kong to establish a one-way mirror facility
to protect witnesses. The rights of the suspect are also protected as the conduct of proceedings behind the mirror is
video-recorded, where possible, in the presence of a Justice
of the Peace.

ߤࡊĂତࠎצഇ˘ѐ۞дᖚቚĂޢГа

Training School - J2 Section

זቚጯ७ણΐࠎഇߐഇ۞ௐ˟ล߱ˢᖚ

The Training School is responsible for both recruitment and training of Operations Department personnel.
Training begins for newly recruited Assistant Investigators
with a 17 week Stage I Induction Course, in which they
receive instruction in various skills and competencies
including law, evidence and criminal investigation, with
particular emphasis on operational and practical aspects.
Initial training is followed by 12 months on-the-job
training in an Investigation Branch, following which
recruits return to the Training School to undergo a twoweek Stage II Induction Course with the focus on practical
investigative skills. On completion of Stage II training,
they are posted to a different Investigation Branch for a further 12 months on-the-job training before returning to the
Training School for the two-week Final Stage course.

ኝĂࢦቚ၁ᅫአߤԫμĄ̝ޢጯࣶົ
አࠁזΩ˘አߤࡊүௐ˟ѐдᖚૈĂޢ
Гаזቚጯ७ણΐࠎഇߐഇ۞ޢล߱
ˢᖚኝĄ

ᓁአߤЇཧᇃАϠᅳາˢᖚӄநአߤЇણ៍ঔ
ੰڱ

Newly-recruited ICAC Assistant Investigators led by
Chief Investigator Mr. YIP Kwong-fuk visit Zhuhai
Judicial Court

າˢᖚӄநአߤЇдᓁአߤЇཧᇃАϠᅳ˭
ణ፫ܝຆ߆̳ཌ

Newly-recruited ICAC Assistant Investigators led by
Chief Investigator Mr. YIP Kwong-fuk visit the Macau
Commission Against Corruption

ੵˢᖚૈγĂቚጯ७ϺؠഇࠎЧ
৺ˠࣶ೩ֻૈĂᓝᏱ˘րЕኝăࡁ
ົăࡁ௫ăགྷរ̶ֳ̈ͽ̈́ቚᒉĂᖣ
ͽଯજТְࣇ۞Ķᜈຽ൴णķĄቚቑ
ಛΒ߁Ĉᐂᇆົኘયྖԫμăੑચአߤăᇤ
ᆷಡӘăጱरጱԫμăཝᑕϡăົ֍Ⴗ

In addition to initial training, the Training School
provides regular training for officers at all ranks. In order
to promote continuous professional development, a range
of courses, seminars, workshops, experience-sharing
groups and residential training sessions are organised,
including training in video interviewing techniques, financial investigation, report writing, mentoring and coaching
skills, computer training, rules and directions on
interviewing suspects and pre-trial preparation.
Located in Tuen Mun in Hong Kong's New
Territories, the Commission's Residential Training Camp
provides living quarters, training and syndicate break-out
rooms, a computer room, gymnasium, basketball court and
a barbecue site. Since opening in August 2000, 63 courses
totalling 238
training days,
have been held
at the Camp for
a total of 7,584
participants.

Ϛ۞ӵ͔́Ăͽ̈́ᆶੈ݈۞౯̍үĄ
ຆ߆̳ཌቚᒉҜٺາࠧ͏ܝĂన߉
Β߁۽ăቚኝވă̈ኢވăཝ

ેҖࢵܜՂᅛ፨АϠШາˢᖚӄநአߤЇᓾኝ

ٗăវֈᐡăᚰಞ̈́፵থಞĄҋ3111ѐ9

Head of Operations, Mr. Daniel LI Ming-chak, speaking to
newly-recruited Assistant Investigators
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͡ୁϡͽֽĂдቚᒉᓝҖ۞ኝВ74࣎Ă
ቚ͟ᇴВ349͇Ă҃צˠᇴЪВ8-695ˠ
ѨĄ

ԣిͅᑕฤ .!K4̈
ԣిͅᑕฤົ֝ిгநّኳྵᅅ
ĂགྷܐՎෞҤ࠹ܫΞдൺॡม̰ྋՙ۞९
ІĂֹ߹አߤˠࣶΞٺڦᅮࢋүஎˢአ
ߤ۞ࢦ̂ኑᗔ࣎९Ąԣిͅᑕฤд3113ѐ

າˢᖚӄநአߤЇдቚᒉ̰ซҖѝፆ

Вந2-254ّ؟ኳྵᅅ۞లѳ९ІĂҫ

Recruits performing morning physical exercise at the ICAC Training Camp

ેҖߏѐአߤ۞లѳ९Іᓁᇴ۞46&Ą

The Quick Response Team - J3 Section
ᓑඛᄃ ߤם.!K5̈
ຆ߆̳ཌᄃ̰гˠϔᑭ၅ੰٺ2::7ѐ
ࢎ۞ؠĶ࣎९ࢍߤםထķĂӀܮᗕ͞д၆͞
۞Φڱგᔑડ̰ซҖአߤĂᙋ၁ߏ˘࣎ܧ૱
ѣड़۞፟טĄѣᙯ࣎९۞ߤםࢍᇴфྎ֍

ܢᐂϥĄ

The Quick Response Team (QRT) provides a valuable
service by dealing expeditiously with minor cases, which
appear, on initial assessment, to be capable of speedy resolution. This enables investigators in the mainstream
Investigation Branches to focus on cases of substance
and/or complexity, which require more in-depth attention.
During 2002 QRT dealt with 1,143 minor corruption cases
representing 35% of the total number of corruption investigations conducted by the Department.

Liaison and mutual assistance - J4 Section

ˠϔᑭ၅ੰઘᑭ၅ܘܜጯૻణેҖ )֭ᄃຆ߆
ࣶՂ͌ЍАϠăેҖࢵܜՂᅛ፨АϠ̈́ેҖܜ
)߆!*ܝొعౘᇇјАϠЪ*

Mr. QIU Xueqiang, Deputy Procurator-General of
Supreme People's Procuratorate during a visit to
Operations Department (seen here with ICAC
Commissioner, Mr. Ambrose LEE Siu-kwong, Head of
Operations, Mr. Daniel LI Ming-chak and Director of
Investigation (Government Sector), Mr. Gilbert CHAN
Tak-shing)

ԧࣇགྷ૱Шזణ۞̰г߆ࣶءعĂ̬
ຆཌ۞̍үĄΩ˘͞ࢬĂЧ৺ຆཌˠࣶϺ
аణ̰гેڱ፟ᙯ̈́߆ܝొعĂᖣѩ˞ྋ
ྻүĂ֭ᄃ̰гࣶءϹ߹͕གྷរĄ
ࠎܳซ઼ᅫЪүߤם̢࠹Ăຆཌᄃ
к࣎ঔγેڱ፟ၹགྷ૱ܲღᓑᘭĄԧࣇ
ᄃࡻ઼ă઼࡚ăΐो̂̈́፫߷ඈ઼छ۞ዸപ
ܑᙯܼ։рĂᄃ઼࡚ᓑ֣አߤԊă࠱छΐ
ो̂ᗨᛋă፫߷ᓑ֣ᛋฤ̈́к࣎ેڱ፟
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ၹ۞ЪүᙯܼĂ̷͍Ą

The Mutual Case Assistance Scheme jointly entered
into in 1996 by the ICAC and the Mainland Peoples'
Procuratorates facilitates enquiries by both organisations in
each other's jurisdiction and has proven a most valuable
mechanism. The table at Appendix A provides the relevant
statistics.
Mainland government officials regularly visit the
ICAC and are briefed on the work of the Commission.
Conversely, ICAC officers at all levels visit Mainland law
enforcement agencies and government organisations for the
purpose of familiarisation and exchanging views and experience.
With a view to ensuring continued mutual assistance,
the ICAC maintains strong ties with a number of overseas
law enforcement agencies. In Hong Kong, we enjoy excellent relations with local representatives of various nations
through their Consulates General, including the United
Kingdom, the United States, Canada and Australia.
Specifically, we have a sound and valuable working relationship with the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation, the

Royal Canadian Mounted Police and the
Australian Federal Police, as well as a number of other law enforcement agencies.

The Hon Dato Zulkipli Mat Noor ᅳֽҘֲͅలѳԊܑဥణຆཌ

Delegation from the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Agency led by The Hon Dato
Zulkipli Mat Noor during a visit to the ICAC

Co-ordinating and facilitating requests
for assistance from overseas law enforcement
agencies and catering for the logistics of
overseas visitors to the Operations
Department are also the responsibilities of J4
Section. A detailed summary of overseas
visitors during 2002 can be found at
Appendix B. In addition, officers from the
Macau SAR visited the ICAC on three occasions, and officers from the Mainland
visited on 30 occasions. Details of ICAC
officers who attended international
conferences, meetings and training courses
are summarised at Appendix C.

ેҖТְᄃ༄̀ᓑ֣ᛋ၅̈́༄̀Φܑొڱဥ

Operations Department officers with a delegation from the Swiss Federal
Criminal Police and the Swiss Office of the Attorney General

K5̈Ϻయಶঔγેڱ፟ၹٙ೩
۞ࢋߤםՐĂᚯѣᙯ۞አߤ̍үĂ֭య
ࠎેҖ۞γгణމĂүщଵĄ3113ѐ
γгణྤ۞މफ़ྎ֍ ܢᐂ˙ĄѩγĂ፫̈́ܝ

ຆ߆ࣶՂ͌Ѝਖ਼ࡔֽ̟ݡهҘֲͅలѳԊࢵܜ

ICAC Commissioner Mr. Ambrose LEE presents a souvenir to the
Head of the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Agency

̰гેڱˠࣶд3113ѐ̶ҾѣˬѨ̈́41Ѩ
ణຆཌ۞ࡔᐂĄ ܢᐂ ʹ ᇪᐂຆཌˠࣶ
ѐ̰ٙણᄃдࢶപͽγ۞઼ᅫົᛉ̈́ቚኝ
Ą
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Appendix A - Mutual Case Assistance - Cross-boundary Investigations
᎕ᇴфၟҌ3113ѐ23͡42͟

Accumulative Figure as at 31.12.2002

ѐЊ

YEAR
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ຆཌд̰гซҖ۞አߤ

̰гдࢶപซҖ۞አߤ

ICAC Enquiries in Mainland

Mainland Enquiries in HK

ֽപүᙋ۞ᙋˠ
WitnessesTestified in HK

۞ߤםѨᇴ
No. of Cases

ֽപѨᇴ
No. of Visits
to HK

ົ֍۞ᙋˠᇴϫ
No. of
Witnesses
Interviewed

0

2

2

17

2

3

3

1

12

28

0

0

7

7

27

9

28

0

0

10

9

23

10

13

18

0

0

9

9

53

1993

14

6

14

3

5

11

7

25

1994

17

4

12

0

0

9

8

14

1995

27

8

14

4

7

27

18

24

1996

28

25

34

2

8

31

25

73

1997

34

12

22

1

1

35

19

33

1998

33

12

21

0

0

41

31

70

1999

34

13

19

2

3

50

40

108

2000

47

29

34

5

13

82

69

115

2001

47

27

31

6

5

56

66

68

2002

39

26

31

6

16

67

43

65

ᓁᇴ
Total

352

201

327

31

61

440

354

727

۞ߤםѨᇴ
No. of Cases

݈̰гѨᇴ
No. of Visits
to Mainland

ົ֍۞ᙋˠᇴϫ
No. of
Witnesses
Interviewed

1988

4

5

16

0

1989

3

3

5

1990

7

9

1991

8

1992

ঘ̈́۞९І؟ᇴ
No. of Cases
Involved

ᙋˠᇴϫ
No. of Witnesses

ܢᐂ˙ .!γгణމ

Appendix B - Overseas Visitors to the ICAC

˘͡

͟ഇ

઼छ

ᖐ

Date

Country

Organisation

January

઼ڱ

France

Delegation of senior executives from 3 national oil companies

৪ጆ

Peru

Consul General of Peru

ΐो̂

Canada

Attorney General of Ontario

˟͡

February

Оκ

Indonesia

Financial and Development Supervisory Board

ˬ͡

March

κڿႬ

Nepal

Commission for the Investigation of Abuse of Authority

ܧݑ

South Africa

National Prosecuting Authority

າΐ

Singapore

Attorney-General

ֲۺ

Kenya

Kenya National Police Force

ন̒྿

Uganda

Department of Ethics and Integrity

፫߷

Australia

University of Queensland

፫߷

Australia

National Crime Authority

֧ᜋΙ

Sri Lanka

Attorney General's Department

զ

Brunei

Anti-corruption Bureau

͐ૄ

Pakistan

National Defence College

α͡

April

̱͡

June

զ

Brunei

Anti-corruption Bureau

˛͡

July

ন̒྿

Uganda

Department of Ethics and Integrity

າΐ

Singapore

National University of Singapore

྄֧ͨ

Mauritius

Mauritius ICAC

ᇇ઼

Germany

Transparency International

ግҘ࣯

Mexico

Monterrey Business School

઼࡚

USA

US-Asia Institute 50th Congressional Delegation

හᑻ

Fiji

Director of Public Prosecutions

ΐो̂

Canada

Minister for Canadian Immigration and 12 Members of
Parliament

ऄ̈́

Egypt

Administrative Control Authority

ࡻ઼

UK

Royal College of Defence Studies

઼࡚

USA

US Customs Service

ᔹ઼

Korea

National Police University

ֽҘֲ

Malaysia

Anti-Corruption Agency

༄̀

Switzerland

Office of the Attorney General and Federal Criminal Police

හᑻ

Fiji

Legal officers from Department of Public Prosecutions

ᔹ઼

Korea

Korean ICAC

઼

Thailand

Directorate from International Law Enforcement Academy

ˣ͡

˝͡

˩͡

August

September

October

˩˘͡ November

˩˟͡ December
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Appendix C - Overseas Conferences and Training Courses Attended by ICAC officers
͟ഇ

यܑ

ົᛉƝࡁົЩჍ

гᕇ

Date

Officer(s) Attending

Title

Venue

˘͡
January

˘Щӄநܜ
1 Assistant Director

ેڱ፟ᙯᄃܛᏉ፟ၹЪүௐ˘߷ֲبгડົᛉ
The 1st Asian Regional Meeting on Co-operation between Law
Enforcement Agencies and Banking / Financial Institutions

Ւгܠٛұ
Saudi Arabia

ˬ͡
March

˘ЩአߤЇ
1 Investigator

ཝྤफ़ᝥᙋቚኝ
"Encase" Computer Forensic Training Course

઼࡚ˬᘸξ
San Francisco, USA

˘ЩࢵयአߤЇ
1 Principal Investigator

઼̚˯ঔ
Shanghai, PRC

˘ЩᓁአߤЇ
1 Chief Investigator

ΐो̂ᛋ၅ጯੰ७৺ᛋચˠࣶҖ߆ኝ
Senior Police Administration Course, Canadian Police College

ΐो̂ല͉ර
Ottawa, Canada

˘ЩᓁአߤЇ
1 Chief Investigator

ᓑ֣አߤԊ઼छጯੰኝ
FBI National Academy Course

઼࡚мপ
Quantico, USA

˘Щӄநܜ
˘ЩࢵयአߤЇ
ЩᓁአߤЇ
1 Assistant Director
1 Principal Investigator
2 Chief Investigators

ડᅫЖְΦםڱӄࡁޠڱտົ
Legal Conference on Regional Criminal Judicial Co-operation

፫ܝ
Macau

˘ЩેҖܜ
˘Щӄநܜ
1 Director of Investigation
1 Assistant Director

઼ᅫЖᛋͅలछ̈ௐ˩Ѩົᛉ
The 10th Meeting of Interpol Group of Experts on Corruption

઼࡚৸ࡗ
New York, USA

˘Щ৺አߤЇ
1 Senior Investigator

າރݑႬᛋฤௐ̣ഇغۻˠࣶቚኝ
Undercover Course No. 5, New South Wales Police Service

፫߷ଉκ
Sydney, Australia

˘Щ৺አߤЇ
1 Senior Investigator

ᄮΞܫिրщБຽˠࣶቚኝ
Certified Information Systems Security Professional Training
Programme

гӀჯ˵ৼ
Vienna, Austria

˘ЩአߤЇ
1 Investigator

ΐो̂ᛋ၅ጯੰཝྤफ़ຩವ̈́ᑭפቚኝ
Macintosh Electronic Search and Seizure Course, Canadian
Police College

ΐो̂ല͉ර
Ottawa, Canada

˘ЩᓁአߤЇ
1 Chief Investigator

Δִ̂ጯ઼̚ᗟࡁտኝ
China Studies Course, Beijng University

઼̚Δִ
Beijing, PRC

˘ЩᓁአߤЇ
1 Chief Investigator

ֲ͉ડͅ߾โ̈̍үӪ
Asia Pacific Group on Money Laundering Workshop

፫߷ο֧
Brisbane, Australia

˘ЩᓁአߤЇ
1 Chief Investigator

፫߷ᛋ၅၁ચጯົௐ94ഇᛋฤგந൴णኝ
The 83rd Police Management Development Program, Australian
Institute of Police Studies

፫߷ଉκ
Sydney, Australia

˘ЩᓁአߤЇ
1 Chief Investigator

̋̂̚ጯ̰гޠڱൺഇኝ
Short Course on Mainland Law at Zhongshan University

˘ЩአߤЇ
1 Investigator

ࣖౌົᛋฤᏱБࡻغۻෞҤቚኝ
National Undercover Assessment and Training Course,
Metropolitan Police Force

ࡻ઼ࣖ
London, UK

˛͡
July

˘ЩӄநአߤЇ
1 Assistant Investigator

઼ᅫેڱጯੰેڱˠࣶଐಡྻϡቚኝ
ILEA Intelligence Application for Law Enforcement Course

઼ત
Bangkok, Thailand

ˣ͡
August

˘Щӄநܜ
˘ЩᓁአߤЇ
Щ৺አߤЇ
1 Assistant Director
1 Chief Investigator
2 Senior Investigators

ѣᖐϚཋநኢᄃ၆ඉࡁົ
Seminar on Organised Crime Theory and Strategy

፫ܝ
Macau

ЩᓁአߤЇ
2 Chief Investigators

፫߷ᛋ၅၁ચጯົௐ95ഇᛋฤგந൴णኝ
The 84th Police Management Development Program, Australian
Institute of Police Studies

፫߷ଉκ
Sydney, Australia

α͡
April

̣͡
May

̱͡
June
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MasterCard International Conference

઼̚ᇃэ
Guangzhou, PRC
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Appendix C - Overseas Conferences and Training Courses Attended by ICAC officers
͟ഇ

यܑ

ົᛉƝࡁົЩჍ

гᕇ

Date

Officer(s) Attending

Title

Venue

˝͡
September

˩͡
October

˩˘͡
November

˩˟͡
December

˘Щ৺አߤЇ
1 Senior Investigator

ܛᏉཋҖአߤ઼ࣶᅫົົםᛉ
International Association of Financial Crime Investigators
Conference

઼࡚̀گ
Boston, USA

ຆ߆ࣶ
˘Щӄநܜ
˘ЩᓁአߤЇ
˘Щ৺አߤЇ
˘ЩӄநአߤЇ
Commissioner
1 Assistant Director
1 Chief Investigator
1 Senior Investigator
1 Assistant Investigator

࣍ጱ̳ચࣶຆሒчົࡁڱ
Seminar on Civil Service Integrity

፫ܝ
Macau

˘ЩࢵयአߤЇ
1 Principal Investigator

ᛋચăᇇᇾᄃͅలࡁົ
Seminar on Policing, Ethics and Corruption

ͧӀॡοጆႬ
Brussels, Belgium

˘ЩࢵयአߤЇ
1 Principal Investigator

઼ᅫЖᛋௐ˘ܛبᏉཋҖ઼ᅫົᛉ
Interpol 1st International Conference on Financial Crime

ڀ઼֧ڱ
Lyon, France

˘Щ৺አߤЇ
1 Senior Investigator

઼ᅫેڱጯੰგ৺Жְአߤࣶኝ
ILEA Supervisory Criminal Investigator Course

઼ત
Bangkok, Thailand

˘ЩࢵयአߤЇ
˘ЩᓁአߤЇ
1 Principal Investigator
1 Chief Investigator

઼ᅫЖᛋௐ઼̣بᅫົᛉ
The 5th Interpol International Conference

ᔹ઼႔ݱ
Seoul, Korea

˘Щ৺አߤЇ
1 Senior Investigator

າΐᛋฤቚኝ
Singapore Police Training Course

າΐ
Singapore

˘ЩӄநአߤЇ
1 Assistant Investigator

ଐಡ̶ژᄃፋநቚኝ
Intelligence Analysts / Collators Course

˘Щӄநܜ
1 Assistant Director

઼ᅫЖᛋͅలछ̈ௐ˩˘Ѩົᛉ
The 11th Meeting of Interpol Group of Experts on Corruption

ڀ઼֧ڱ
Lyon, France

˘Щ৺አߤЇ
1 Senior Investigator

ֲ͉ડͅ߾โ̈̍͘ݭᙷ̈́ڱүӪ
Asia Pacific Group on Money Laundering Methods and
Typologies Workshop

ΐो࣯̂ර
Vancouver, Canada

˘ЩᓁአߤЇ
Щ৺አߤЇ
˟˩αЩӄநአߤЇ
1 Chief Investigator
2 Senior Investigators
24 Assistant Investigators

ӄநአߤЇˢᖚቚኝ .!઼̚ᄃ፫ܝΦࡁޘטڱտ
Assistant Investigator Induction Course - Study of judicial
systems in PRC and Macau

઼̚ঔ
፫ܝ
Zhuhai, PRC
Macau

˘Щ৺አߤЇ
1 Senior Investigator

າΐᛋฤ݈ቢଐಡˠࣶኝ
Singapore Police Force Field Intelligence Officers Course

າΐ
Singapore

˘Щӄநܜ
1 Assistant Director

ᔹ઼ຆ߆̳ཌ઼ᅫኢጪ
Korean ICAC International Forum

ᔹ઼႔ݱ
Seoul, Korea

˘ЩᓁአߤЇ
Щ৺አߤЇ
1 Chief Investigator
2 Senior Investigators

፫߷ᛋ၅၁ચጯົௐ96ഇᛋฤგந൴णኝ
The 85th Police Management Development Program,
Australian Institute of Police Studies

፫߷ଉκ
Sydney, Australia

˘Щӄநܜ
˘ЩࢵयአߤЇ
1 Assistant Director
1 Principal Investigator

ௐ˝بᑭଠ̍үѐົᛉ
The 9th Annual Prosecutions Conference

හᑻ
Fiji

າΐ
Singapore
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యࠎેҖ೩ֻ̈́ჯ࣒ྤ

ੈࡊԫన߉Ă֭ࠎ߹አߤ

Ҿ೩ֻཝྤफ़ᝥᙋ̈́ੑચአߤ͞ࢬ۞͚
೯ĄѩγĂώϺయჯેҖྤੈր
ăેҖԊાშ̢̈́ᓑშྤ͕̚۞ྻ
үĄ

ેҖྤੈր
ેҖࠎٙѣአߤˠࣶ೩ֻཝ̍ү
৭Ăֹ͞ࣇܮϡЧཝր̈́ᑕϡёĄ
ੵ˞ᓑ፟Ը෦ᐂă࣎९გந̈́ଐಡ̶ژඈ
ΑਕγĂેҖྤੈրϺ೩ֻ˞кีटٽ
ፆү۞ᑕϡёĂֹአߤ̍ү۞ड़த̂ࠎ೩
Ąࢍᇴф๗ಡրᅌ఼ੈ̈́ଠטր
ี̚ߏܮĄ఼࿅ᅌ఼ੈ̈́ଠטր
Ăγ̍ү۞አߤˠࣶΞͽҋᅈତќ̂
ณѣϡ۞ྤफ़Ă҃৺ˠࣶΞͽଂҋ̎۞
Ᏹ̳ވႾ၅ă೭̈́ଠטѣᙯҖજĄ3113
ѐĂેҖྤੈրЧีΑਕ۞ֹϡณᆧΐ
˞ࡗѺ̶̝̣˩Ă҃ᇴፂณϺ಼̂ᆧܜĄд
ϡ̙͗ᕝΐૻֹϡனѣրన߉۞ТॡĂາ
۞ϡ͗ᅮՐϺགྷ૱னĂ၆Lˠࣶ۞౹ຍ
ຽ̖ਕ೩າ҂រĄ
дϏֽ˘ѐĂLणฟ˘ีԫఙࡁ
տĂଣдҖજ̚ᇃֹھϡ߹જ఼ੈࡊԫ۞
ΞҖّĄ

K

Group is responsible for the provision and maintenance of the Operations Department's general
IT capability and facilities, as well as for providing
computer forensics and financial investigation support to
the Department's mainstream Investigating Sections. The
Group maintains the Operations Department Information
System (OPSIS), its local area network (OPSLAN) and an
Internet Resource Centre (IRC).

OPSIS
Every officer of the Operations Department has his or
her own computer workstation from which to access the
various available systems and applications. In addition to
complaints logging, case management and intelligence
analysis, OPSIS provides a number of user-friendly applications to optimise the effectiveness of the investigation
process. These include the Statistical Reporting System and
the Remote Communications and Control System (RCCS).
Through the RCCS, officers in the field can access a wealth
of useful information from remote locations, while senior
officers are able to monitor, direct and control the progress
of operations from their offices. Usage of the various functions increased by around 50% during the past year, with
the data volume burgeoning significantly. And while users
make ever greater use of the system's existing facilities to
support daily critical business functions, new user requirements surface regularly, challenging K Group officers' ingenuity and professionalism.
In the coming year, K Group will
embark upon a technical study to explore the
feasibility of extensive use of mobile communication technology in the operational field.

OPSLAN

д3113ѐĂેҖдྤੈࡊԫ۞ᑕϡ˯Ķ̂ซķ

In 2002, the Operations Department underwent substantial advances in its
information technology capability and facilities

:1

In addition to providing staff with
office automation facilities, OPSLAN offers
them various computer applications to meet
their operational and functional needs.
During the past year, we implemented a confidential mail system to enable officers to
conduct secure e-mail communication both
with colleagues in the ICAC and in the
Government. To further strengthen the secu-

ેҖԊાშ
ੵ˞೩ֻᏱ̳ވҋજ̼న߉γĂેҖ
ԊાშϺ೩ֻкีཝᑕϡёĂͽ႕֖
Тְ̙Т۞̍үᅮࢋĄ3113ѐĂԧࣇଯҖ
˘࣎፟ฎրĂֹેҖˠࣶΞᄃຆཌ
̈́ι߆۞ܝొعТְซҖ፟۞ฎ఼
ੈĄࠎซ˘Վΐૻԧࣇ۞ྤੈࡊԫրܲ
щĂͽ᜕̈́ܲЧրٙᐼх۞ୂຏྤफ़Ăԧ
ࣇд3113ѐซҖ˞˘ีԫఙࡁտĂ֭၁Җ
˞ࡶ̒Լචନ߉Ą

፟ฎր۞ർІĈྍր፟ྤफ़щБг็ਖ਼ع߆זЧ߆ඉԊ̈́ొܝ
Hardware of the Confidential Mail System that allows posting of classified materials
between Government Bureaux and Departments

̢ᓑშྤ͕̚
̢ᓑშྤ͕̚Б͟35̈ॡฟٸĂࠎ
ࢵयአߤЇ৺ͽ˭Тְ೩ֻତ྿̢ᓑშ۞
ཝన߉Ą3113ѐĂԧࣇࠎٙѣࢵयአߤ
Ї೩ֻ˞ତ྿̢ᓑშ۞ॸ˯ཝĂ֭ΐૻ

rity of our information technology systems and to safeguard the sensitive information stored, we undertook a
technical study project during the year, and implemented
enhancement measures.

˞̢ᓑშྤ͕̚۞შඛܲщĄ

IRC

ཝྤफ़ᝥᙋ

The IRC provides all officers below the rank of
Principal Investigator with 24-hour access to the Internet.
During the year, we provided all Principal Investigators
with desktop Internet workstations, as well as upgrading
the IRC network security.

ᐌཝ̢ᓑშ۞ֹϡ͟ᔌ̈́Ă
̍થЋຽă፟ၹ̈́࣎ˠТᇹࣅࢦཝֽᐼх
ྤफ़Ăֹ҃ϡ̄થրᐼхྤफ़Ϻֽ
࿆Ą̙࿅Ăܫिྤயٙރ۞זצͽ̈́
ཝజϡүϚཋ۞ଐڶϺ࠹ᑕᆧΐĂࠎԧࣇ
۞ཝྤफ़ᝥᙋ̍үֽՀ̂߄ጼĄ

ཝྤफ़ᝥᙋࢍᇴфĈᅮүᝥᙋᑭߤ۞ཝᇴϫ̙ᕝ˯̿
Computer Forensics Statistics: the number of computers
requiring forsenic examination continues to grow

ѐ̰Ăཝྤफ़ᝥᙋ)L4*дຩߤҖ
જ̚Ăםӄ߹አߤˠࣶᑭ˞פ࿈211ొ
ཝĄдֱ९І۞አߤ࿅̚ĂL4ˠࣶ
యᑭ৶ăܲБژ̶̄ᇴፂĂֹѣᙯྤफ़

Computer forensics
With increasing dependence on computers and the
Internet, businesses, organisations and individuals alike
rely heavily on computers for information
storage, and information embedded in electronic business systems has become more widely used. As might
be expected, however, threats to information assets, and
the criminal/corrupt use of computers have also
increased proportionately, thus presenting greater
challenges to our computer forensics capability.
During the year, the Computer Forensics Section (K3)
provided expert support to mainstream investigators,
who seized over 100 computers in search operations.
K3 Section retrieved, secured and analysed electronic data
in the course of various ICAC investigations, rendering it
capable of being adduced in court proceedings as admissible evidence. In order to equip our computer forensics
officers with the latest technical expertise to tackle the
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Ξϡүజڱलٙତৼ۞ӔૅᙋፂĄΩ˘͞
ࢬĂᝥࡊੈྤٺԫ۞൴ण˘͟˼֧Ăࠎ˞ឰ
ԧࣇ۞ཝྤफ़ᝥᙋˠࣶೠ೪າຽԫ
ఙĂͽᑕ;̙ᕝன۞າ߄ጼĂેҖࠎѣ
ᙯˠࣶ೩ֻБࢬૈĂщଵࣇ࣒Ϥώг
̈́ঔγጯఙ፟ၹăຽဥវ̈́ેڱ፟ၹٙᓝ
Ᏹ۞ኝĄТॡĂԧࣇϺ̙ᕝᄃڱે፟

۞ϲڱăአߤᄃ࠹̢ЪүүޙᛉĄ

In addition to participating in the Hong Kong
Government's Inter-departmental Working Group on
Computer Related Crime, which is responsible for
reviewing existing IT crime-related legislation, and
identifying IT challenges to law enforcement, the ICAC is a
core member of the Asia-South Pacific Working Party on
Information Technology Crime. Working Party members,
who are mainly representatives from Interpol member
States in Asia, work together to measure, scope and
respond to IT crime in the region, and to encourage future
initiatives on IT crime related legislation, investigation and
cooperation amongst law enforcement.

ੑચአߤ

Financial investigation

ၹϹ߹གྷរĄ
ຆཌߏࢶപ߆۞عĶཝ࠹ᙯཋҖྭ
ొ̍ܝү̈ķ۞јࣶ̝˘ĂણᄃᑭனҖ
۞࠹ᙯּڱĂͽ̈́ᝥࡊੈྤؠԫ၆ેڱˠࣶ
ֽٙ۞າ߄ጼĄѩγĂຆཌϺߏĶֲ߷̈́
͉ݑπ߶ડྤੈࡊԫཋҖ̍ү̈ķ۞८͕
јࣶĄྍ̍ү̈ࢋϤ઼ᅫЖᛋֲ߷јࣶ
઼۞ܑјĂВТ၆ડ̰۞ྤੈࡊԫཋҖ
ซҖෞҤăቁؠቑಛ̈́ᏖՐ၆ඉĂ֭ಶϏֽ

ੑચአߤ)L5*ٙ೩ֻ۞͚೯ڇચΒ
߁ੑચ̶ژăߤྤயăᅙҖߤྙͽ̈́ซҖ
˿гොΊăથຽ൳̳ΦොΊ۞ߤΊ̍
үĄ˘тͽـĂL5д3113ѐ۞̍үໂࠎᓄ
ࢦĄᐌથຽ߿જᔌኑᗔĂྍื̙ᕝᑕ
;າ߄ጼĄѐ̰Ăྍд࿅91؟ღާ̈́Ɲ
ٕኑᗔ۞ੑચአߤ̚Ăࠎ߹አߤˠࣶ೩ֻ
ຽຍ֍̈́ົࢍᝥᙋ͚೯Ă༊̚ঘ࿈391
มϫᇾ̳Φ̈́2-311к؟ܫϡېϹٽĂঘ
̈́۞ᓁܛᗝ࿅61ᆆ̮ĄѩγĂϤٺᇈϡొ
ܝώ֗۞ົࢍᝥᙋछĂ̙҃ߏШγདኛົ
ࢍरĂ̂ໄ༼࠷˞:11༱̮۞ฟ͚Ą

ᜈຽ൴ण
ԧࣇ˘ШࢦෛТְ
۞ᜈຽ൴णĄϤٺL
యд൴ण֝ి۞ྤੈ
ࡊԫᓾՐۢܝᙊ۞ົ
ࢍੑચࢬ͞೩ֻຽ͚
೯ڇચĂٙͽܧ૱ခᐽТ
ְ̙ᕝՀາ೩̿ࣇ۞
ຽԫਕॾྤĂͽՐᄃ
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challenges presented by rapidly developing information
technology, the Department provides comprehensive
training at academic institutions and with other
professional and law enforcement organisations, both
locally and overseas. We also share experience with our
law enforcement counterparts on an ongoing basis.

The investigation support service provided by K4
Section - the Department's Financial Investigation Section includes financial analysis, asset tracing, bank enquiries,
and land, business registration and company searches. The
Section's workforce includes seven professionally qualified
investigating officers, with additional investigative support.
As in previous years, the services of K4 Section were in
extremely heavy demand during 2002. Tackling head-on
the many challenges arising from increasing complexity in
commerce, the Section assisted mainstream Investigation
Branches by providing expert advice and forensic
accountancy support in over 80 urgent and/or complex
financial investigations involving more than 280 target companies and over 1,200 bogus letters of
credit/business transactions with a
total value exceeding $5 billion.
Moreover, the use of in-house
forensic accounting expertise rather
than employing external accountants
resulted in savings of approximately
$9 million in government funding.

ӄநአߤЇౘמᆇ̈́Ղٺ⚻ޙ3113ѐࢍົפरྤॾ

Assistant Investigators, Ms. Carrie CHAN Cheuk-yee
and Mr. Jonathan LI Kin-wai, became qualified
accountants in 2002

ॡ֭ซĄ3113ѐĂLВѣ24ЩТְଂ̂ጯ

Continuous professional development

̈́ຽဥវפຽྤॾĂ̚Β߁ࢶപົ

Continuous professional development is high on K
Group's agenda. Since we are responsible for providing the
highest professional expertise in such specialised and
rapidly evolving disciplines as information technology and
accountancy, it is vital that we stay ahead of the game. To
this end, officers are encouraged to continue to update and
upgrade their professional skills and qualifications. During
2002, 13 K Group officers obtained additional professional
qualifications from universities and professional bodies;
these include HKSA, CPA, CISSP, Forensic Computer
Examiner Certificates, and Graduate Diplomas in
Computer Forensics.

ࢍर̳ົົࣶྤॾăેຽົࢍरྤॾăᄮΞ
ܫिրщБຽˠࣶྤॾăཝྤफ़ᝥᙋ
छᙋ३̈́ཝྤफ़ᝥᙋஎౄ͛ጴĄ
ԧٺ3114ѐܐੜЃĂᗓฟڇચ˞
39ѐ۞ຆཌĄࢶപ̫͇జࠎ͵ࠧ˯˘̚
࣎ຆሒ۞г͞Ăຐזҋ̎ѣضдຆཌ̍ү
֭അႽ࿅˘̶˧ĂϺ̙༰ຏז႕֖ҋᄹĄ
ԧਾ͕ৡᙸຆཌĂপҾߏL۞ТְĂдϏ
ֽᚶᜈפјΑĄ

Early in 2003, I shall retire from the Commission after
28 years' service. It is a source of considerable pride and
satisfaction to me that my contribution, though a modest
one, has helped to make Hong Kong one of the least corrupt places anywhere. I wish the ICAC in general, and K
Group in particular, every success in the years to come.
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 ࢵयአߤЇเЏᇺ
Group BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, DANNY WONG SHIU-CHEUNG
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ߏຆཌ۞̰ొአߤ̈́Ⴞ၅

ĂᔵҖ߆˯ߏᔴᛳેҖ

ߛၹ̚۞አߤࡊ)α*ĂۡݒତϤેҖܜ
)ռᒉ፟ၹ*გᔑĄMϤ˘ЩࢵयአߤЇ
ᅳጱĂ̶ࠎˬ࣎አߤ̈ĂВѣˬЩᓁአߤ
Ї̈́˝Щ৺አߤЇĂͽ̈́˘̈ฤ͛ᖚ
ˠࣶĄ
˘ਠଐ˭ڶĂ੫၆ຆཌˠࣶ۞లѳ̈́
ܧЖְଠĂӮົϤMయአߤĄ࣐ࡶ၆
ຆཌˠࣶ۞Жְଠ̙ঘలѳјЊĂ९І
ົϹϤᛋٕ͞ڱે፟ၹซҖአߤĄ
ٙѣ੫၆ຆཌˠࣶ۞లѳଠӮົШ
߆ޠΦΦܜಡӘĂϤՙؠᑕӎϤຆཌणฟ
̰ొአߤĄт߆ޠΦΦܜՙؠϤຆཌү̰ొ
አߤĂ఼૱ౌົϤMయĄԆјአߤޢĂ
MົШ߆ޠΦΦܜӔϹྎႽአߤಡӘĂ
ޠڱפຍ֍Ąኢ೩ᑭଠᄃӎĂአߤඕ
ޠڱ̈́ڍຍ֍ౌົШĶᆶߤలѳᓝಡᏙྙ؎
ࣶົķಡӘĂֻ؎ࣶົᆶᛉĄ੫၆ຆཌˠࣶ
۞లѳٕЖְଠԆјአߤٕдѣᙯ۞ᑭଠ
ԔԆඕޢĂMົүෞᆶĂቁߏؠӎѣ
ᅮࢋ၆ѣᙯˠࣶଳొ̰פҖ߆ٕࡔޠ̶Ą
M̂ొ̶̍үߏந੫၆ຆཌˠࣶ
۞ܧЖְԸ෦ĄᙷԸ෦ົШຆ߆ࣶಡ
ӘĂϒёᐂд९ĄޢಶѣᙯԸ෦Ă̶Ҿ
בԸ෦ˠăѣᙯᖚࣶ)జԸ෦۰*̈́Ķຆ߆
̳ཌְآԸ෦؎ࣶົķĂ఼ۢЧ͞ຆཌ̏ԯ
Ը෦ᐂд९֭ົणฟአߤĄ˘ਠֽᄲĂԸ
෦˘གྷᐂд९Ă˯ົܮणฟአߤĄҭ
ߏĂтڍѣᙯԸ෦ঘإдአߤٕᆶந̚۞
Жְ९ІĂΞਕॲፂޠڱຍ֍҃አߤ٪
ޢĂඈޞѣᙯ۞Жְአߤٕ෦Ԕ۞ඕ
ڍĄ
Ķຆ߆̳ཌְآԸ෦؎ࣶົķ۞јࣶ
ϤҖ߆؎ءܜЇĂ؎ࣶົՏѐᓝҖˬѨົ
ᛉĂᖚᝋቑಛࢋߏႾ၅ຆཌтңந੫၆
ྍཌ̈́ˠࣶ۞ܧЖְԸ෦Ă֭дᄮࠎዋ
༊ଐ˭ڶĂಶຆཌநԸ෦۞͞ڱซҖᑭ
Ą༊؎ࣶົ൴னຆཌ۞̍үԔѣᕇ
ॡĂົޙᛉ၆ѣᙯԔүᑭԼචĄЯ
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Group, the Group responsible for internal investigation and monitoring, is administratively
located within Investigation Branch 4 of the Operations
Department, but operates under the direct command of the
Director of Investigation (Private Sector). Headed by a
Principal Investigator, the Group has a total of three Chief
Investigators, nine Senior Investigators working in three
Sections, and a small clerical team.
Under normal circumstances, allegations of corruption and non-criminal complaints against ICAC personnel
are investigated by L Group. Criminal allegations that contain no element of corruption are referred to the Hong Kong
Police Force or other law enforcement agencies for investigation.
All allegations of corruption against ICAC staff members are reported to the Secretary for Justice for a decision as
to whether an investigation should be undertaken by the
ICAC. Where it is decided to conduct an investigation, the
case is normally assigned to L Group. On completion of the
investigation, a report detailing the findings is submitted to
the Secretary for Justice for advice. Irrespective of whether
or not a prosecution ensues, the result of the investigation,
together with the legal advice, is reported to the Operations
Review Committee for consideration. At the conclusion of
all criminal investigations or prosecutions against ICAC
staff members, an assessment is made to consider the need
for taking internal administrative action, or disciplinary
action in respect of the officers concerned.
Non-criminal complaints against ICAC officers,
which constitute the bulk of L Group's work, are reported to
the Commissioner for formal registration. The complainant,
the officer(s) (subject of the complaint), and the independent ICAC Complaints Committee (ICC) are then informed
by letter of the registration and commencement of investigation into the complaint. Investigation will normally commence immediately after a complaint is registered, but
where the complaint is inextricably linked to a criminal
investigation which is sub-judice, investigation into the
complaint may be deferred, on legal advice, pending the
outcome of the criminal investigation.
The ICC, whose members are appointed by the Chief
Executive, meets three times a year. Its terms of reference
are to monitor and, where it considers appropriate, to

ѩĂຆཌдአߤԆඕ̙ޢॡົШᖚࣶ൴
Ԕ͔Ăͽֽ֨ͤ൴ϠТᙷԸ෦Ąຆཌд
3113ѐഅкѨ൴ᙷ͔ĂͽԼචڇચ
ኳ৵̈́ᔖҺᖚࣶజˠԸ෦Ą
ࠎΐૻຆཌˠࣶᄮ̳ۢிԸ෦۞ࣧ
ЯĂMົ൴ܑ̰ొಡӘĂໄѐ̰ٙତᒔ
ЧᙷԸ෦۞ّኳĄಡӘ̰टϺΒ߁ѣᙯԸ෦
͔ٙ۞Җ߆ٕࡔޠ̶)ҭ̙ົ̳Ҷ࣎Ҿ
ˠࣶ۞ؖЩ*Ăͽ̈́д̍үԔ˯ٙү۞Լ
តĄ
ۤົˠ̀၆ຆཌ۞ྕ̈́ܫຆཌˠࣶ۞
ᇇፆчӮ۞ޝٱഇ୕ĄࠎѩĂMˠࣶ
ੵአߤԸ෦γĂᔘણᄃૈ̍үĂШТְᓾ
ྋჯຽͪπّࢋࢦ۞ॾݡૣĄ

review the handling by the ICAC of non-criminal complaints against the ICAC and its officers. When the ICC
identifies shortcomings in ICAC procedures, it may make
recommendations for those procedures to be reviewed and
rectified. As a result, concluded complaint investigations
occasionally result in the issue of procedural guidelines to
officers in order to preclude the likelihood of future similar
complaints. During 2002, a number of such guidelines
were issued, thus enhancing customer service and safeguarding officers against potential complaints.
To promote a greater awareness among ICAC officers
of the causes of complaints from members of the public, L
Group publishes internal reports setting out, in general
terms, the nature of all complaints received during the year.
The report includes details of any resultant administrative
or (without identifying individuals) disciplinary consequences of complaints dealt with, as well as relevant
changes to procedures.
Apart from investigating complaints, L Group is also
involved in providing training to ICAC officers by giving
talks and addressing them on the need to maintain the
highest professional and personal standards. This is done
to ensure that the high expectations of the community as to
the integrity of the ICAC and the conduct of its officers are
met.
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Ķྭાᛸ͘ໝలѳķ ů ઼ᅫͅలົᛉ ů
ࢶപຆ߆̳ཌᄃ઼ᅫЖᛋЪᏱ
"PARTNERSHIP AGAINST CORRUPTION " THE ICAC - INTERPOL CONFERENCE 2003
ѦୂઉĂ ົᛉᓁႾ

By Ricky CHU Man-kin, Conference Director
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3113ѐ̚Ăຆཌᄃ઼ᅫЖᛋ྿
јםᛉĂՙؠᓑЪᏱ˘઼࣎

ᅫົᛉĂϡͽଯᇃ઼ᅫม۞ЪүĂχᑝల
ѳĄ࣎ົᛉ۞ᗟĂࠎؠĶྭાᛸ͘ໝల
ѳķĂ֭ࢎٺ3114ѐ2͡ࢶٺപົᛉणᜓ̚
͕ᓝҖĄ
࣎ົᛉ۞ᚯ౯̍үĂߏϤ˘࣎ͽે
Җ*ܝొع߆)ܜౘᇇјАϠࠎࢵ۞̍ү
̈యĄౘАϠЇົᛉयĂᚯఢထ
̍үࢎטࢋ߆ඉĄώˠజ؎Їࠎົᛉ
ᓁႾĂయેҖᄃົᛉѣᙯ۞ᖚચĄ̍ү̈
۞јࣶϤຆཌ̰Чొࣶࣘ̍ܝЇĄ઼

I

n mid-2002, the ICAC and the International
Criminal Police Organisation (Interpol) agreed to
hold a joint international conference for the purpose of fostering global support in the fight against corruption.
Focussing on the theme "Partnership Against Corruption",
the Conference is scheduled to take place in January 2003 at
the Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre.
Here in Hong Kong, an ad-hoc working group
chaired by ICAC Director of Investigations (Government
Sector), Mr Gilbert CHAN Tak-shing, was established to
organise and prepare for the Conference. As Chairman, Mr
CHAN oversees the planning arrangements and decides on
policy issues. I was appointed Conference Director, with
responsibility for executive decisions relating to the
Conference. All three ICAC Departments are represented
on the Hong Kong working group, while Mr Rainer Bührer,
Technical Advisor, Interpol, established a similar working
group at Interpol Headquarters in Lyon, France, to work in
collaboration with Hong Kong colleagues.

઼ᅫЖᛋ̍ү̈

The Interpol Working Group

ᅫЖᛋ͞ࢬĂϺϤຽᜪયܲฮАϠјϲ
˘࣎̈੨Ъຆཌ̍үĄ
ଂ˩͡Ăᚯ౯̍ү͟႙ღ࢝Ă߇ѩ
ώˠυืᇶઃந͟૱۞አߤᖚચĂБ˧Ը

ຆ߆̳ཌ̍ү̈

The ICAC Working Group

ˢົᛉ۞౯̍үĄ̈ࢬ၆۞ЇચĂΒ
߁Ĉ

• ᄃົᛉလᄼăЧᓾ۰̈́ᄃົܑᓑ
ඛ

• ᄃ઼ᅫЖᛋᓑඛ
• Ш઼ᅫۤົଯᇃώົᛉ
• ᄃЧ࣎ѣᎸણΐົᛉ۞፟ၹᓑඛ
• Ᏹநણᄃώົᛉ۰۞Ϧኛ
• ົࢎטᛉ͟
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By late October preparatory work had reached the
point where it required my full-time involvement, and I
was temporarily relieved of my operational duties to concentrate on the Conference. The tasks occupying working
group members include:
• Liaison with delegates, VIP guests, keynote and
plenary session speakers;
• Liaison with Interpol;
• Promoting the Conference worldwide;
• Liaison with interested parties;

• Оᄦົᛉ͘Ί
• ࢎטᄃົᛉѣᙯ۞͟
• ̷˘ᄃົᛉѣᙯ۞༼щଵĂ
тಞгă੧ظăϹ఼ඈ
ᚯ౯̍үฟणҌ̫ĂإზึӀĄၟ
Ҍ23͡غĂВѣ39Щώгᄃঔγܑೖ̯
дົ˯൴֏Ă̚Β߁ֽҌᓑЪ઼̈́͵ࠧᙯ
ඁᖐඈ઼ᅫ፟ၹ۞ܑĄԧࣇϺֽזҋ
͵ࠧЧгેع߆̈́ڱ፟ၹဥវ࿅
361ЩܑٚᏚણΐົᛉĄ࠹ܫдཐኚາѐ
ഇ̝ޢĂᄃົܑ۞ᇴϫົ྿זपĄ
።ॡˬ͟۞ົᛉ͟ĂΒ߁ѣֽҋ
઼̰̈́ঔγેڱ፟ၹ۞৺ࣶءүᗟႊ
ᓾĄѩγĂ̂ົ֭నѣα࣎ᗟኢጪĂឰЧ
гᓾ۰ܑಶͽ˭ᛉᗟЧԴ̎֍;

• ዮᛋચˠࣶ۞ຆሒፆч .! གྷរ
Ϲ߹

• ̷ᕝలѳЊ̄۞ਔ
• ઼ᅫЖᛋͅలछ̈ .! ֹᄃ
நຐ

• Ķˬგᆅ˭ķͅలඉர .! ઼ᅫЪ
ү̈́Ϗֽొཌ
дௐˬ͟ົᛉ͟Ԇඕ̝ޢĂЧᄃ
ົܑϺົజᔛኛזຆཌణયĂᄃԧࣇϹ߹
ͅల̍үགྷរĄ
ώົᛉ۞ֽᓜĂ̏࿀д࠺༘Ąፋ࣎
̍ү̈ᦲˠౌᛇĂѨਕᄃ઼ᅫЖᛋЪ

• Processing applications for attending the
Conference;
• Planning the Conference Programme;
• Production of the Conference Programme Book;
• Planning of the affiliated social programme;
• Dealing with logistics, such as venue bookings,
design, facilities, hotel booking, transport arrangements etc.
Things are proceeding apace. At the end of
December we had secured 28 overseas and local speakers
for the three-day Conference, including representatives
from international organisations such as the United
Nations and the World Customs Organisation. We had also
registered over 250 delegates from overseas law enforcement agencies, government and public institutions, and
private sector organisations. We are optimistic that registration will peak after the Christmas and New Year
holidays.
During the three-day Conference senior officials from
renowned international law enforcement agencies are to
deliver keynote speeches. Additionally, four plenary
sessions will focus on the following topics of common
interest:
• Ensuring Police Integrity - Experience Sharing
• Cutting Off the Lifeline of Corruption
• Interpol Group of Experts on Corruption - Mission
and Vision
• Three Pronged Attack - International Co-operation
and Future Initiatives

үᓝᏱ઼࣎̂ݭᅫົᛉĂགྷរᑓ֖ࠡ
ෳĄԧࣇՏ˘࣎ˠౌѣ̀۞ڀঈĂ֭ቁ
ܫυਕ྿јΑĄ

The Conference is now less than a month away. All
of us in the Hong Kong working group value this unique
opportunity to join together with Interpol to hold the
Conference. We look forward to what we believe will be a
valuable and truly memorable event.
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Report from the Abacus

ᕇ֑۰
Ȟhe bean counters

ǭ

113ѐ̰ĂࢍˠࣶᚶᜈԼ։
̰Ч࣎ྤफ़ऱĂ֭дĶેҖ

ྤੈրķ͞ࢬଯҖкีԼචନ߉Ă೩
˞ԧࣇ۞ड़த̈́ቁّĄԧࣇົᚶᜈӅ˧ࡁ
տາ͞ڱĂͽԼච̈́ჟᖎበᄦᇴፂ̈́ᄦ౯ᖎ
ಡ۞ԔĄ
ᔵ3113ѐ۞లѳᓝಡᇴф̪
ЋĂҭᄃܕೀѐͧྵĂкѐֽᜈ˯̿۞ᓝ
ಡᓁᇴᓁზᘦֽ˭ؠĄ
ຆཌд3113ѐВତᒔ5-482؟ᄃᏴᓝ
ᙯ۞లѳᓝಡĂᄃ3112ѐ۞5-587࠹؟
ͧĂ಼ࠎ3&Ą҃Ăѣᙯ߆ܝొعˠࣶ
ঘలѳ۞ᓝಡĂϤ3112ѐ۞2-698˯؟
̿Ҍ3113ѐ۞2-749؟Ă಼̿ࠎ4&Ą̚
ঘ̈́ᛋચˠࣶ۞ᓝಡϤ˯ѐ۞624؟ᆧҌ
676؟Ăᆧ಼྿21&ć҃ঘ̈́ܝొع߆
ˠࣶ۞ᓝಡĂϤ˯ѐ۞2-185؟1/2&
Ҍ2-184؟ĄΩ˘͞ࢬĂѣᙯռᒉ፟ၹˠࣶ
ঘలѳ۞ᓝಡĂϤ˯ѐ۞3-653؟ഴҌ
3-514؟Ăഴ಼ࠎ6&ć҃ঘ̳̈́В፟ၹˠࣶ
۞ᓝಡĂϺТᇹഴ͌6&ĂϤ˯ѐ۞458؟ഴ
Ҍ441؟Ą
Ξߤ۞ᓝಡϤ3112ѐ۞4-372؟ഴ
Ҍ4-356؟Ąҭঘ̈́߆ܝొعˠࣶ۞Ξߤ
ᓝಡĂϤ3112ѐ۞2-122̿˯؟8&Ҍ

D

uring the year under review our Statistical
Officers have continued to fine-tune the
Section's databases, implementing a number of enhancements in the Operations Department Information System
(OPSIS). These enhancements have improved our efficiency
and accuracy and we will continue to look for ways to
improve and streamline the production of statistics and
preparation of briefs.
While the number of corruption reports received
has remained high, we have seen a levelling off of the total
corruption reports in 2002 compared with recent years.
During the year 2002 we received 4,371 non-election corruption reports compared with 4,476 in 2001, representing a decrease of 2%. In contrast to 2001, however, the
number of corruption reports relating to the public sector,
rose in 2002 by 3% (from 1,587 to 1,638) with reports
involving the Police increasing by 10% (from 513 to 565),
with the rest of the Government sector down by 0.1% (from
1,074 to 1,073). Reports concerning the private sector on
the other hand, decreased by 5% (from 2,542 to 2,403) and
those relating to Public Bodies also decreased by 5% (from
347 to 330).
The total number of reports considered capable of
investigation (pursuable reports) decreased from 3,261 in
2001 to 3,245 in 2002. The number of pursuable reports
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relating to the public sector rose in 2002 by 7% (from 1,011
to 1,078) with reports involving the Police increasing by
10% from 338 to 371, and the rest of the Government sector
also showing a 5% increase (from 673 to 707). Pursuable
reports concerning the private sector decreased by 4% (from
2,005 to 1,932) and those relating to Public Bodies also
decreased by 4% (from 245 to 235).

2-189؟Ą༊̚ঘ̈́ᛋચˠࣶ۞ĂϤ˯ѐ۞
449؟ᆧҌ482؟Ăᆧ಼྿21&ć҃ঘ̈́
߆ܝొعˠࣶ۞ĂϺϤ˯ѐ۞784؟ᆧΐ
6&Ҍ818؟ĄΩ˘͞ࢬĂঘ̈́ռᒉ፟ၹˠࣶ
۞ΞߤᓝಡĂϤ˯ѐ۞3-116˭؟5&
Ҍ2-:43؟ćҌٺঘ̳̈́В፟ၹˠࣶ۞ᓝ
ಡĂϺТᇹ˭5&ĂϤ˯ѐ۞356؟Ҍ
346؟Ą

In 2002, we received 14 corruption reports
concerning elections, of which 11 concerned the District
Council elections and three Rural Committee elections. One
of the District Council complaints concerned elections held
in 1994, two in 1999, one in 2000, six in 2002 and one for the
forthcoming by-election to be held in February 2003. Two
of the Rural Committee complaints concerned elections
held in 1998/1999 and one for the forthcoming elections to
be held in 2003. Of the 14 complaints, only six involved
bribery whilst the remainder concerned illegal conduct; 10
complaints were capable of investigation.

ຆཌд3113ѐВତᒔ25؟ᄃᏴᓝѣ
ᙯ۞లѳᓝಡĂ̚22؟ঘ̈́ડᛉົᏴᓝĂ
ዶˬ؟ᄃฏְ؎ࣶົᏴᓝѣᙯĄдડᛉ
ົ͞ࢬ۞ᏴᓝԸ෦Ă˘؟ঘ̈́2::5ѐ۞Ᏼ
ᓝă؟ঘ̈́2:::ѐ۞Ᏼᓝă˘؟ঘ̈́
3111ѐ۞Ᏼᓝă̱؟ঘ̈́3113ѐ۞ᏴᓝĂ
҃˘؟ᄃд3114ѐ3͡ซҖ۞ྃᏴѣᙯĄ
дฏְ؎ࣶົ͞ࢬĂ؟Ը෦ঘ̈́2::9Ҍ
2:::ѐ۞ޘᏴᓝĂ˘؟ᄃӈд3114ѐ
ซҖ۞ᏴᓝѣᙯĄд25؟ᏴᓝԸ෦༊̚Ă
Ϊѣ̱؟ঘ̈́ྦᏴĂዶˣ؟ঘّ̈́ኳྵ
ᅅ۞࿁ڱҖࠎĂ҃Ϊѣ21؟Ը෦ѣ֖ૉྤ
फ़णฟአߤĄ

Investigations Undertaken and Strength of the Operations Department
(1987-2002)
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ොĈአߤ࣎९؟ᇴΒ߁дྍѐणฟ۞አߤ࣎९ᇴϫͽ̈́˯˘ѐϐԆඕ۞አߤ࣎९ᇴϫ
NOTE: Investigations undertaken are investigations commenced during the year + outstanding investigations brought forward
from previous years

Methods of Reporting Corruption (Excluding Election Reports) - 2001
ତᒔ̝ᓝಡ؟ᇴ All Reports
̄ฎІᓝಡ By E-mail 39 (0.9%)
็ৌᓝಡ By Fax 52 (1.2%)
Ϥ߆ܝొعᖼ̬ຆཌ۞ᓝಡ Referred by Government Depts 226 (5%)
Ըבᓝಡ By Letter 749 (16.7%)
Ꮠ֗ᓝಡ In Person 1212 (27.1%)
ྖᓝಡ By Phone 2198 (49.1%)

Щᓝಡ Reports by Identified Complainants
̄ฎІᓝಡ By E-mail 12 (0.4%)
็ৌᓝಡ By Fax 19 (0.6%)
Ϥ߆ܝొعᖼ̬ຆཌ۞ᓝಡ Referred by Government Depts 150 (4.7%)
Ըבᓝಡ By Letter 120 (3.8%)
Ꮠ֗ᓝಡ In Person 1189 (37.2%)
ྖᓝಡ By Phone 1702 (53.3%)

Corruption Reports Recorded by Sector (Excluding Election Reports) - 2001
ତᒔ̝ᓝಡ؟ᇴ All Reports
̳В፟ၹ Public Bodies 347 (7.7%)
ᛋચ Police 513 (11.5%)
߆̙( ܝొعΒ߁ᛋચ) Government Depts (less Police) 1074 (24%)
ռᒉ፟ၹ (̙Β߁ᄃᏴᓝѣᙯ۞ᓝಡ)
Private Sector (Excluding Election Reports) 2542 (56.8%)

Ξߤ̝ᓝಡ؟ᇴ Pursuable Reports
̳В፟ၹ Public Bodies 245 (7.5%)
ᛋચ Police 338 (10.4%)
߆̙( ܝొعΒ߁ᛋચ) Government Depts (less Police) 673 (20.6%)
ռᒉ፟ၹ (̙Β߁ᄃᏴᓝѣᙯ۞ᓝಡ)
Private Sector (Excluding Election Reports) 2005 (61.5%)
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Methods of Reporting Corruption (Excluding Election Reports) - 2002
ତᒔ̝ᓝಡ؟ᇴ All Reports
̄ฎІᓝಡ By E-mail 27 (0.6%)
็ৌᓝಡ By Fax 46 (1.1%)
Ϥ߆ܝొعᖼ̬ຆཌ۞ᓝಡ Referred by Government Depts 245 (5.6%)
Ըבᓝಡ By Letter 729 (16.7%)
Ꮠ֗ᓝಡ In Person 1102 (25.2%)
ྖᓝಡ By Phone 2222 (50.8%)

Щᓝಡ Reports by Identified Complainants
̄ฎІᓝಡ By E-mail 10 (0.3%)
็ৌᓝಡ By Fax 20 (0.6%)
Ϥ߆ܝొعᖼ̬ຆཌ۞ᓝಡ Referred by Government Depts 170 (5.5%)
Ըבᓝಡ By Letter 87 (2.8%)
Ꮠ֗ᓝಡ In Person 1089 (34.8%)
ྖᓝಡ By Phone 1750 (56%)

Corruption Reports Recorded by Sector (Excluding Election Reports) - 2002
ତᒔ̝ᓝಡ؟ᇴ All Reports
̳В፟ၹ Public Bodies 330 (7.6%)
ᛋચ Police 565 (12.9%)
߆̙( ܝొعΒ߁ᛋચ) Government Depts (less Police) 1073 (24.5%)
ռᒉ፟ၹ (̙Β߁ᄃᏴᓝѣᙯ۞ᓝಡ)
Private Sector (Excluding Election Reports) 2403 (55%)

Ξߤ̝ᓝಡ؟ᇴ Pursuable Reports
̳В፟ၹ Public Bodies 235 (7.3%)
ᛋચ Police 371 (11.4%)
߆̙( ܝొعΒ߁ᛋચ) Government Depts (less Police) 707 (21.8%)
ռᒉ፟ၹ (̙Β߁ᄃᏴᓝѣᙯ۞ᓝಡ)
Private Sector (Excluding Election Reports) 1932 (59.5%)
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д3113ѐ̰Ԇјᑭଠ۞724ЩజӘ༊
̚Ă698Щߏдᐂᇆଐ˭ڶତצયྖ۞Ą
̚ѣ225ˠኳႷયྖ̰टĂ҃Ϊѣ31ˠ۞ય
ྖ)ঘ̈́27؟९І*̙జڱलତৼࠎᙋֻĄд
યྖ̰ट̙జତৼ۞27؟९І༊̚Ă̱ߏ؟
Ϥٕءڱٺҿ̙ءਕдЪநႷય˭ৼܫ
ႷϚߏҋᙸ٢ᄮĂΩγ؟ЯࠎϏѣ
ᄲځ༊ְˠߏͽᙋˠٕႷϚ۞֗Њତצય
ྖĄ
3113ѐВѣ715ˠజຆཌᑭଠĂΒ߁
647Щռᒉ፟ၹˠࣶ̈́࣎ҾξϔĂ༊̚::ˠ
ߏЯࠎঘ̈́Į֨ͤྦྩ୧ּįௐ:୧ٙ۞
లѳϹٽć2:ˠߏЯࠎҖྦ߆̳ٕعᖚˠࣶ
҃జଠᛈϚĮ֨ͤྦྩ୧ּįௐ5)2*୧̈́ௐ
9୧ćαˠజଠҚᏖᛈϚĮ֨ͤྦྩ୧ּį
ௐ5)3*୧ٙࢎཋҖć˘ˠజଠͽҖྦ߱ܳ͘
̳В፟ၹЪࡗĂ࿁ͅĮ֨ͤྦྩ୧ּįௐ
6)2*୧ć˘ˠజଠ٣ᜨ˘Щצአߤˠ̀۞֗
̶ćˠజଠүᓝಡćαˠజଠᛈϚ
Įᄅၑ̈́ڱܧҖࠎ୧ּįٙࢎཋҖć҃ዶ
517ˠЯࠎᛈϚĮຆ߆̳ཌ୧ּįٙࢎཋ
Җ҃జᑭଠĄᛋ͞дநཋ९ॡĂٲॏ
˞ЩҖྦᛋચˠࣶ۞ˠ̀Ă֭дຆཌТຍ
˭Ăయѣᙯ۞ᑭଠ̍үĄд3113ѐ̰Ԇ
јᑭଠ۞724ЩజӘ༊̚Ăѣ566ˠజؠ
ཋĄѐ̰Ωѣ227ˠజ߉ҖᛋᄯĄ3113ѐĂ
ĶᆶߤలѳᓝಡᏙྙ؎ࣶົķޙᛉ၆276ˠଳ
ޠࡔפ̶Ăྵ3112ѐ۞299ˠࠎ͌Ą

587 of the 613 defendants whose prosecution was
completed in 2002 were interviewed on video. 114 challenged the interviews, and as a result the interviews of 20
individuals, relating to 16 cases, were ruled inadmissible.
In six cases the interviews were ruled inadmissible because
the judges or magistrates were not satisfied beyond
reasonable doubt that the admissions made were voluntary.
In another two cases they ruled that the interviews were
inadmissible because the status of the suspects (i.e. witness
or suspect) had not been made clear during the interviews.
604 persons were prosecuted in 2002. This total
included 536 individuals in private sector cases, comprising
99 prosecuted for involvement in corrupt transactions contrary to Section 9 of the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance; 19
for offences of offering bribes to Government officers or
public servants contrary to sections 4(1) and 8; four for conspiracy to commit Section 4(2) and one for offering bribes
to procure a public body contract contrary to Section 5(1);
one was charged with disclosing the identity of a person
under investigation, two with making false reports, four
with offences under the Corrupt and Illegal Practices
Ordinance, and 406 for offences under the ICAC
Ordinance. With the agreement of the ICAC, the Police
undertook the prosecution of two persons arrested for
offering bribes to police officers during police investigations into other offences. Of the 613 defendants whose
prosecution was completed in 2002, 455 were convicted. A
further 116 individuals were formally cautioned. In 2002,
the Operations Review Committee recommended disciplinary action against 165 persons compared with 188 in 2001.
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˟˘ѐЯలѳ̈́࠹ᙯཋҖ̈́҃జᑭଠ۞ˠᇴ

Number of Persons Prosecuted for Corruption & Related Offences in 2001

+࣎Ҿξϔঘ̈́߆عဌࣶٕ̳ᖚˠࣶలѳአߤ҃జᑭଠ۞९І
*These are cases in which private individuals were prosecuted in public sector investigations

˟˟ѐЯలѳ̈́࠹ᙯཋҖ̈́҃జᑭଠ۞ˠᇴ

Number of Persons Prosecuted for Corruption & Related Offences in 2002

+࣎Ҿξϔঘ̈́߆عဌࣶٕ̳ᖚˠࣶలѳአߤ҃జᑭଠ۞९І
*These are cases in which private individuals were prosecuted in public sector investigations
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ᓑඛྤफ़

Liaison Contact Details
ࠎӀܮᓑඛĂͽ˭Еࢋᖚࣶ۞ؖЩᓑඛྖĈĞкЩࢵयአߤЇྵѝ݈ซҖᖚҜአğ
Ą

To facilitate liaison, a directory of personalities and their contact telephone numbers follows:
(some of the officers have changed posts since their submissions to this edition of the Review).

ᖚᅟ

னЇྍᖚ۰

ྖ

POST

INCUMBENT

TEL. NOS.

ຆ߆ࣶ
Commissioner

Ղ͌Ѝ
Mr. LEE Siu-kwong, Ambrose

2826 3111

ઘຆ߆ࣶࣘેҖࢵܜ
Deputy Commissioner and
Head of Operations

Ղᅛ፨
Mr. LI Ming-chak, Daniel

2826 4301

ેҖܜĞ߆ܝొعğ
Director of Investigation
(Government Sector)

ౘᇇј
Mr. CHAN Tak-shing, Gilbert

2826 4302

ેҖܜĞռᒉ፟ၹğ
Director of Investigation
(Private Sector)

ՂܷϠ
Mr. LEE Chun-sang, Francis

2826 4307

ӄநܜĞአߤࡊ˘ğ
Assistant Director Branch 1

เ͵
Mr. WONG Sai-chiu, Ryan

2826 4303

ӄநܜĞአߤࡊ˟ğ
Assistant Director Branch 2

ഺ̥
Mr. TSO Wai-yan, Kenny

2826 4304

ӄநܜĞአߤࡊˬğ
Assistant Director Branch 3

ཀྵዂ
Mr. Tony Godfrey

2826 4407

ӄநܜĞአߤࡊαğ
Assistant Director Branch 4

֓чፓ
Mr. Mike Bishop

2826 4409

ࢵयአߤЇĞBğ
Principal Investigator A Group

ӕፘॼ
Mr. LUI Shu-tung, Tony

2826 4711

ࢵयአߤЇĞCğ
Principal Investigator B Group

ౘᖂૻ
Mr. CHAN Chor-keung, Stephen

2826 4282

ࢵयአߤЇĞDğ
Principal Investigator C Group

ӓࠏ઼
Mr. NG Ping-kwok

2826 4272

ࢵयአߤЇĞEğ
Principal Investigator D Group

ధछϔ
Mr. HUI Kar-man, Ricky

2826 4248
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Liaison Contact Details
ᖚᅟ

னЇྍᖚ۰

ྖ

POST

INCUMBENT

TEL. NOS.

ᛂϖૻ
Mr. SO Wing-keung, Raymond

2826 4247

Acting Principal Investigator F Group

ፘߋ
Mr. YAU Shu-chun, Ricky

2826 4253

ࢵयአߤЇĞHğ
Principal Investigator G Group

Ѧୂઉ
Mr. CHU Man-kin, Ricky

2826 4235

ࢵयአߤЇĞJğ
Principal Investigator I Group

เሄှ
Mr. WONG Lok-ning , Dominic

2826 4211

ࢵयአߤЇĞKğ
Principal Investigator J Group

૽̀د
Mr. Gerry Osborn

2826 4305

ࢵयአߤЇĞLğ
Principal Investigator K Group

ᛂࠏฯ
Mr. SO Ping-hung, Daniel

2826 4234

ࢵयአߤЇĞMğ
Principal Investigator L Group

เЏᇺ
Mr. WONG Shiu-cheung, Danny

2826 4761

ࢵयአߤЇĞYğ
Principal Investigator X Group

ᘲ઼م
Mr. LO Kwok-chung, Jeremy

2826 4296

ࢵयአߤЇĞZğ
Principal Investigator Y Group

ࡆ઼Ӏ
Mr. Peter Gregory

2826 4018

ࢵयአߤЇĞ[ğ
Principal Investigator Z Group

Ղᚗᜋ
Ms. LI Bo-lan, Rebecca

2826 4366

ࢵयአߤЇĞTEğ
Principal Investigator SD Group

ՂԠฯ
Mr. LEE Chi-hung, Denis

2826 4679

ࢵयአߤЇĞJTğ
Principal Investigator IS Group

ߦᖰܫ
Mr. Neil Parkinson

2826 4061

ࢵयአߤЇĞFğ
Acting Principal Investigator E Group

ཌநࢵयአߤЇĞGğ
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Postal Address:

Ground floor, Murray Road Carpark Building, 2 Murray Road, Hong Kong.
Tel (24 hours): 2526 6366
E-mail: general@icac.org.hk
Website: http://www.icac.org.hk/newsl.html
Report Centre (Fax): 2868 4344

